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works from a comm on database, whatever their

level. That's because it's the only Electronic Tax

task: provisions, analysis, estimates or compliance.

Workplace for corporate tax departments.

It includes all federal, state and international tax
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TARGET YOUR CAREER

TAKE THE NEXT STEP
Become a

Certified Management Accountant
If you are an accounting or finance professional who measures
success in terms of opportunity, recognition, and reward, then
target your career today!

1- 800 -638 -4427
Apply now for the June CMA Examination
Inst it ut e of M anag ement Ac co unta nt s
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FAXSURVEYRESULTS:
ABCISWORTHTHE
INVESTMENT

46
MANAGING YOUR
ABCSYSTEM
BY MALCOLM SMITH,
FCPA
ABC is not the panacea for
what's ailing business. But if
applied properly, it can lead
to improved management
accounting systems. Described here is what should
and should not be in your
ABC system.

BY SUSAN JAYSON
Readers respond positively
to the question, "Is ABC
worth the investment ?"

28
NINESTEPSTO
IMPLEMENTINGABC
BY ANGELA
NORKIEWICZ

Any company planning to
Cover.Is ABC a panacea or ... ? See
p. 271 Cover by Bob Grant, NYC.

implement an ABC cost system will need to address the

subjective, cultural issues
surrounding the introduction of a new cost system.
Pennsylvania Blue Shield
successfully implemented
an actual ABC cost system,
following a structured methodology combined with a
unique approach. The author describes the nine
steps the company followed.
Certificate ojMerit,1992 - -93
MANAGF. MENTA00 0UN7TNG 0 (ISSN

0025-1690) is published monthly by
the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760, (201) 5739000. Price
$10.00 per copy. Subscription rates,
per year $20 (included in dues, nondeductible); no nmembers, $125.00.
Second class postage paid at Montvale, N J., and additional mailing of-

fices.To ensure uninterrupted mail
service, send present address label
and new address including ZIP number to Membership Records Dept.,
IMA, Montvale, NJ 076451760 -Allow
sac weeks for change. IMA's telex
number is 9102509487; facsimile number is 201 - 5731)639. POSTMASTER:
Send address changes to MANAGEMENT ACCOUMriNGtw, Montvale,

0764.5-17W.

32A
MID-YEAR REPORT
ONTHEINSTITUTE
President Leo M. Loiselle
reports on the Institute's
progress.

35
ACTIVITY-BASED
MANAGEMENT
ATAT&T

49
ACTIVITY-BASEDCOST
VARIANCESFOR
JUST-IN-TIMES

BYTERRENCE HOBDY,
JEFF THOMSON, AND
PAULSHARMAN
When AT &T needed accurate cost information for decision- making purposes, it

reached out to ABC. Not only was the final transmission
an innovative tool to better
manage costs but an
educational method that
enhanced the company's
operations.

40
IS ABC SUITABLE FOR
YOURCOMPANY?
BY T.L. ESTRIN, CMA,
JEFFREY KANTOR, AND
DAVID ALBERS
Here's an objective way to
analyze your company's

BY MICHAEL F. THOMAS
AND JAMES T. MACKEY
Quality failures drove this
company to install a new
cost management system,
one thatwould identify problem areas and provide incentives to solve these problems. Managers used an
industrial engineering technique known as Socio-Technical Systems Analysis as a
systematic approach to
identifying what controls
were needed and where. A
key element in its success
was the direct involvement
of workers throughout the
process.

products and operations so
you can determine the feasibility of implementing activity-based costing before
wasting precious funds on
a system that may be inappropriate.

NJ
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DecidehowtotelltheCEOyou've
outgrownyourFinancialApplications..

OruseOracleFinancials,theclient/serverapplications
thatadapttochangingbusinessneeds.
Oracle Financials have the functionality to meet your needs today and the flexibility to adapt to
changing business requirements tomorrow. Integrated with the industry leading Oracle7 database,
development tools and manufacturing applications, Oracle Financials deliver a comprehensive solution
for managing your operations.
With $1.5 billion in overall revenue and more than 1,400 applications customers in 50 countries,
Oracle delivers a proven client /server solution for

ORACLEAPPLICATIONS
ACCOUMIXC

NAMUfAciUAIXG

XUMANRHOMBI

optimizing the productivity of your assets. In addition,
_ our 2,700 worldwide consultants will ensure success of
J
implementation regardless of the platforms or networks

KlSfRl8tlT10N

your business utilizes.
Find out why companies like Coca Cola, British Petroleum, Alcoa and the World Bank have
chosen Oracle Financials. Call us to receive an executive brochure on Oracle Financials;
"Quality Solutions for a Changing World."

1-800-633-0748Ext.4628
d1 1993 Oracle Corporation.
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BY DIANE D. PATTISON
AND CARRIE GAVAN
ARENDT
Activity-based costing was
not top gun at one aerospace company. A modified
ABC system, however,
helped this company soar.

65
TOM:ARECOST
ACCOUNTANTS
MEETINGTHE
CHALLENGE?
BY JOHN E. SHEA AND
ILENE K. KLEINSORGE
Cost accountants surveyed
at world -class companies
give themselves high marks
for simplifying their cost accounting processes but still
are learning how to respond
to today's rapid rate of
change.
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`How can I foolproof
references ?'

More people face
investment risks.

26
TAXES
Are you in the market for
ABC software? If so, here's
a listing of available software packages for activity based costing and activitybased cost management.

22

SEC concerned about .
accounting for derivatives.

20
FINANCIALMANAGER

62
SOFTWAREFORABC
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management.
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55
ACTIVITY-BASED
COSTING: IT DOESN'T
WORKALLTHETIME

The missing link in ethical
training programs.

8o
FAXSURVEY
`Your career ?'
Views expressed herein are authors'
and do not represent Institute policy
unless so stated. Publication of paid
advertising and new product and service information does not constitute an
endorsement by the Institute of the advertiser or the product or service.
MANAGEMENT AcCoUNTING(V is indexed in the Aetountants'Index and also in the on -line database of the same
name, This publication is available in
other forms of media through Information Access Company and through
University Microfilms, Inc., and
ABI/INFORM (313)761 -4700. For
more information call (8W)227 -8431.

The full text of MANAGEMENT AC.
COUNIINGO is also available in the
electronic versions of the Business Periodicals Index.
Permission is granted to reproduce
any of the contents of this issue for use
in courses of instruction, so long as the
source and Institute of Management
Accountants' copyright are indicated
in any such reproductions. Written application must be made to the Editor
for permission to reproduce any of the
contents of this issue for use in other
than courses of instruction —e.g., textbooks and books of readings or cases,
Except as otherwise noted, the copy-

right has been transferred to the Institute of Management Accountants for
all items appearing in this magazine.
For those items for which the copyright has not been transferred, permission to reproduce must be obtained directly from the author or from the
person or organization given at the
end of the article.
Quantity reprints of any article in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® or
back issues (subject to availability)
may be obtained from Special Order
Department, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645-1760.
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Relax,world.
SunSystemsaccountingsoftware
haseverythingundercontrol.

Ili
With SunSystems multi- currency,

-!ir_10

and back, complies with local

multi - lingual and multi - platform capa-

regulations and operates in languages

bilities, you have analytical control of

from English and French to Japanese.
With over 8,000 customers in

financial data from any country in the
world. SunSystems is the only true

North America and 142 countries

"open system;'client /server accounting

worldwide, SunSystems has become

software that runs on every popular

the world standard.
Call us and we'll take the world off

hard ware an d s oftware p lat fo rm.
This is the multinational software

your shoulders.
800 - 542 -5420

package that fully integrates all
accounting functions. Detailed reports
from all corporate divisions are simple
to format and produce.

SunS yst ems

Ltwmary .SiPoexr In-Sh.nni+ I Wm

SunSystems easily converts an
unlimited number of currencies to dollars

We take the world into account.
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CIC: EXCELLENCE IN FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

official publication of the
INSTITUTE OF
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS
EDITOR
Robert F. Randall

The role of financial managers today is more demanding
than ever and is constantly changing. The challenge is
always there to remain competitive and sustain profitable growth with the same or fewer resources.
Two years ago, our Institute formed a Task Force on
Quality in Financial Management. This was a bold new
initiative. It was the dawn of a new quality revolution
with a focus on financial management.
Task force members came from some of the country's most prestigious corporations and universities.
They included winners and finalists for the Malcolm
Baldrige Award. The task force mission— advocate the
integration of the total quality philosophy in the financial management process, and develop programs to assist and support managements with the implementation of total quality principles in this process.
From their recommendations, IMA's Continuous Improvement Center
(CIC) was formed. (See page 25 for details on CIC.)
Today the concept, now reality, continues to grow with an objective to help
organizations of all sizes implement significant and continuous improvement
in their financial processes.
CIC, like IMA, is independent and objective. It provides cost - effective programs so financial managers can improve their contribution to the organization by measuring how well they are doing. Through these programs they
can learn how to implement and promote best practices and improve performance of financial processes.
CIC is charting a new course for quality improvement in financial management. Its programs provide financial managers with invaluable information,
contacts, techniques, and tools to help them maintain their competitive edge.
The programs are based on standards and designs developed with the
help of CIC members who have significant experience in continuous improvement. Services are offered in four major areas: (1) assessment assistance, (2) benchmark database, (3) performance improvement and best practices, and (4) recognition programs.
I want to express our appreciation to Task Force Chair Louis Vlasho,
CMA, and the members of the Ad Hoc Committee of the Continuous Improvement Center for their enthusiasm, leadership, and team effort The
Committee was challenged and did an outstanding job in accomplishing its
goals. It was a job very well done.
Excellence in financial management —that's what the CIC is all about.

LEO M. LOISELLE, CPA
President, 1993 -94
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

ROBERT F. RANDAII, EDITOR

RETIREMENTPLANS
was happy to see the article "Retirement Plans: What Are the Options?" in the November 1993 issue. I am a member on the board of
directors of the LongIsland(N.Y.)
Chapter. Since pensions are my business I take particular interest in articles relating to pensions. I was a bit
surprised, however, at the technical
oversights in the article.
First, referring to page 53, under
the heading "Profit - Sharing Plan" it
states, "If there are no profits, no contribution is made by the company."
This statement is neither true as a
statement of IRS regulations nor as
policy. The requirement that the sponsor of a profit - sharing plan have accumulated or current profits to make a
deductible contribution to the plan
was eliminated by the Tax Reform Act
of 1986 (see IRC Section 401 (a) (27)).
As a matter of policy, small companies
may choose to make a contribution to
the profit sharing regardless of the
availability of profits. In certain cases
any loss created would be passed
through directly to the owners of that
company as a deduction against other
income (Subchapter S corporations).
Also on page 53, under the heading
"Money Purchase Pension Plan," it
states, "...and all forfeitures are used
to reduce future employer contributions." This, too, was changed by the
Tax Reform Act of 1986, allowing forfeitures in Money Purchase plans to
be reallocated to the remaining participants as in Profit Sharing plans.
On page 55 the discussion of family
aggregation refers to "...one of the top
15 highly compensated..." This
should be "one of the top 10 highly
compensated."
Stephen Abramson, President
APS Pension Services Inc.
Uniondale, N. Y.

AUTHOR'SRESPONSE
In his comments about a profit-sharing
plan, Mr. Abramson is referring to
what is more appropriately called a
"discretionary contribution plan." As
he states, these plans were legalized in
1986, and they are covered in the Internal Revenue Code section which
deals with profit - sharing plans. However, a discretionary contribution plan is
not exactly the same as a profit-sharing
plan, which was the subject of my article. From my point of view, a company
would not want to offer a discretionary
contribution plan when a true profit sharing plan could be set up.
His point about the option available
under a Money Purchase Pension Plan
is also valid; the original manuscript
stated "can be used," but an editorial
change resulted in a new meaning.
Still, why would a company want to incorporate such an option in a plan; it
might be in the workers' best interests,
but not in the company's best interest.
Thus, I would not encourage such a
provision even though it is now allowed.
Mr. Abramson does make a valid
point with respect to the 10 most highly paid employees. Apparently a typo
crept into the manuscript at some
point.
His point about S corporations and
other omissions is equally valid but
they are beyond the scope of the article. Many books have been written
about the subject of each paragraph in
the article. This article was nothing
more than a primer on what options a
company should consider. As the final
sentence in the article states, "Once a
company decides the type of plan that
is needed, it can call in a good consultant to implement the qualified plan."
This is a key statement as such a consultant is a requirement given the complexity of the tax laws surrounding retirement plans.
Dale D Flesher, Ph.D., CPA, CMA
University ofMississippi

UPDATEON
UNALLOWABLECOSTS
The January 1994 article, "Target Your
Accounting Systems for Profits" by
Hans Sproghe and Paul Stein, cautioned that the ASBCA [Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals] decision was under appeal. On 28
December 1993, the U.S. Court of Appeals reversed the ASBCA decision

[regarding disallowance of G&A on unallowable cost] and ruled that the Government can disallow G&A on unallowable costs (93.1025). The court stated,
"the ASBCA's erroneous decision of
DAR 15-203 (c) allowed Martin Marietta to recover all G&A expense allocated to the contract at issue. We reverse the ASBCA's interpretation to
permit the Government to disallow a
portion of that G&A expense." The article anticipated the reversal of a clearly erroneous decision and calculations
are in accordance with this new decision.
Paul Stein
Defense Acquisition University

WHATISCASB'SJOB?
Regarding the article "CASB: Is it
Doing the Job ?" (January 1994), the
conclusion asks the reader to be the
judge.
A reasoned answer requires an understanding of the CASB's job. The reduction of government contract costs
is not. The promulgation of sound cost
accounting principles is. Attaining the
lowest possible cost to the government
is not. Achieving consistency is.
How well has the CASB done its
job? I believe two critical developments
form the judgment. First, the CASB's
selective preference for cash accounting in lieu of accrual accounting
achieves neither sound accounting nor
consistency. CASB actions in regard to
pension costs in CAS 412 and 413 evidence this ill- advised preference. Second, key CASB personnel have indicated a reluctance to recommend any
accounting practice (regardless of its
merits) that will "bust the budget."
This personal objective is a deviation
from the stated objectives of the CASB.
Incidentally, the original CASB was
disbanded in 1980, not 1990, as stated
in the fifth paragraph of the article. In
addition, the subtitle states, in part,
`°The Board is working hard to bring
government contract cost accounting
into the 21st century... "The article
more aptly observes that "Contractors
are making major moves to launch
their accounting systems into the 21st
century." The Board's retreat to cash
accounting is hardly indicative that it
will soon join contractors in this next
step.
Darrell J. Oyer, CPA, CMA
Darrell J. Oyer, & Co.
Studio City, Calif
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1994

ABC grows up
True, ABC can give you more reliable product
costs. But then what? With NetProphet software,
you can improve the underlying processes to do
something about those costs. Only NetProphet
combines the best of all worlds: ABC, ABM,
process -view analysis, capacity planning,
constraint checking, and BPR — all in one easyto -use, integrated package.

Process vs. products
Through its Windows interf ace, NetProphet
allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, graphical process view. Columns and rows
of numbers may be fine for the accountants, but
what about the rest of your organization?
NetProphet gives everyone a picture that they
can understand and use.

What -if analysis
Only NetProphet provides quick and flexible
"what -if" analysis. You — and anyone you designate on the network — can project different
business possibilities. Just point to the process,
change the variable, and the results are displayed
instantly. There's no need to build multiple models
and wait for lengthy reallocations.

Generate your reports,
not ours
NetProphet includes an integrated report writer,
so you can produce custom reports with the
information, range, and look that you want. Or,
you can easily export data and results from
NetProphet into other applications.

Unlimited network access
Multiple users across a network can access the
NetProphet model simultaneously, to test
different scenarios and generate their own
reports — all without affecting the integrity of
the "master" model. And, the economic benefits
are compelling: for 10 users, the cost is half that
of the leading competitor's software.

Your industry,
your experience
With hundreds of active installations, we and
our international network of value -added
consultants can help you design the right
model for your business. And, only Sapling
offers industry- specific training classes, from
beginner to advanced to expert. Plus, you get
unlimited technical support and software
upgrades for six months - free!
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Sapling Inc., U.S.A Toll -Free 14MO -335 -5050
Tel: (201) 592 -5012 Fax: (201) 592 -4765
Sapling Corporation, Canada
Tel: (905) 678 -1661 Fax: (905) 678.1667
Sapling Corporation, Europe
Tel: 081 995 1331 Fax: 081 742 7301

GEOGRAPHYLESSON
It is a common belief in South America
that North Americans think that America comes to a southern end somewhere about the Caribbean, but I was
disappointed to discover that it seems
that the IMA also suffers from an ignorance that supports that idea. [Milestones in the December issue of
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING®referred to "the Buenos Aires Chapter in
Brazil."]
As one of the founders, and as the
first president, of the Buenos Aires International Chapter, I can assure you
that:
• Buenos Aires was not in Brazil at
the time our chapter was formed.
• Buenos Aires is not now in Brazil.
• Buenos Aires is not likely to be in
Brazil at any time in the foreseeable
future.
Having cleared up, I hope, that
point, may I offer my best wishes for
the celebration of the 75th anniversary
of the IMA. You are still a little younger
than I, but you are catching up!

RIGOS CMA REVIEW
features:

Numerous national awards

including the #1 score in U.S.
Over 25,000 candidates have
used our programs to prepare
for the CMA and CPA exams.
In -house seminars for IMA
Corporate Sponsors
J 9 years experience in offering
CMA Review programs
6/94 Review Program Includes:
Comprehensive exam-focused text with
hundreds of acronyms and skeletons
NASBA Registry Approved CPE
Personal computer question drills
Cram - 16 hours live or video
Call (206) 624 -0716 or your local city
Boston ............... (617) 666 -4366
Chapel Hill .......... (910) 278 -6472
Cleveland ........... (216) 932 -9136
Detroit ................ (313) 370 -2124
Hong Kong ......... (852) 332 -0837
Houston ............. (713) 361 -6681
London ............... (071) 289 -4682
Los Angeles ....... (619) 749 -4107
New York ........... (203) 762 -0152
Portland ............. (503) 283 -7224
San Francisco .... (510) 256 -8448
Spokane ............. (509) 325 -1994
Zurich ................... (01) 307 -3030
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Alan B. Anson
Emeritus Life Associate
(Buenos Aires, ofeourse, is in
Argentina.)

CONTROLLINGMYTHS
I agree with the conclusion of Germain
B6er: "Forget the myths, and concentrate on the fundamentals," but I disagree partially with the demonstration.
Myth Number 1: Labor cost should
be related to the manufacturing function only and of course to the "value
added" of this function and not to the
total revenue to understand the real
status of labor cost in industry. This
has been shown by the studies undertaken by the CAM -I. Those studies,
which I have repeated in France, indicate clearly that controlling labor occupies the accountants five times as
much as controlling materials which
represents, in fact, five times the cost
of the direct labor.
What seems to me the weakest
point of Germain Boer's [article] is that
he considers implicitly that myths
should not play any role in the evolution of our behavior. I would call that
Myth 6.
Lots of collective behaviors are in
fact related to myths, [and] sometimes
they play bad roles (ethic purity), but
sometimes too they play good roles
(scientific progress). In the case of
management accounting, I would say
that the five myths listed are participating in a positive game which is waking
up management accounting and making it look to reality.
Pierre Mevellee
University of Nantes
France

"MYTHS" AUTHOR
RESPONDS
Mr. Roberts ( "Letters," March 1994)
says my article in the January issue
( "Five Modern Management Accounting Myths") "used questionable data
and misleading statistics," missed the
point on modern manufacturing, and
makes a number of other mistakes.
Since Mr. Roberts made so many assertions about the contents of my article that only a full length article could
fully answer them, I will respond to
what I consider the most significant
comments.
I used Department of Commerce

data for manufacturing costs, and if
Mr. Roberts finds these questionable
and misleading he should provide alternative data. An author has to work
with the data available, and I found
nothing superior to these data. If Mr.
Roberts has better data than what I
used, I will be delighted to study his data to find out where I am wrong.
Mr. Roberts claims the article says
"labor costs were never significant."
After several careful readings of the article, I can find no such statement. I do
argue that material costs have dominated labor costs as a percentage of
sales since 1849, and that labor costs
on average have declined since 1849.
However, the article also points out
that for some industries labor is still
above 30% of sales even in 1987.
Nevertheless, Mr. Roberts does
suggest a method for measuring the
significance of labor costs with this
statement: "I wasn't around in 1849,
but I'll bet that 23% of sales may have
been far greater than the total profit
percentage for most manufacturers of
that era." If a labor -cost percentage of
sales greater than profit as a percent of
sales makes labor significant, then it
most likely was significant in 1849.
Commerce Department data indicate
material cost was 54% of sales in 1849,
and labor was 23% of sales, so one can
surmise that overhead costs and profits equalled 23% of sales. Since any positive overhead amount would make labor cost exceed profits, one can
conclude that labor was indeed a significant cost in 1849. (The Department
of Commerce did not publish profit values in 1849.) However, when one reviews the period from 1947 through
1987 for which the Department of
Commerce did publish profit percentages, the same relationship holds true:
The labor cost percentage of sales in
every year for this entire period exceeds the profit percentage by a factor
of at least two. So, using Mr. Roberts'
rule, labor was a significant cost in
1849, and it is still a significant cost in
1987.
On the issue of true and accurate
costs, Mr. Roberts also finds fault with
my article. "...I have never heard anyone suggest that a'true and accurate'
cost could be developed via complex
computations or via any other method." Mr. Roberts may not have heard
it, but Robin Cooper said "...the more
complex the approach, the more accurate reported product costs. "' In another paper Cooper says "Activity-based
costing systems achieve their improved accuracy over traditional volMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1994

For Windows" and Macintosh "'

Now... multi -user software designed for
enterprise -wide budgets and forecasts.
66 FYPIan slashed the time it takes us to do

a rollup from 3 days to 3 hours."
Now you can manage the process of
bottoms -up budgeting and tops -down
analysis across the enterprise.

control over who has access to what data. The
result: a solid, bottoms -up plan that everyone
trusts and everyone buys into.

Beyond any spreadsheet.

FYPIan automates distribution and consolidation of data to and from your end - users.
Complex rollups that once took days or weeks
of painstaking calculations and adjustments, of
endless checking and rechecking, can now be
done in hours with utmost accuracy and detail.

Streamline rollups.

Budgets... forecasts and reforecasts ...
corporate -wide rollups... "what -if" scenarios
... financial reports —with FYPIan you can
deliver them all with accuracy and speed you
can never get with any spreadsheet!
Support for distributed
computing and client/server
technology.
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Drill down to details.

With FYPIan you always know what's behind
your numbers. "Double-click" on any line item
in you P &L and immediately see the supporting
worksheets.

FYPIan's advanced
architecture lets you
bring managers at

all levels into
the planning
process in the
hierarchical
arrangement that best suits your organization.
Data can be exchanged with your existing databases and general ledger. You have complete

Advanced analysis—
automatic financial statements.

FYPIan puts unprecedented powers of tops down analysis at your fingertips —even delivers
a full P &L, cash flow and balance sheet automatically. All without the hours spent programming
macros, rekeying data and rechecking numbers.
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ume -based cost systems by using multiple cost drivers... Finally, in an IBM
study released in 1992, one of the companies says, "Steward's key objectives
for the activity-based costing study
were to develop an accurate model of
product and account executive profit
ability." 3 I could cite others, but these
illustrate the point that some accounting writers do believe that computational procedures do produce accurate
costs.
In discussing overhead costs, Mr.
Roberts says, "By selectively choosing
data back to 1947, B6er is able to compute a trend line which in no way reflects what has happened in the last 10
to 15 years." If Mr. Roberts reads page
26 of the original article he will notice
that I explained why 1947 was the starting point for the data —it was the first
year the Department of Commerce
published these data. Also, a reading of
page 26 will show that I used a crude
measure of overhead for 1849 through
1987 and got similar results for the entire period. As Mr. Roberts points out,
if we choose the 1980 through 1987 period for computing a trend line "...the
line would go off the [top of] the chart
by 1990." But if one chose the 1973
through 1979 period, the trend line
would go off the bottom of the chart by
1990. One can make the line go in either direction just by picking the time
period. By choosing 41 years I was able
to remove the effects of short -run fluctuations in the percentage.
I appreciate Mr. Roberts' interest in
my article, but I do wish he would
share with us the data on which he bases his statements about changes in
manufacturing costs.
112

Germain Boer
'Robin Cooper, "Ihe Two-Stage Procedure in Cost
Accounting- Part One,"Journal ofCost Management,
Summer 1987, p. 43.
2Robin Cooper, - Me Rise of Activity -Based Cost ing— Part 'Ihree: How Many Cost Drivers Do You
Need, and How Do You Select Them ?" Journal of
CostManagement,Winter 1989, p. 34.
3Robin Cooper, Robert S. Kaplan, Lawrence S. Maisel, Eileen Morrissey, and Ronald M. Oehm, ImplemewingActivity-Based Cost Management: Moving
from Analysis to Action,Institute of Management Accountants, 1992, p. 179.

MANAGING EARNINGS
ISETHICAL
Fundamental to the polling process,
and to reporting the results of polling,
is to try and state the issues) without
bias, in an unemotional manner. In the
March 1994 issue of MA N A G E M E N T
ACCOUNTING ®, Kenneth Rosenzweig
12

and Marilyn Fischer do not adhere to
this standard. Their article starts off
with the phrase "managing earnings
through accounting methods" and continues in the next paragraph with "manipulating earnings via operating decisions." In fact, accountants and controllers might object to one of their own
colleagues "manipulating earnings."
Certainly the verb manipulate, particularly in the context of accounting,
has an unfavorable connotation. And
accomplishing the "management of
earnings" through using "accounting
methods," while common in practice,
is not usually put forth as one's greatest achievement on a personal resum6!
But what would be the response,
both of respondents to a questionnaire
and to the academic community, if the
question were asked, "What do you
think of managing operations to improve earnings ?" The term "earnings
management" must be looked at from
the perspective of how a business is
run, what the owners' objectives are,
and how well managers have accomplished those objectives.
Just what do the authors really
mean with the emotionally loaded
phrase "no [t] explicit [ethical] standards against operating manipulation"? If the authors find it "distressing" that "accountants with more experience and higher positions are more
tolerant of earnings management," it
may be because they were never involved in management. This writer has
been, and I find it ludicrous to think
that developing a sales program to increase sales is manipulation. Every
time an auto company offers a limited
time rebate program or Sears has a
one -day sale they are "pulling sales
that would normally occur [in the future] into the current period." What is
wrong with that? If management did
not try to maximize sales they should
be fired. There is simply no ethical issue involved, albeit management judgment is involved as to the ultimate success of the marketing program.
If every manager who was involved
in a production push, whether at
month-end, quarter -end or year -end,
was found guilty by the academic profession of unethical behavior, there
would be no "ethical" students who
could ever be enrolled in any executive
education program. It is a fact of business life that month-end and quarter end overtime is incurred. This may be
a reflection on the organization's skill
in performing the production planning
and material control functions. It is definitely a business problem. It is not an

ethical problem.
Selling excess assets, whether at a
profit or loss, is sound business and fully in accord with current JIT philosophy which states that profits will go up
as inventory is reduced. How such a
sound business decision can be construed as an ethical issue demonstrates the distance between academics and the "real world." In my opinion,
if warehouse or office space can be
freed up, and cash generated by selling
assets, the responsible officers of the
firm would be acting unethically if they
did not sell the assets.
A similar analysis could be made of
many of the rest of the author's examples. I have difficulty defining any of
them as ethical issues. Some are just
plain bad accounting and cannot be justified on any basis. But since when was
incompetence an ethical issue?
Alfred M. King, CMA
The author is no stranger to the academic world: he teaches atFordham University. He writes, `this response is deliberately provocative. These are very important issues, and readers are encouraged

to provide their own views. " —Ed.

FUZZYNUMBERS
In a letter to the editor titled 'Me More
Things Change..." (January), Arnold
Barkman related his experiences with
Monte Carlo simulations. He noted
that he was once a member of a "special accounting group" that used a risk
analysis program written in Fortran to
support a capital budgeting appropriation which sailed through the management committee. No one debated the
appropriation because all the 'what if'
questions had been answered in the
analysis. He concluded that because
managers felt more comfortable using
their familiar evaluation tools, the
Monte Carlo technique was never used
again.
Professor Barkman is right. Managers will not rely on decision support
tools they do not understand or cannot
use themselves. That's why FuziCalc is
a major innovation. It allows anyone
who can use a spreadsheet to do a fuzzy number analysis. Fuzzy numbers
are better for decision making because
they have much more information content than crisp numbers.
Tony Dimnik, Ph.D.
McGill University
Montreal, Quebec, Canada
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VisionShffl

AccountingSoftware
Ora
for the way you work
Now there's an accounting system with the

shows at a glance your day -to -day cash situation,

flexibility to meet your exact needs, the ease of

helping you manage it better.

use of Microsoft® Windowsr" and the client/

Built -in links to the Microsoft Office
give you even more flexibility. Tap a button

server power to

to instantly create an Excel
template for special budget-

put corporate
financial information at your fingertips.
Introducing VisionShiftTm Accounting.

_

ing calculations. Distribute
vendor invoices for

The integrated, client/server accounting solution
from Collier - Jackson.
Every business is different.

customize the software to suit your special

So VisionShift General Ledger features an
exclusive
process toaccount
create ageneration
chart of
/ 7 . .

Ott
accounts tailored to your
business structure. Even
complex inter - department allocations and
multi- company consolidations are easily handled.
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checks and other transactions are automatically
reflected throughout the system for accurate
reporting. Our graphical on -screen calendar
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approval by Microsoft Mail.
Or use Microsoft Access to
requirements. The possibilities are limitless.
Call today for
I
more information or
for a demonstration.

See for yourself that
driving your enterprise from the desktop is more
than a better way to run your business.
It's a VisionShift.
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Collier- Jackson
3707 West Cherry Street
Tampa, FL 33607

813/878 -7867
FAX 813/876 -8786
VisionShifa +s a nademark of Collier- Jackson. Microsof+ and Microsoft Access arc cogotercd
imdemarks and Windows is a trademark of Mic—A Corporation.
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STEPHENBARLAS, EDITOR

SEC CONCERNED
ABOUT
ACCOUNTING FOR
DERIVATIVES
he Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) is pushing registrants to include more detailed
information on derivatives in filings
with the Commission. So far, this is
taking place on an ad hoc basis, with
the SEC staff closely looking over filings as they come in. But Richard Y.
Roberts, an SEC commissioner, told
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® that
the Division of Corporation Finance is
"seriously considering recommending" some new regulations, including
"adjustments" to Section 303 of Regulation SK. Roberts says there is no time
frame for making a final decision. Congress is pressing the SEC to step up policing of derivatives. In February, Rep.
Jim Leach (R.- Iowa), the senior Republican on the House Banking Committee, introduced a bill (H.R. 3748) that
would force better disclosure. In the
past, SEC Chief Accountant Walter
Schuetze has said he wanted to see
more "robust" information. At a recent
conference put on by the AICPA, Stephen Swad, an SEC professional accounting fellow, detailed what the
Commission means by "robust." This
should include a description of the nature of the trading activities, including
the business purpose for these activities, tolerable risk levels, and types of
instruments traded. In addition, registrants should show the amount of trading income recognized in the income
statement by each major type of financial instrument. Also, for registrants
who use derivatives as end users for asset /liability management purposes,
the SEC staff wants to see such things
as a disaggregated description of the
outstanding derivative instruments, including a description of the type,
16

has to do with reducing the involvement of trial lawyers in shareholders'
suits. Brent Thompson, an official with
the National Association of Manufacturers, says his group applauds Levitt
for a "measured, carefully thought -out
approach." Trial lawyers, represented
by the American Association of Trial
Lawyers, are considered among the
fiercest Democratic constituencies,
and extremely generous campaign
contributors. However, the perception
that sometimes those lawyers spur &
ing of meritless suits has become large
enough that even a Democratic SEC
Commission is complaining about it.
Levitt would bar lawyers who own securities that are the subject of litigation
from being the lead lawyers for plaintiffs. At a speech before the Securities
Regulation Institute in February, Levitt
said, "Without going into specifics today, I am especially interested in ways
to give shareholders greater control
over their own litigation and curb potential conflicts of interest between
class -action lawyers and the shareholders they represent."

IRS OFFERS TO
SETTLE ON
INTANGIBLES
Richard Y. Roberta

amount, expected maturity, and fair
value of these instruments. In another
development on derivatives, the Financial Accounting Standards Board has
agreed in principle to issue an Exposure Draft that would require companies to include in their financial statements more complete disclosures
about derivative financial instruments.

LE= SUGGESTS
NEW APPROACH ON
SHAREHOLDER
LIABILITY
SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Jr. says
the Commission will become more involved in helping to trim back excessive shareholder litigation. Presumably, Levitt and some of the other
commissioners believe that it makes
more sense for the SEC to use its administrative authority to deal with this
problem rather than waiting for Congress to pass legislation. Among the
more interesting aspects of what Levitt
has been saying the past few months

The Internal Revenue Service will start
making settlement offers to about
1,500 large companies that took questionable deductions for intangible assets acquired before July 25, 1991.
Those companies are currently in examination, litigation, or appeals over
accounting for those assets. According
to Don Roberts, an IRS spokesman, the
companies will have 90 days to either
accept or reject the offer in writing. Extensions of time will be considered on
a case -by -case basis, Roberts adds. The
IRS will offer the companies a choice
of two options, whichever results in the
greater intangible valuation: a 15% reduction in the basis of amortized intangibles, or a 50% cost recovery adjustment to the basis of amortized
intangibles. The offer stems from a
1993 Supreme Court ruling in the Newark Morning Ledger Co. case. In it the
court ruled that intangibles could be
amortized if the company established
both a value and a useful life for the asset.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 14 years ofexperience reporting
from Washington, D. C.
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Join us for the first conference and workshop to
explore the link between activity-based costing
and the goals of Total Quality Management
i

THE CRITICAL LINK: DAY ONE. The conference features a blend of expert speakers from industry
and academia, You'll hear presentations by:
•�John�Miller, of Miller • Newlin Consulting, presents a big picture view of THE CRITICAL LINK.

Sponsored by,

ABC Technologies
5075 S.W. Griffith Drive
Beaverton, OR 97005
5031626-4895
5031626-4003(fax)

•�Dr.�Peter�B.B.�Turney, author of CommonCents — bestselling book on ABC, illustrates
storyboarding techniques that link ABC to TQM.

Dr. Bala Balachandran, of Kellogg Graduate School of Management, talks about ABC and the
three C's: Cost of Quality, Cost of Customer Satisfaction, and Cost Management.

Ray Truskey, of J.l. Case, presents a field report on the ABC/TQM implementation at J.I. Case.
Panel discussion. You'll go away with action items on what you can do NOW to use the power
of ABC in your quality initiative.
The conference fee is $300.
THE CRITICAL LINK: DAY TWO. An optional computer -based workshop, taught by Bill Hester of
HESTER Associates, prepares you to demonstrate howABC can be linked to your TQM program.
The workshop fee is $695.

THE CRITICAL LINK
rime, Quality, and now Activity -Based Cost
April 25 and 26, 1994 • SwlssoTEL CHICAGO • Chicago, Illinois
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MANAGINGYOURCAREER

of references is wise.
With every reference you choose,
take into consideration each individual's ability to communicate. A reference might think highly of you professionally but may have trouble
verbalizing it. In such instances, the
reference could appear vague, even unsure, to a prospective employer. What

ROBERTHALF,EDITOR

you want, and need, are references
with the ability to say forcefully, and
unequivocally, that you are a top -notch
management accountant who's been
an asset to everyone for whom you've
worked and who will certainly be an asset to whomever hires you next.
Once you've settled upon a list or
lists of references, be sure to ask permission of each person to provide
their names.
After receiving their permission to
use them as references, fill them in on

'HOW CAN [ FOOLPROOF REFERENCES?'

1 recently lost out on a wonderful job because one of my references didn't check out to
the company's satisfaction. Frankly, I was shocked that any of my references might
have said something negative about me. I thought I knew the people on the reference
list I provided pretty well. I'm still looking for a new and better job. Any advice on

how to foolproof references?
f I knew how to "foolproof"
anything in life, I'd patent it
and sell it.
But when it comes to references, there are some things
every job seeker can do to at
least cut down on the odds of
having happen what you experienced.
If you fail to establish, build, and
nurture a network of professional colleagues —until you need them, in this
instance to provide positive references— you're likely to be met with reactions that are less than positive.
Sure, many will agree to provide a reference despite feeling put upon. But
will that reference, although basically
positive, be enthusiastic? Will that person help sell you as a candidate for the
job you covet?
Dependable, effective references
most often come from people with
whom you've established and maintained a close relationship over many
years. You've kept them abreast of
your professional and personal lives
on a fairly regular basis, and you've
stood ready to support them throughout the relationship.
When it's your time to ask a favor
from them —and, let's face it, being
asked to provide a reference, possibly
to a succession of callers, is a favor, as
well as an intrusion you have an obligation to minimize the extent to
which your references' lives are disrupted . For th at reason, it's im perative

that you be selective when providing
their names to potential employers.
For example, I've known many people who routinely provide a list of ref-

checking them out.
The result? Too many calls to busy
references from companies that have
not shown specific interest in the candidate.
To avoid this situation, I counsel
against providing references on a resume or too early in the interviewing
process. Ideally, names of references
should be provided only after an offer
has been made to a candidate, predicated upon a positive reference check.
Even if you've established an extensive network o f professional colleagues over the years, it pays to analyze each person in it carefully before
choosing your references.
Obviously, only those most likely to
view yo u in a positive light should be
co nsidered. A few years ago, a young

man gave his mother as a reference to
an employer interested in hiring him.
Th e emp lo yer call ed th e mot h er,
who said, "Maybe if he gets a job
he'll straighten out" In many cases,
coming up with more than a single list

0-s

rig�
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sought. Tell them about each company to which you're applying, and its
hiring criteria, as best you're able to
ascertain it. This subtly guides references as to what to say to enhance
your potential without putting words
in their mouths.
Keep your references updated on
your progress without being unnecessarily intrusive.
And, of course, once you land a job,
be sure to send an appropriate thank -

you note to everyone who agreed to
act as a reference, whether they were
contacted or not.
Some people you choose as references might offer to simply write a letter for you to attach to your resume.
Discourage this if possible. Written
references are seldom given much
weight by employers, and for good
reason.
Effective reference - checkers want
to speak personally with a reference in
order to ask questions and to pick up
on nuances that don't come across in
a written document. If a reference insists upon providing only a letter, by
all means accept it, express your appreciation, and include it with your
materials. But, if at all possible, try to
establish a list of references who are
willing to talk on your behalf.
■
Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half International, Inc., a financial and data pro-

erenc es t o eve ry p o ten tial em p lo y er

with whom they interview, regardless
of whether their chances of being seriously considered for those jobs are
good. Some of these employers will
take advantage of having been supplied a list of references and begin

the type of job you're seeking and the
requisite skills and background being

"if Michael Jordan can make the switch
from basketball to baseball, who is to say
I can't make it from accountant to poet ?"

cessing recruiting firm with 150 Robert
Half and Accountemps offices on three
continents. His latest book is Finding,
Hiring and Keeping the Best Employees (John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).
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Doyouhavewhatittakes
tolimplementActivityBasedCosting?
Do you understand your business?
Sapling's approachtoActivityBasedCostingbuilds onthestrength
of your business knowledge.

� �Do�you�have�a�practical�method�to�implement�Activity�Based�Costing?
Sapling'sprocessmodellingtechniquehasbeenappliedsuccessfullyinbuilding
ActivityBasedCostingsystemsinmanufacturingandserviceindustriesforseveralyears.

� �Do�you�have�the�skills�for�implementation?
Sapling's workshopsinActivityBasedCostingareconductedbyexperienced

practitionerswhohavealreadysuccessfullytrainedhundredsofprofessionals.

� �Do�you�know�what�software�you�need?
Sapling'ssoftwaretool,NetProphet`"',hasalargeexistinguserbase
satisfyingtheirActivityBasedCostingneeds.

Our Clients Include:
Arthur Andersen, AT &T, BHP, Dupont, Interstate Foods, Kennametal, McNeil,
Parke - Davis, Peterborough Civic Hospital, Phillip Morris

Wehave!
The Institute of Management Accountants, Focused Management Information Inc.. & Sapling Corporation present
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MORE PEOPLE
FACE INVESTMENT
RISKS
eople preparing
themselves for life as
adults often fail to
learn how to save and
invest money wisely.
Until recently,
many people were
taken care of by corporate health plans
and retirement programs. Others received a pension and other benefits
through their union, the military, or
other public employment. And many
were served by good insurance agents
who persuaded them to "buy too
much" only to be glad they followed
their agents' advice later on. Even stuffy old banks encouraged savings accounts and government bonds.
Many Americans bought homes.
They met their monthly mortgage payments and celebrated when finally they
owned the place "free and clear." On
top of everything else came social security and medicare.
Times change. More companies are
abandoning the paternal approach to
their employees because of competitive cost pressures and a new relationship between employer and employee
that is of relatively short duration and
based on mutual interests at the time.
With few employees staying around
to retire (and many companies disappearing as well), pensions have less appeal. Defined benefit plans (the employer assumes the cost of funding and
risk of investment performance) have
yielded to defined contribution plans
and a variety of profit-sharing-type alternatives such as 401(k) s.
Employees participating in 401(k)
plans and defined contribution plans
have taken on both the responsibility
and the accountability for their own
pension investments — frequently without even realizing it. Under defined
contribution plans, the employer provides a stated amount of money which
is then invested by others. Investment
results determine the amount available
20

for benefits. This has been a standard
for union- sponsored plans with multiple employers for years. But in these
situations, the union is looking out for
the workers.
The transfer of risk to insurance
company clients began almost 20 years
ago in response to competition from
stockbrokers. Ordinary life insurance
has never been exciting and never
cheap. But it has been safe and sure.
The insurance company provides a
sum certain in the event of death
(whenever!) and invests premiums to
fund these payments in a relatively low risk portfolio of assets, bearing all the
costs and investment risk. Thus, ordinary life combines risk sharing (payment in the event of untimely death)
with an investment program because
every policyholder gets paid sooner or
later.
Stockbrokers said, "Why pay all
that money for a stodgy bond portfolio?
Cover the risk with term insurance
(much cheaper) and invest the difference with us." Enough people listened
to cause the insurance industry to fight
back, first with universal life and then
with variable life policies. These policies do more or less what the brokers
suggested. A portion of premiums paid
is used, in effect, to buy term insurance, and the remainder goes into segregated accounts as determined by the
policyholder to be pooled and invested
in securities of various risk and type.
Typically, these premiums are invested in securities that have a higher risk
than the insurance company would
take with ordinary life.
Thus, the policyholder expects
much greater gains and often gets
them. But because the death benefit is
guaranteed (the term insurance component), the policyholder doesn't always realize that the cost of investment
and the risk of investment performance are now for his account, to be
reflected in the cash value of his policy.
Even the banks are now selling
risk —but they rarely describe it that
way. Lower interest rates (particularly
short -term rates) have made many
people dissatisfied with their savings

and CDs, some of which are still maturing. The banks' answer has been to
borrow from both stockbrokers and insurance agents and start selling (and
often managing) both mutual funds
and annuities. Just as with IRAs, tax
laws permit insurance policies and annuities to grow tax- deferred, but with
various restrictions on flexibility. Law
and regulation sometimes require
banks to use imagination in doing this,
but it surely hasn't stopped them.
Banks are now approaching $300
billion in managed mutual funds (out
of a total of over $2 trillion). These
sales along with annuities are a bank
broker - dealer's most profitable products. Banks sold over $5 billion of annuities in 1993, with variable annuities
at about 40% of the total. However, its
likely that many bank customers believe that the new investments they
buy through their banks are just as secure as the deposits they used to
have —this despite all warnings to the
contrary.
As a result of these changes, decisions of how to invest, where to invest,
and how much to pay for services are
left to individuals —often for the first
time. People competent in their own
fields unexpectedly face the need to
master the requirements of a distinctly
different profession.
Evidence suggests that people are
falling into three categories. One
group doesn't realize that their decisions are important. They frequently
follow the first suggestion made and
may incur high costs for poor results.
Or, they may withdraw their money
(even with penalties) when they have
the chance and spend it. Another
group tries to be "conservative." They
put their money into low -risk, low yielding assets (even money market
funds) and sacrifice reasonable alternatives for better performance. Still
others are taking the challenge in hand
and doing well.
As financial professionals, we have
a responsibility to encourage more
education about how our economy
works and how to manage personal finances. An understanding of the basic
principles of investment diversification, tax deferral, and the power of
compounding will enable more Americans to create wealth and plan a secure
retirement.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean
Collegeof New Jersey and can be reached
at (201) 762 -6378.
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Time your move to a ch*ent /server
financial system now.
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NEWS
KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

IMA MEMBER NAMED
TOFASAC
ichael A. Conway, senior partner— professional practice of
KPMG Peat Marwick, has
been named to a one -year term on the
Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Council. He is an IMA member at- large.
FASAC is composed of 31 high-level individuals representing preparers,
auditors, and users of financial statements. The Council consults with the
Financial Accounting Standards Board
as to key projects on the Board's agenda, selection and organization of FASB
task forces, and other matters requested by the FASB.

TOOMUCHREGULATION
ANDOTHERMATTERS

that might be equally or more cost effective. Only 36% of the group said they
would welcome a formal industrial policy by the federal government to promote the use of advanced manufacturing methods.
The executives (68%) also believe
their companies should receive tax incentives to make critical investments
in state-of- the-art production equipment, while 92% said restoring the investment tax credit would benefit U.S.
industry more than anything else.
Eighty percent predict the tax breaks
ultimately will pay for themselves by
inducing payroll growth and elevating
companies' earnings potential.
With regard to competition, many
manufacturers have restructured in an
effort to gain a competitive advantage.
Steps in the reorganization plan include significantly improving process
flow in factories (87 %), investing in
automated equipment (76 %), organizing operations by customer or product
line (60%), flattening the layers of management (56 %), reducing the number
of production workers (41 %), reducing
the number of suppliers (34 %), eliminating a product line (34 %), and outsourcing one or more operations
(31 %). Key reasons for reorganizing
are shown in the accompanying table.
Companies also are reengineering
to meet customer demands and quality
initiatives as well as to cut costs. Only
30% of the respondents have reorganized their entire operations, while
66% have reorganized a portion, and 4%
have done nothing. More than half
(56 %) of the companies that reorganized restructured both manufactur-

ing and nonmanufacturing functions,
including accounting, customer service, and purchasing.
To order a copy of the full report,
call the Grant Thornton office nearest
you or John Koegel or Uz DeIuhis at
Grant Thornton's Public Relations Department in New York City at (212)
599-0100.

STAFFFUNCTIONSERVICE
QUALITYIS POOR
n a study conducted by Quality
magazine and Wm. Schiemann &
Associates, Inc., consulting firm,
60% of 841 executives from U.S. companies said current service provided
by staff functions to inside customers
"cripples" the companies' ability to
compete effectively. Staff functions reviewed include quality, research and
development, management information systems, and human resources.
Despite recent attempts to improve
internal performance ranging from
process reengineering and total quality management to benchmarking and
broadbanding, staff functions "aren't
getting the job done," according to the
group. Here's how the respondents
rated the functions: quality received a
48% favorable response; manufacturing /production /operations, 42%; engineering, 41 %; R &D, 35 %; finance/
accounting services, 32%; administration /purchasing, 32%; building facilities, 32%; marketing /sales /customer
service, 31 %; MIS, 28%; communica
tions /public affairsAegal, 25 %; human
resources, 24 %.

ow are mid -sized An terican manufacturers coping with federal
government policy, i ntemational
competition, ISO 9000,
Courtesy of Grant Thomton
and reengineering and
still managing to survive, if not succeed?
The answers can be
Which of the following were important motivations in your firm's plan to reorganize
found in Grant Thorn your operation?
ton's Annual Survey of
American Manufacturers based on interviews
with chief executives of
manufacturers in the
$10 million to $500 million range.
Excessive government regulation is the
chief concern of these
executives, with 81% of
the respondents calling
for less. The reason,
say 93 %, is that it mandates specific programs
and doesn't leave room
for business to respond
to problems in ways
22
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or, You can shelter up to 25% of your anti'ual pre -tax
income with the IMA Members Retirement Program.
.
And save for your retirement at the same time.
Call today for free, no- obligation information on
the steps you can take now to minimize the impact of
the federal tax increase on your current income.
Our Retirement Specialists can help you decide
on the pension or profit sharing plan that fits your needs. :
And that's right for your employees. Then, you have
your choice of nine investments to help you meet
l *c°
your financial objectives. And you can switch from one
investment to another with just a toll -free phone call.
Your investment balance information is available tollfree, too,

There are no upfront sales fees, nd back -end charges,
no Master Plan Design fees. That means less paper work...and for most people, no IRS filing fees. We
also update the plans for changes in the tax laws automatically.
And most important for your peace of mind, The
IMA Members Retirement Program is provided by The
Equitable, a leader in pension and retirement planning.
Call now for free, no- obligation information. Or
mail the coupon today.

,'141
fv:

Please Send Me Free Information On
The IMA Members Retirement Program.
I understand there is no cost or obligation.
Na me
Firm na me, if diffe rent
Addre s s
city

state

Bus ine s s phone

'Lip _

Fa x

Do you currently have a tax qualified retire me nt plan?
Yes
No
What is your firm's bus ine ss s tructure ?

Sole Proprietor
Partnership, with or without incorporated partn*
Professional Corporation
More than one shan -i :. !
One shareholder
Numbe r of employe es
Ma i l c ou p on to :

The IMA Members Retirement Program
Information Distribution Center
P. 0. Box 92714
Rochester, NY 14692 -7030
MA 494

When those who reported their
companies were service laggards were
asked why, they cited lack of leadership, inappropriate organizational culture, lack of perceived need for improvement, and ineffective
organizational structure. How can executives improve internal customer
service?
• Develop a plan to integrate improvement actions with ongoing initiatives and business strategy.
• Assess customers, staff, and suppliers to pinpoint gaps in service

performance.
■ Align work processes, structure,
systems, culture, and capabilities
with business strategy and customer expectations.
■ Secure commitment to service and
define roles and responsibilities
clearly.
• Provide continuous performance
improvement through communication, education, rewards, and recognition.
• Establish ongoing measures for
tracking and monitoring service
performance.

To get a copy of "Internal Service
Performance: What's Happening in
American Companies and How to Improve It," contact Peter Tobia at (215)
247 -6165, phone; (215) 247 -6167, fax.

SALARY IS NO. 1
REQUIREMENT
alary is the single most important
factor in a candidate taking a new
job, Challenger, Gray & Christmas, Inc., international outplacement
consulting firm, found in a recent survey of discharged managers coming
through their outplacement centers.
Recognition of efforts has dropped to
second place, while job security, once
highly prized, has all but disappeared
from the list of requirements due to
the current large number of workforce
reductions.

S

RATING LIFE INSURERS
ow does your life insurance carrier stack up against others financially? To find out, you can
contact the Robert S. Warner Company, which provides an Insurance Rating Service. For a $15 fee you get a
three -page financial analysis along
with the ratings from A.M. Best Company, Standard & Poor's, Moody's,
Duff & Phelps, and Weiss Research for
up to three insurance companies of
your choice. The report includes asset
analysis, operating income analysis,
analysis of face amount of insurance,
and analysis by line of business. Users
also get Life Insurance Buyer's Guide,
which gives tips on determining what
type of policy is needed and more. To
find out more, call 1- 800 - 497 -6561.

PAYING ON TIME

Circle No. 10
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ompanies with annual sales of
more than $1 billion could save
$6.2 million a year in borrowing
costs by reducing their days sales outstanding by three days, James E.
Barnes, senior vice president at Resource Evaluation Inc., said when releasing the results of his company's
survey of Fortune 500 companies.
Nearly half (46%) the respondents said
that by improving customer order processing, billing, and collections, they
could reduce DSO by three days, while
38% said it could be more. For complete information, contact Felicia Credle at (914) 835 -3700.
■
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Continuous Improvement
Center
IMA establishes a new benchmarking program.

Benchmark Database
The CIC Benchmark Database provides members with comparable measurements from a cross- section of organizations.
The database contains performance metrics of averages, low
costs, and best practices, which are based on industry, size,
and geographical location. It is kept current from the results of
CIC - sponsored benchmark studies. Members have access to
the benchmark performance measurements, which are updated
after each benchmark study. Individual organizations' results
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1994

n important feature of CIC is the contribution from members to the ongoing development of the Center. Members are involved actively in the direction of CIC. The
Managing Committee of CIC consists of representatives from
10 organizations and one consulting firm. Members also work
together to ensure that CIC programs remain relevant and practical. Among the organizations and consulting firms that have
accepted the challenge and joined CIC:
Johnson Johnson
Michigan Consolidated
Gas Company
Monsanto
NYNEX Corporation
SYNTEX
US West
WSMP, Inc.

Consulting Firms
Andersen Consulting
Coopers Lybrand
Deloitte Touche
Ernst Young
Gunn Partners
&

Organizations
Ace World Wide Moving
&Stnrage Companies
Advanced Micro Devices
AIRCO, BOC Group
AT &T
Cummins Engine Company
Dun Bradstreet
Georgia Pacific

&

Assessment Assistance
Assessment assistance programs can quickly and cost effectively identify significant performance improvement opportunities for organizations. Structured multicompany benchmarking
studies are offered during the year to help member organizations measure their performance in many important financial
and accounting processes that affect the bottom line. All study
participants receive a report on how well they are doing compared to the performance metrics maintained in the CIC Benchmark Database; the report also identifies opportunities for improvement.
Participants can network with other CIC members. Organizations that prefer to measure their financial and accounting processes on their own can use a self- assessment manual. However,
organizations that use the self - assessment approach do not have
access to the database.

ABOUT OUR MEMBERS

&

1. Assessment Assistance,
2. Benchmark Database,
3. Performance Improvement and Best Practices, and
4. Recognition Programs.

Recognition Programs
Recognition is an important ingredient of a successful continuous improvement program. CIC's focus is to assist companies in developing their own internal recognition programs. CIC
also offers interested member organizations a national recognition program. It honors organizations that achieve outstanding
levels of continuous improvement and become world class.

&

IC programs provide financial managers with invaluable
information, contacts, techniques, and tools to help
them maintain their competitive edge. The programs are
based on standards and designs developed with the help of CIC
members who have significant experience in continuous improvement, Services are offered in four major areas:

Performance Improvement and Best Practices
Performance improvement and best practice programs are
available to CIC members. These programs are designed to help
implement improvement opportunities identified from participating in CIC assessment acivities. Programs include seminars
to learn new performance improvement tools and techniques,
workshops to develop performance improvement programs,
conferences to learn from experienced companies how to implement best practices effectively and efficiently, and forums to
share best practice success stories. Programs provide cost -ef fective networking opportunities. Organizations that prefer to
implement performance improvement on their own can use
CIC's Performance Improvement Manuals. CIC also provides
access to or locates "best practices" companies, articles, and research studies.

&

CIC PROGRAMS

contained in the database are maintained at the highest level of
confidentiality and integrity.

How

he role of financial managers today is more demanding than ever and is constantly changing. The challenge is always there to remain competitive and sustain profitable growth with the same or fewer
resources. The Institute of Management Accountants (IMA),
the world's leading management accounting organization, established the Continuous Improvement Center (CIC) in 1993 to
help organizations of all sizes implement significant and continuous improvement in their financial processes. CIC, like IMA,
is independent and objective. It provides cost -effective programs
so financial managers can improve their contribution to the organization by measuring how well they are doing. Through
these programs, they can learn how to implement and promote
best practices and improve performance of financial processes.

TO JOIN THE CIC

embership is available to all organizations and to consulting firms actively involved in performance improvement programs for finance and accounting processes. To obtain more information about CIC or to learn how
to become a member, call William B. McMahon, CMA, director,
CIC services, at (201) 5736266.
25

'TAXES
HOME OFFICE
EXPENSES

ANTHONYP. CURATOLA,EDITOR
BY AJ. CATALDO II, CMA, CPA,
ANDJOHN BROZOVSKY, PH.D.,
CPA
deductible business
expense must be connected with the taxpayer's trade or profession, paid or
incurred during the
tax year for which the
deduction is claimed, and an "ordinary" and "necessary" expense for the
taxpayer's trade, business, or profession. Connection with the taxpayer's
trade or profession is a self- explanatory concept, and it is relatively simple
to determine whether an expense was
paid or incurred during the tax year.
The third point, however, relies on
an understanding of the terms "ordinary" and "necessary." It is important
to clarify what "ordinary" and "necessary" expenses are in order to know
what expenses can be deducted.
An "ordinary" business expense is
one that is "customary" or "usual" in
the taxpayer's business, but even an
"unusual" expense can be ordinary if it
is reasonably related to the taxpayer's
trade or business. For example, maintaining a well- stocked bar in your office
where you meet and consult with clients regularly may not be typical or
usual but could very easily be an ordinary expense associated with the normal operations of your business. Similarly, a television, videocassette
recorder, stereo, refrigerator, or microwave in the office or work area
might be related to your trade or business. These items might be used to
keep you informed on events affecting
your business (for example, using cable channels such as C -SPAN, CNN,
PBS). They also provide a source of entertainment for employees or clients
and increase the productivity of employees by providing an incentive to
26

work late, arrive early, or remain at
your place of business during lunch
hours.
A "necessary" business expense is
one that is "appropriate" and "helpful"
toward the development and maintenance of the taxpayer's business, but it
need not be "essential" or "indispensable" to be necessary. And it need not
be "wise" (though extravagance during periods of tax losses may result in
a loss of taxpayer credibility and the
deduction). Usually taxpayer judgment is acceptable.
Having defined "ordinary" and "necessary" expenses that might be incurred in the maintenance of your office, consider the location of this office.
What if the office were in your home?
Would these business expenses cease
to be "ordinary" and "necessary?" Of
course not However, the fact pattern
or evidential circumstances surrounding the "reasonableness" of these expenses would be relevant.
It would not be reasonable to deduct the depreciation of the only refrigerator in your personal residence as an
ordinary and necessary business expense. However, it may be appropriate

PlanningaState-of-theArt
FinanaalInformation
System
A one -day Briefing for every
business planning a new Financial

Information Systems (FIS).
The Briefing provides objective
information on the latest technology
and a strategic perspective on the FIS
development process, including:
• update on client/server
• re- engineering for tangible
business improvements
• how to select the "best"
financial software
Since 1987 thousands of financial
professionals have attended this
Briefing and rated it excellent.
The Briefing is scheduled in major
cities throughout the United States
and Canada. Also available on an
in -house basis.
For more information call today:

(404) 509 -0391

LGRM

NZWEIUM

Enzweiler Consulting Croup
1870 The Exchange
Atlanta GA 30339 -2021
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to depreciate and deduct the cost of a
second refrigerator located in your
home office and used "exclusively" for
business purposes.
In fact, a major factor in determining the business nature of assets possessing the potential for personal use
is the duplication of personal living expenses. Therefore, a second videocassette recorder, TV set, refrigerator, or
microwave might appropriately be expensed, depreciated, and /or deducted
as business assets if located in the
home office and used exclusively for
business purposes.
Note that less than 100% business
use may require the maintenance of a
log or records of business versus personal use. This record keeping provides the information necessary to calculate the business portion of a
quasi - business asset, but it also weakens the taxpayer's position for legitimate business deductibility.
Given the opportunity to deduct the
cost of one of two such items, it would
be advantageous to select for business
use the more costly of the two videocassette recorders or television sets
because no tax benefit and /or savings
are associated with the cost or basis of
personal assets. An alternative tax
planning strategy, available to sole proprietors, is the nontaxable conversion
of the business asset to personal use after its statutory life has expired and it
has been replaced with a newly purchased asset for use in the business.
In considering the depreciation deductions associated with personal
property business assets contained
within the home office, it is essential
for taxpayers to recognize that restrictions for deductions of home office expenses (i.e., depreciation, utilities,
home insurance, and the like) do not
apply, include, or affect the deductibility of personal property business assets contained within an otherwise
nondeductible home office. In other
words, it is not necessary that you qualify for the home office deduction in order to depreciate the personal property
business assets used for the production of income and located in your
home office.
■
Anthony P. Curatola, Ph.D., is the Joseph F. Ford Professor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pa. He can be reached
at (215) 895 -1453.
A.J. Cataldo 11, CMA, CPA, is a
Ph.D. student, and John Brozovsky,

MD., CPA, is assistant professor of accounting at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
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FAXSURVEYRESULTS:

ABCISWORTH
THE INVESTMENT
BYSUSAN JAYSON
mplementing an activity-based costing
(ABC) system may not
be problem free, but
most respondents to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT
ING ®'s first fax survey generally believe it is worth the
investment.
The main reasons cited
for turning to an ABC system included a more accurate method to cost products and /or services,
improved performance
measurements, and more
relevant cost data for decision- making purposes. Very
few said they adopted ABC
because their existing cost
system was inadequate or
that they needed to measure the success of specific
improvement programs.
In this issue of MANAGE MENTACCOUNTING®, authors present an in -depth
look not only at how ABC is
helping companies become
more competitive, but also
how it may fail to deliver the
desired results. For example, AT &T(see p. 35) is
pleased because an ABC
system resulted in an innovative tool to better manage
costs and a method to improve internal customers'
understanding of costs related to supporting their
processes. But a major aerospace company's first attempt at implementing ABC
was not exactly top gun.
The most common problem reported in the survey

was the difficulty in determining cost drivers. The
second was the additional
work that implementation
required. Other respondents expressed frustration
over the "lack of commitment from people from
whom we needed input" and
the "need for a dedicated
team."
The few who reported
dissatisfaction with ABC cited the following reasons:
• Program emphasis has
died out and nothing
is being done with the
results.
• The link to improved financial performance is
not clear. Management
is not sure how the information really helps improve profitability.
• Users of ABC informa-
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tion are slow to access
it for decision making.
Another common reason
for a company's failure to
have a successful system is
discussed in this month's article, "Activity-Based Costing: It Doesn't Work All the
Time." According to the authors, when the system was
designed it was too complex
and focused on the capabilities of the accounting system —not the users. As a result, employees affected by
the new system rebelled.
What makes ABC succeed? Overwhelmingly the respondents say clearly defined
goals and top management's
support are critical to a successful system. One respondent noted, "You need a
strong champion." "It should
not be viewed as a project, but

as a full -time commitment,"
said another.That means dedicating "enough employees
and time to the implementadon process," stressed one
more.
In her award - winning article, "Nine Steps to Implementing ABC," Angela Nor kiewicz, manager of cost
analysis and support at
Pennsylvania Blue Shield,
writes that the company created an ABC organizational
hierarchy to provide the link
throughout the company for
the introduction of ABC to
all organizational units. "A
steering committee of senior managers from all areas of the company met frequently in the early stages
to set direction and make
decisions regarding the
strategic use of the data.
They then appointed individuals from their staffs to
serve on the ABC work group, which assisted in
identifying the data to be
captured and the operational use of the data."
The use of outside expertise was not considered critical, according to the survey, although those who did
report using an outside facilitator believed it was a
positive experience. Ms.
Norkiewicz agrees. "Critical
to Pennsylvania Blue
Shield's adoption of the
new cost system was the input from qualified knowledgeable consultants who
educated us about ABC and
assisted us in developing a
workable plan."
■
Zi

NINESTEPSTO
IMPLEMENTINGABC
Pennsylvania Blue Shield combined a structured methodology with
a unique approach.

BY ANGELA NORKIEWICZ
CeMcate of Merft,1992 -93

ive years ago, Pennsylvania
Blue Shield supported its complex decisions by making
lengthy studies to gather extensive cost data —that were good for
only short-term use. Pennsylvania
Blue Shield followed the prescribed
methods of financial recording and
reporting as recommended by the
Blue Cross Blue Shield Association.
This cost allocation methodology was
adequate for product pricing but
failed to provide the level of information necessary for management decisions.

Senior Vice President of Finance
Robert E. Patterson saw that Pennsylvania Blue Shield needed timely, accurate, and extensive cost data to react to
the dynamic health insurance environment. He believed improved financial
information could enhance the strategic and operational decision - making
process and provide better measures
to quantify product and organizational
performance.
The decision was made to implement an activity -based costing (ABC)
system. Much of the work of implementation followed a structured methodology, but to overcome the subjective, cultural issues surrounding the
introduction of a new cost system a
unique approach was needed.

Pennsylvania Blue Shield's Senior Vice President and CFO Robert E. Patterson (standing)
meets with management of the finance group and the ABC team to discuss plans for ABC
management training. Author Angela Norkiewicz is fourth from left.
28

STEP 1: PLANNING
lthough ABC was emerging as
the tool of the'90s, Pennsylvania
Blue Shield hesitated to buy in
to the new approach quickly and without guidance from professionals. Fast
we enlisted the aid of qualified, knowledgeable consultants to educate us on
ABC and assist us in developing a
workable plan. As we learned later, this
planning process was critical to the
success of the new cost system.
During the planning phase, we interviewed senior management to identify four major corporate factors:
• The company's critical issues,
• Management's difficult decisions,
• The corporate culture, and
• The current approach to financial
management.
From senior management's perspective, the critical issues facing
Pennsylvania Blue Shield were the
same issues facing many businesses
today: market share, integration, overhead cost control, capacity management, and legislation.
To respond proactively to these issues, management needed a great
quantity of information, some financial,
some not Initially, senior management
found it difficult to pinpoint the specific
financial information that might be
needed. The focus continually returned to currently available data.
By determining the difficult decisions that management typically faced,
we were able to identify the financial information management would need to
support decisions (see Table 1), especially those having an impact on the
critical issues. Based on the level of information identified through this process, the framework for an actual cost
system using activity-based costing
emerged.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

The two remaining factors —the organization's culture and current approach to financial management—became critical success factors and an
essential part of the design process.
These factors, above all others, were
significant hurdles to overcome to gain
corporate -wide support for the new
system. These issues had to be addressed and resolved before a worthwhile effort could begin.
STEP 2:RESOLVINGISSUES
he corporate culture at Pennsylvania Blue Shield was extremely
conservative, and current management was well entrenched in this
philosophy. We were a typical Blue
plan: slow to move or change. One consultant described us as "a large ship
that had been on the same course for
a long time. And ships don't turn quickly in deep water."
With ABC, we needed to change
management's view of doing things differently before we could ask it to look
at costs differently. Changing management's perspective was far more complex and difficult than designing the
system. We discovered during this initial project phase that when information supplied didn't coincide with management's existing knowledge base,

Volume -based
budgets and plans
and effective control
during contract year
porate unit)
erhead
(especially
ense management
control
Reaping benefits of
technology and improved
business processes

Quantifying
cost/benefit of
" WAged
care" actions
F6615sifig dollars
on high -value
activities and quality

To overcome the corporate culture
and current approach to financial management, we needed to create a universal solution that each business unit and
functional group would accept.
For the most part, management had
two distinct views of the ABC system
efforts. On one side, several senior
managers believed the data from ABC
were key to understanding the cost of
our operations and products and would
provide a reliable basis for product

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

•

-

-

•

Activities below the cost center level
Product —and claim —type- sensitive cost drivers
Fixed vs. variable, for contribution implications of pricing decisions
On -line inquiry and "what if' capabilities
Fixed vs. variable, to understand leverage in growth
Standard unit costs to compare 'volume- sensitive" budgets with actuals
More timely reporting of cost accounting information
• Allocations
communicated
in meaningful
to users
Costs allocated
only when center
managerterms
can do
something about it
-

t
itability
pricing

• Loss of control,
• Reevaluation of prior decisions,
• Learning the new process,
• Job accountability.

•

I
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managers to determine allocation bases. Operating managers never were integrated fully into the cost distribution
process and were involved only when
bottom line results went way out of
line. And none of our operating managers' compensation and performance
appraisals was based on a "bottom
line," so the managers had little incentive to stay actively involved.
Our initiation of a process that
would force both operations and finance to disclose their closely held information raised the following concerns for management in these
positions:

•

HIGH – PRIORITY USES

the information was rejected. Management found it difficult to accept the new
information as valid, even though the
new data were more relevant. This reaction is typical and will continue to
pose a unique problem for companies
attempting to implement ABC.
In addition, when we looked at our
current approach to financial management, the process was clearly a result
of the organizational structure of the
company: two primary business units,
several small subsidiaries, and one
large support unit, each with its own
functional organization. Each had its
own method of controlling and accounting for costs. The business units
tended to focus on unit performance
rather than on the company's performance as a whole.
Not only were the organizational
units diverse —so were the functions.
Operational areas chose to account for
costs differently than finance. Operating managers protected their operations, fearing increased control from finance. Financial managers, on the
other hand, maintained tight control of
the financial picture, fearing operating
managers would misinterpret the data.
We created this conflict. In the past,
distribution of costs to products was
controlled by the financial areas based
on occasional meetings with operating

4

• Management process and culture changes
• Periodic updates of unit cost estimates, as process changes materially
• Rigorous, activity -based evaluations of technology impact on activity levels and costs
• System tracks and aggregates activities to services (e.g., cost containment) across CCs
(e.g., medical policy, review, and customer service)
• On -line inquiry
• System tracks and aggregates activities and their costs for key quality concerns
(e.g., rejected claims) across all CCs
• On -line inquiry and "what if" capabilities
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pricing and business process improvement. Other managers, however, were
concerned that the data from ABC
would have a negative impact on them.
The real challenge was to show these
managers how ABC could be a
win /win situation. Our plan to implement ABC needed to include more
than the computation of activity costs
and the implementation of a system to
maintain the data. We needed an approach to motivate management buy in and cooperation.
We first created a steering committee of senior managers from all areas
of the company. They met frequently
in the early stages of the project to set
the direction and make decisions regarding the strategic use of the data.
These people then appointed persons
from their staff to serve on the ABC
workgroup. The workgroup assisted in
identifying the data to be captured, determined the operational use of the data, and assigned members of their staff
to serve as project analysts to implement ABC (see Figure 1). This ABC organizational structure provided the
link throughout the company for the
introduction of ABC to all organizational units in the company.
This structure was important be.
cause of what we fondly called the
"chicken- or -the-egg theory." That is,
"the key players in management from
30

whom the ABC information must be
obtained are the same managers who
are so skeptical of the product and
therefore least likely to want to contribute meaningful information." The hierarchical structure assigned accountability and responsibility for the accuracy of the ABC results to all levels of
management in all organizational
units.
This structure was a major factor in
removing existing barriers. It served to
communicate the strategic goal of
ABC, and it served as a vehicle to exhibit senior management's involvement. Finally, it provided top -down
communication of individual accountability and responsibility for the ABC
results. Because of a felt personal responsibility, managers were motivated
to find the win /win solution. We invested a great deal of time and resources
in resolving the cultural issues, but
once they were complete we were
ready to begin a successful implementation (see Figure 2).
STEP 3: TRAINING
n the early stages of implementation, the project team had to be
trained in understanding how ABC
methodology (see sidebar) differed
from our traditional cost allocation system. We found that the analysts who

had an operations knowledge with no
cost accounting background were
more successful in grasping the ABC
techniques quickly. The analysts with
a cost background, however, needed
time to readjust from traditional cost
accounting.
Project team training was broken
down into two parts. In part one, procedural documentation techniques
were explained. The analysts were instructed on how to conduct a thorough
interview with departmental managers
to ascertain the department's function,
obtain the appropriate activity and driver information, document the information, and flowchart the departmental
processes. The training for this phase
really occurred on the job because
throughout this phase the project analysts were continually evaluating their
approach, reassessing their techniques, and questioning the results.
The project team concluded the procedural documentation phase for all departments before part two of the training program began.
During part two, the project team
members were exposed to the expense
analysis process in which they were
taught the techniques necessary to develop valid activity costs. This phase of
the project was the least difficult because it was more objective and certainly more structured than the first
phase.
The project team analysts were given responsibility for their own group of
cost centers. They were challenged to
know the center as well as the department manager and to identify the
meaningful activities, drivers, and
sources of data.
STEP 4: DOING THE WORK—
PROCEDURAL DOCUMENTATION
fter all departments were analyzed and activities identified
and approved, the analysts prepared a listing of all departments and
activities. They identified and classified activities in seven unique types: local overhead, cost center supporting,
unit, batch, product sustaining, organizational sustaining, and corporate sustaining. Activity type was used to determine the cost distribution
methodology within the ABC cost system. Type of activity also influenced
how an activity cost was reported at the
product level (see Figure 3).
A local overheadactivity is an activity that relates to the general management of a center. Local overhead departments are management departMANAGEMENTACCOU"NGIAPRIL 1994

ments in which expenses are incurred
primarily to perform management and
administrative activities. Only the
costs of management centers are assigned to a local overhead activity.
Acost centersupporting activity is an

Train PaBS
cost analysts

THEABCCROSS

Cost Assignment View

Resources

i

Process View

Cost
Drivers

Activities

Performance
Measures

`

ctivity-based costing (ABC) is a
recently developed cost distribution technique that aligns organizational costs with operational activities, thereby enabling a coordinated
effort of expense and activity management. Through ABC all operational activities are identified and assigned to
the products. Under ABC, product
costing is simplified by means of a process that accumulates the cost of each
activity performed to generate the
product (see Figure).
ABC can be viewed as a two-step allocation process. The first allocation,
using first -stage driver statistics as a
basis, distributes expenses to activity
pools. The second allocation, using
second -stage driver statistics, distributes activity costs to products. ABC
can be linked to corporate quality efforts by providing a basis for evaluating
identified activities as critical or value
added.
■
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Cost Objects
Based on the joint work
of Peter B B. Turney
and Norm Raffish,

activity performed by a cost center of
which the primary accountability is to
provide support services to assist another cost center in performing its operations. Cost center supporting activities have no identity to a product other

than through the "home" cost center
for which the activity is performed.
The most appropriate way to assign
cost for a cost center supporting activity is to transfer the costs to the home
cost center so that the activity per-

product
►
i IEstimate
unit costs

Document
process

_ ,-Collect time, volume,
and expense data

Estimate activity
unit costs

Interview budget
and cost center
managers from the
top down
...to chart product
process flows
...and understand
activities and cost
drivers

• Pick base
accounting period
for unit closing
• Pull cost driver
volume counts
from system
• Pull CC expenses
from the GL

• Conduct unit time or
expense volume
analysis in each CC
to distribute costs to
activities
• Divide total activity
costs by volume
counts to derive
activity unit costs

• Estimate cost driver volumes
by product, claim
type, and so forth
• Apply product cost driver volumes to
activity unit costs
to derive fully
loaded product
unit costs

• Total costs in each
cost center to be
distributed to "final"
list of activities
• Base period
volumes for "final "
cost drivers

• Base period unit
costs per cost driver
for each activity
within each cost
center

• Product profitability
• Costs by claim type
by activity
• Cost center impact
of product volume
and mix changes

K STEPS
• Select analyst
teams
• Develop
implementation
tools
• Provide general
training
• Train "on- the -job"
in first budget center

• Trained PaBS cost
analysts
...Both line and staff
involvement

• Preliminary list of
activities, by cost
center
• Preliminary cost
drivers for each
activity
• Sources of cost driver volume
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FIGURE 3/ABC COST POOLS
Product 1
UNIT

COST
BATCH
COST
PRODUCT
AND
PROCESS
SUSTAINING
CORPORATE
SUSTAINING
- PBU
- GBU
• Corporate

Product 2

Product 3

Product 4

VARIABLE

Per Unit

source time serves as the first -stage
driver for distributing costs in the first
allocation step. Once cost center ex-

VARIABLE

Per Unit

penses are segregated into activity
pools, the activity volumes are divided

STEP
VARIABLE

into the pools to determine a unit activity cost. Activities are tracked to
each product based on the second -stage
driver and are aligned either directly or
indirectly to product to determine the
product cost. Activity unit costs are
computed on an annual (benchmark or
budget) and monthly (actual) basis using the expense analysis model (see

Product Group 1
Pool

FIXED

Unit and batch will be assigned directly to products based on unit driver consumption. Process and
product sustaining will be liquidated to the product groupings they support.
Corporate costs will
; they represent oNALdW need to be recovered when pricing produc

formed in that cost center can be burdened with the support center's cost.
Examples of cost center supporting activities are office space, administrative
services, and data processing.
A unit activity is an activity that increases or decreases on a one- to-one
basis with the critical business processes. For example, each time a claim
is received through the traditional process, the activity of "keying initial claim
data" must be done. The total cost of
this type of activity will increase and
decrease with incoming claim volume.
A batch activity is an activity that increases or decreases with work flow on
a less than one- to-one basis. An example is moving claim batches. A batch
usually contains a standard number of
claims. If a partial batch is moved, it requires the same investment of resource as a full batch. This cost, when
spread over the units, tends to vary on
a per unit basis.
Another type of activity is product
sustaining.These activities support the
overall product and cannot be distributed directly to units of work. A good
example of a product sustaining activity is the maintenance of our provider
network. The costs of maintaining and
supporting our doctors to uch a variety

of products, but the distribution of
costs to any individual product can be
somewhat subjective. Therefore, for
product sustaining activities, where a
direct distribution to product cannot
be identified, a decision must be made
as to the method of distribution.
Organizational sustaining activities
are activities performed to sustain the
business unit. The activities performed
32

tive, expenses are redistributed from
the organizational and natural expense
category into activity pools via first stage drivers. Typically, human re-

by the finance areas within the business unit are a classic example. As with
product sustaining activities, where a
direct distribution to product cannot
be identified, an allocation decision
must be made.
The last activity type is corporate
sustaining. Corporate sustaining activities cann ot be associated with a prod-

uct or an organization directly and
must be distributed arbitrarily. Examples o f corporate sustaining costs in-

clude the annual audit, the president's
expenses, preparation of board minutes, and so on.

STEPS:DOINGTHEWORK—
EXPENSEANALYSIS
xpense analysis is the process
used to determine activity unit
costs. From a high-level perspec-

Figure 4).
The initial step in the expense analysis process is the capture of administrative expense data at the cost center
level. Data from the financial general
ledger are passed to the ABC system
and then adjusted for staff or resources
transfers. A monthly file provides average salary per grade level per cost cen-

ter. It is used to compute the journal
entry to reassign human resource expenses to the center in which the resources were used.
In a sequential order, the cost center supporting or "step -down" activities
are distributed to the supported departments. Cost center supporting activities are primarily building expense
and maintenance, administrative services, and data processing and programming. Statistics for them are captured in the chargeback system. The
data provided from this system are
used to transfer costs from a cost center supporting center to an activity center, using a standard rate. The standard rate remains fixed for one year.
The cost of cost center supporting ac-

FIGURE4 / EXPENSE ANALYSISMOD
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Cost Driver —
Calculations

1 st -Stage
Cost Driver —►
Calculations
• Personal
service
costs
•
Facilities &
occupancy
• Data
processing
• Supplies
& forms
• Postage

- Number of
people
- Square
footage
-Hours
- Resource
usage
-Unit
times

• Claims
processing
• Beneficiary
services
• Financial
services

- Volume
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• Podiatry
•Med Surg
• Dental
• Med
Special
•EMC
• OCR
• Paper
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Second -Stage Driver

Activity Type
Local
overhead
center
orting

No second -stage driver; expenses are distributed only th
first -stage drivers to activity centers.
No second -stage driver; expenses are distributed only through
first -stage drivers to activity centers.
Second -stage drivers will be specific measures such as
volumes of claims, inquiries, or other work as identified to
product through claim or beneficiary number.

Batch

Second -stage drivers will be specific volumes of work that can
be used to "allocate" batch activities to products.
Second -stage drivers will vary with the specific activity and
generally will be based on the number of products or measi
of use at the product level.

Organizational
sustaining
rporate
staining

i

Nou

Second -stage drivers will vary with the specific activity but
generally will be based on the number of products or "overhead" distribution percentage.
Second -stage drivers will vary with the specific activity but
generally will be based on the number of products or "overhead" distribution percentage.

6vities (step - downs) increases the total
expense in the activity center and burdens the cost of the activities performed by this cost center. Variances
remaining in a cost center supporting
center flow to a corporate sustaining
activity, which then is distributed to all
products based on a predetermined allocation base.
The next allocation is the distribution of all local overhead expenses to
the departments, based on a percent of
staff time either for the department or
for the activities within the department. If expenses for nonmanagement
activities reside in the center, these expenses will be separated and aligned
directly to the activity.
After all step -downs and local overhead activities are distributed, expenses remain only in activity centers.
The expenses (administrative, step downs, and local overhead) in these
centers are analyzed and distributed to
activity pools either through direct assignment or based on first-stage driver
allocations. Expenses that support only one activity will be assigned directly
to the activity pool. Direct expenses include primarily machine costs, postage, claim forms, check stock, and so
on. Remaining nondirect expenses
then will be distributed to activity pools
based on first -stage driver percentages. It is critical that all costs be assigned properly to the appropriate cost
centers, or distributions to activities
will be incorrect.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

STEP 6: DOING THE WORK —
COLLECTINGFIRST-STAGE DRIVERS
first -stage drivers are used to align
indirect expenses from the activity center to activity pools. Because the predominant cost in most organizational centers is related to
human resources, staff time is used. In
other words, how staff report their
time to activities determines how expenses are aligned to the activities. To
derive first -stage driver allocations,
staff time must be measured, tracked,
or estimated to each activity.
Generally each cost center performs an average of three to five activities previously identified through the
procedural documentation phase. Expenses that are associated directly
with an activity should be assigned directly to the activity pool. The process
of assigning direct expenses is less
automated and requires manual effort
and analysis.
STEP 7: DOING THE WORK —
COLLECTINGSECOND-STAGE
DRIVERS
ow that activity costs are segregated, volumes of activities for
the same timeframe are used to
develop a per unit activity cost. On an
ongoing basis, the activity volumes will
be captured from interfacing systems
or a manual count. These volumes will
be divided into the total activity pool to

compute an activity unit cost.
Second -stage drivers dictate how an
activity is assigned to a product and
vary with activity type (see Table 2).
STEP 8: AUTOMATING THE PROCESS
e are partially through the
automation process at Pennsylvania Blue Shield. It is a
complex process to build the system to
do all that's been done manually. However, the system is being designed to
be extremely flexible and dynamic.
The Walker General Ledger system is
the product we are using to compute,
store, and report the ABC cost data.
Implementation is expected to be completed in 1994.
STEP 9: MANAGEMENT TRAINING
[though still on the drawing
board, a comprehensive management training session is
scheduled to begin once live ABC data
are available. Management needs to be
educated to the many uses of the ABC
data and must be trained to play an interactive role in the ABC process. We
expect this process to take up to a year.
Our implementation plan, although
initially slowed by building the ABC organizational hierarchy, has led to the
development of a cost system that has
gained corporate -wide acceptance.
Each business unit has taken responsibility to ensure that its cost data are
relevant and usable by both operations
and finance. Corporate finance, the initial sponsor of the project, is responsible for maintaining the system, coordinating the requirements of the
business units, and generating consolidated cost reports for senior management. Any company planning to implement a new cost system would do well
to use an approach that will succeed in
its own environment, as Pennsylvania
Blue Shield did.
■
Angela Norkiewicz is manager, cost
analysis, for Pennsylvania Blue Shield.
She is a past president ofthe Harrisburg
(Pa.) Chapter, through which this article was submitted. She can be contacted
at (717) 763 -3665.
The information, tables, and figures in this article are
the result of the Pennsylvania Blue Shield corporate
project, with Michael McKeon, Robert Sullivan, and
Richard Cohen of KPMG Peat Marwick, and Richard
Kolsky of Kolsky Inc. participating as consultants.
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Research
The founders of [IMA] did not create just another professional organization but rather an
entity with a mission to expand the horizon of industrial accounting. They also hoped to
educate the accounting graduates and the young accountants already in the profession to
provide substantive contributions to the businesses in which they were employed.
This commitment led to the development of standard costs
during the '20s, budgets and flexible budgeting for cost
control in the '30s, new methods of inventory valuation in
the late '30s and early '40s, and direct costing and electronic
accounting techniques in the '50s.

In 1986 [IMA's] Execu tive Committee u na n imou
approved a major research effort to be called the Bold St
The primary objective of the Bold Step was to provide re
world solutions to the problems posed by new technologi
and trends in business and industry.
Bold Step publications covered many issues, including managemen
accounting in the factory of the future, cost accounting in a JIT erwi.
ronment, accounting for service industries, and trends in cost of
quality. When the program ended in 1992 with the publication of
the final book in the series, Implementing Activity -Based Cost
Management: Moving from Analysis to Action, the success of the Bold
Step was evident. As proof, the final title won the 1993 Notable
Contribution to Accounting Literature Award from the American
Accounting Association — Management Accounting Section.

Since Proud ofthe Past was
published, IMNs Board of
Directors has approved the
establishment of the Institute
of Management Accountants
Foundation for Applied
Research, effective July 1994.

The scope of management accounting topics has been
broadening continually since the foundation of the present
IMA was laid in 1919. It has been influenced by the Great
Depression, government regulation, World War I1, the meeting of stockholder and public accountants' expectations, and
increased global competition. The overall result has been
that the Institute has made major contributions to the development of accounting thought in the areas of direct costing,
decision making, budgets and standard costs, and the new
manufacturing environment.*

*Excerpt from Proud ofthe Past, the history of the Institute of Management Accountants, 1919 -1994.
IMA celebrates its Diamond Jubilee Conference in New York City, June 12 -15, 1994, and every
Conference attendee will be presented a copy of this memorial history. Conference attendees also
will receive copies of the three - volume anthology of IMA articles, Relevance Rediscovered.

ACTIVITY-BASEDMANAGEMENTATAT&T
Managers have a clear connection to understanding the cost of
servicing each business segment.
BYTERRENCEHOBDY,JEFFTHOMSON,AND
PAULSHARMAN
hroughout its history, North America's telephone
business has been regulated. Pricing formulas have
been determined by regulators under a mandate established by political process.
The Federal Communications Commission developed its
methods for establishing tariffs (prices) on the basis of cost
plus an allowable profit. Allowable profit was calculated on
the basis of a predefined return on investment (ROD.
In order to satisfy regulators that the cost of a tariffed service was correct, AT &T was required to develop sophisticated cost allocation procedures. Thus, an important management process was concerned with how to allocate cost in
order to satisfy the political /legal process. The staff worked
hard to obtain funding and manage the budget within a
framework heavily influenced by outside interests.

THEBIGBREAKUP
T &T's breakup into smaller, more focused business
units combined with the advent of price -cap regulation
(instead of the predefined return on investment regulation) made managing rather than allocating costs critical.
The company's business units compete in an open market,
and the need for accurate cost and profit information by service is vital.
Each of AT &T's 22 business units consists of a number
of strategic business units. AT &T's management believes
the business is managed better and customer segments
served more effectively by holding business managers acMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

countable for profit, market share, and customer satisfaction
within a smaller, more focused market
Allocation methods had been developed to assign costs
to the business unit, strategic business unit, and substrategic
business unit managers. Initially, however, costs were allocated most often on the basis of "convenient," high -level volume drivers. They were not allocated according to service,
customer segment, or actual activity being performed.
For example, the costs to maintain and manage the telephone typically were allocated to service based on network
telecom minutes of use. Some billing costs were allocated
on the basis of the number of invoices produced, but different invoice types required significantly different levels of
computing support and staffing requirements in order to validate, sort, and mail.
A new accounting system was developed in 1992 and succeeded in telling the business and strategic business units
what their results were at a detailed service level —with an
assurance that all of the service -level numbers added up to
the business unit level. But what they did not have was a process that allowed them to do the following:
■ Provide business unit managers with the ability to manage the costs of cost centers that allocate significant expense to their profit and loss statement For example, if
network costs were allocated according to relative minutes of use, it might result in lowering minutes of use rather than analyzing the value of those activities that drove
the cost.
■ Enable these managers to relate their operational decisions to the bottom line. For example, if a manager is able
to lower his service order rejection rate by a certain per35

centage, the improvement should
be reflected in the manager's profit
and loss statement.
■ Make it possible to predict how certain operational decisions will impact the bottom line.
■ Establish funding /budget levels for
internal suppliers using a fact-based
process that identifies activities, activity cost drivers, and value added.
The existing funding negotiation
process focused more on allocations and less on eliminating non value -added activities. It also was influenced by emotion and
intimidation rather than by the goal
of solving a problem in which the
business managers had a stake.
ABCAWARENESS

• Integrate financial management results (economic value added) with
operational management and customer results (customer value added).
• Identify operational cost improvements and quantify cost savings
from proposed initiatives (for example, cost of rework). Identify and
manage costs according to process.
• Analyze productivity increases or
decreases in the business billing
center.
• Establish a fact -based process for
business planning and budget negotiations. The process should focus
on the benefit /cost of specific activities. It should not result in emotional disagreements over allocations.
• Benchmark the business billing
center's costs with other billing centers and internal business billing
center groups.

t the same time, AT &T managers became aware that the process view of operational and
ABC ha s improved AT &T's trip on the
nonfinancial relationships was more
The first phase of the project ininformation hiyhwaY•
critical to understanding and driving
volved an analysis of specific activities
the business than the old financial
in the business billing center. These
measurements. During the fall of 1991, Neville O'Reilly, di- activities included: billing control office and staff, headquarvision manager — business communications services finanters staff associated with the billing control office, support
cial support, personally took up the challenge to identify a
staff located at the business billing center (for example, manbetter method of cost analysis to support the business. At
agement of information technology), and all resources other
the time, business communications services was responsible
than staff such as facilities and computers. The first phase
for all domestic business and international voice and comalso analyzed the total number of employees and the center's
munications services offered by AT &T. Its annual sales were
annual expense of $30 million.
many billions of dollars.
Mr. O'Reilly and two associates attended a seminar on acPrior to the implementation of ABC, the center was untivity-based costing (ABC) sponsored by the Institute of
able to determine accurate unit cost information for decisionManagement Accountants. During the seminar, Mr. O'Reilly
making purposes. Previously, these steps were followed to
was introduced to the operations -based process modeling
report unit cost:
approach to implementing ABC. The process modeling approach creates a visual image of operating process flows and 1. Billing center employees reported hours by activity to the
associated costs at each stage of the business. This informaunit cost administrative group on a weekly basis.
tion is used to build a computer simulation model.
2. This group would divide the total monthly expenses for
A statistician by training, Mr. O'Reilly spent a lot of time
a specific workgroup by the total number of activity hours
examining the alternative cost decomposition approaches.
for the month. For example, if monthly expenses totaled
"Process modeling is the only approach that allows for the
$100,000 and the total hours spent to process service orintegration of cost management with process manageders were 25% of the group's total activity hours, then
ment— because costs follow process definitions —and finan$25,000 (.25 X 100,000) would be assigned to the cost to
cial and nonfinancial metric development," Mr. O'Reilly obprocess service orders.
served. Through his efforts, an ABC pilot project was
3. To obtain a unit cost, the $25,000 monthly expense
initiated.
amount was divided by the appropriate unit cost measurement. In this case, it was service orders. Therefore,
$25,000 divided by 1,000 service orders yields a unit cost
GETTINGSTARTED
of $2.50 per service order processed. Although this prolie business billing center was selected for the ABC picess produced a rudimentary unit cost, the unit cost data
lot project. Product managers with P &L responsibility
were insufficient for decision - making purposes because
wanted better insight into the center's operations and
they relied too heavily on allocations and not on true cost
an identification of specific activities that added value.
(activity) drivers.
A billing control office and the bill print center were the
business billing center's main functions. The billing control
PROCESS MODELINGAPPROACH
office's activities included monitoring billing process
records, editing checks, validating data, and correcting errocess modeling calls for costs to be traced to out rors. The bill print center was responsible for printing, sortputs—in this case services performed— through the
ing, and dispatching invoices to business customers.
many process stages that exist as a result of operationA process - focused team -based approach was used to
al relationships. In our case, we began with tracing costs diachieve the following objectives:
rectly to resources. Resources were traced to activities, and

M_
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activities were traced to whatever entity consumed their
physical output.
For example, the cost of the floor space used by the computing function was based upon the number of square feet
the computers occupied. Local computer facilities were then
traced to activities based on use. Activities were traced to
processes based on the quantity of driver units consumed.
Finally, process outputs were traced to service provided to
each customer.
The cost was traced directly to each resource from the
general ledger and required no preallocation. Costs cascaded through the model from level to level based on the operational consumption characteristics described in Figure 1.
Three cost objects were defined for the billing control office based on the product /service types supported by this
center. Additionally, about 15 cost objects were defined for
the bill print center on the basis of product /service invoice
types printed and mailed from this center.
The cost of service support to these individual customers
was determined by identifying activity and driver consumption characteristics. The cost per driver unit was calculated
by the model for that customer group. For example, the cost
of printing, sorting, and dispatching of individual invoices or
all invoices for a service type could be determined by identifying activity and driver consumption characteristics. Each
cost object was costed by multiplying the quantity of driver
units of each activity consumed by the cost per driver unit.
Instead of using the more limited two -stage driver model,
a multi-stage analysis was used to identify operational and
cost relationships. Drivers were defined as activity, process,
or resource related.
The team avoided thinking in terms of cost allocations.
Instead they believed that operational relationships would be
obvious when physical transactions were processed in a
clear and measurable way. Furthermore, cost would follow
these operational relationships.
Deciding on the activity drivers was relatively straightforward because team members from the various functions

$ Costs
Driver

Level 1
Driver

Direct
Trace

Driver Reallocated

Level 2

Driver
Level 3

M

Services
Customer
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Reallocated

"

Driver Direct
Trace

were familiar with the operations.
Some of the activity drivers confirmed by team members
were number of customers tested, change requests, service
orders, bill groups (customer locations), bill resolution
groups, printer hours, and pages printed.
A schematic flowchart of the business and operational relationships was prepared to identify how resources and activities related to each other. The flowchart also showed the
final outputs of the organization. We considered this documentation critical because it revealed how the organization
conducted business. Managers also were able to see how
cost flows are a function of operations and how they consume
costly resources.
We then used the flowchart to identify data collection requirements. Approximately 75% of all the data required were
nonfinancial. The financial analysis was straightforward and
involved no allocations.
We used a PC- based, windows version ABC software
called NetProphet to model operational relationships and
trace costs. The software is a process -oriented graphical user
interface and is designed to perform "what if' analysis.
The design of our system closely follows the software's
architecture. To ensure that the ABC model could be updated monthly, interfaces to other systems were developed.

CLEARCONNECTION
nitially the ABC system analysis was conducted on a per month basis. Later it was integrated into our routine
monthly reporting.
The analysis identified different types of information, including the cost of each type of service provided by the billing control office. Services provided by the office included
daily verification, bill verification, reject correction, message
investigation, and resolution of unworkable orders. Total
cost of the center was traced to the cost objects. It was discovered that 25% of total center costs were traceable to message investigation.
Rejected work orders were analyzed according to customer group. Because different employees in the office center
handle different customer groups, we could identify which
functional group was more efficient at processing service orders and reject corrections. Costs were calculated for all activities, resources, and their drivers. In the bill print center,
costs were calculated for the invoicing of different types of
services and the special handling of one service type.
Thanks to ABC, significant cost reductions in the business billing center have been achieved despite an increase
in revenue and volume during the past two years. Volume
in billable minutes increased 26% in 1992 and 20% in 1993.
More important, business billing center costs have decreased 8% and 18% during the same time period.
Other benefits include the ability to provide relevant and
reliable unit cost results in a timely fashion, perform benchmarking analyses, implement process improvements, and
reduce cycle times. Unit cost results to support management
decision making are now available in several different formats. They include unit cost by activity, unit cost by process,
and unit cost by functional workgroup.
The model also provides such beneficial cost information
as unit costs by process. Figure 2 shows the unit costs for
service order processing and message processing.
These results allow management to make a fact -based
risk assessment of the costs for supporting these processes.
Thus, management can use the information to determine the
number of resources (people, telecom, and so on) to support
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Service Order Processing - Box5.1
Unit Cost Per Service Order 2, ,3

Message Processing - 6.2
Unit Cost Per Unidentified Message Investigation Unit (UMIU) Case - 2093

W
cZ
0
0

0
0

the processes. More important, the center has used the cost
information to improve internal customers' understanding of
the costs related to supporting their processes.
Once ABC was implemented we decided to benchmark
service o rder pro cessin g an d message in vestigatin g activities in th e b usiness billin g cen ter. Both areas were studied

to determine the average amount of time required to process
one unit of output, such as a service order or an unidentified
message investigation unit (UMIU) case. The results of the
analysis for the January through June 1993 time period are
shown in Figures 3 and 4. For example, June's average time
to process a service order for workgroup 4 was about 3.79
minutes as compared to 7.24 minutes for workgroup 3.
Similarly, Figure 4 depicts the average time to process an
UMIU case for the same time period. These results also compare processing times across the same workgroups.
As a result of the benchmarking analysis, a key process
improvement was made that reduced cycle times for the service order activity. Business billing center associates were
given on -line access with split screen capability for the ordering system. This process improvement allowed the associates to perform an on -line comparison of the service order
report. Consequently, over 19,000 paper copies of service orders were eliminated, resulting in an estimated cost saving
of approximately $42,000 per month. Additionally, the elimination of the paper copies reduced the time required to file

these documents significantly.
Other process improvements were implemented to improve the operational efficiency for the message investigation activity. For example, business billing center associates
were provided access to additional operating systems. By allowing access to these systems, associates were given end to-end responsibility for message investigation. Therefore,
referrals to other workgroups were eliminated. To further
enhance their productivity, associates were trained to use
the systems.
Several recommendations to improve the efficiency of the
message investigation activity also have been proposed. For
example, managers are currently evaluating whether or not
to mechanize the comparison of the UMIU retention report.
Associates now reconcile the UMIU retention report by using colored highlighter pens to indicate if the message was
old or new. We believe there could be a significant reduction
in the cycle time spent investigating UMIU.

ONE YEARLATER

0

ne year following implementation —not only are the

"customers" satisfied, but listed below are examples
of how the ABC model is being used to better manage
the center's operations. It:

1. Performs a fact -based risk assessment of the cost of performing special projects at the business billing center.
2. Measures associates' productivity in completing certain
activities (monthly volume of service orders processed).
Manages the center's overtime costs.
3. Conducts benchmark studies among the center's functional groups. Specifically, functional workgroups are organized by customer type (for example, 10th of the month
bill cycle) and are responsible for performing activities
such as bill verification in support of these customers.
4. Allocates resources and performs workload balancing.
Determines the corect resource type for performing acGroup 1
Group 2
Group 3
—� — Group 4
Mean - 3.1

tivities.
5. Supports the budget process by providing P &L managers
with fact-based business choices driven by the identificatio n of ac tivit ies , the ir va lu e a dd ed, a nd re lat ed co st
drivers.
6. Assists workgroups in determ ining staff training needs.
As a result, there was more cross - training for the team
responsible for providing monthly cost results and analyses.
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SUCCESSFULTRANSMISSION
lie business billing center activity-based costing imple-

mentation project was successful because of the team
members' efforts as well as the contributions made by
other stakeholders. Not only was the final output an innovative tool to better manage costs, but it was an education to
enhance the operation of our business. Here are some of the
key lessons learned:

Group 1
—� �Group�2
Group 3
—� -�Group�4
Mean - 2.022

• Management learned it is possible to determine unit cost
information for the outputs of its organization and could
determine the costs associated with servicing each business segment.
• M anagement 's und ers tan di ng of the relat ion shi ps
among processes, drivers, and transactions improved.
This insight improved management's understanding
that old allocation methods could be improved upon
dramatically. By improving the cost /performance tracking system it is possible to hold more meaningful budget discussions with client organizations. Thus, it is
now possible for these internal customers to examine
their own processes and see what drives activities and
cost.
Finally, ABC has taught management how to manage the
business proactively with the objective of increasing
productivity and profits. It has led to improvements in internal processes, supplier relationships, and customer satisfaction.
■

Terrence Hobdy is communications services finance manager,
and Jeff Thomson is CFO- custom offers atAT &T. They can be
reached at (908) 658-2721 and 2708. Paul Sharman, is president, Focused Management Information, Inc. He can be
reached at (905) 829 -2658.
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Is ABC Suitable
for Your Company?
An impartial analysis ofoverall operations can tell you yes or no.
BYT.L.ESTRIN,CMA,JEFFREY
KANTOR,ANDDAVID ALBERS
ow do you know if activitybased costing (ABC) would
be right for your company?
There's an objective way to
decide before your company takes the
plunge. For ABC to be effective, a majority of all costs incurred by a significant unit of a business must be analyzed systematically. These costs
include not only most fixed and variable factory burden costs, but also
some fixed and variable marketing and
administrative costs. Implementation
of ABC requires a complex, comprehensive process that is costly and time consuming, so naturally managers
would want to be assured of the advantages before embarking on the implementation of ABC.
The potential benefits of ABC can
be analyzed in advance along two separate dimensions. The first is based on
the probability that, in a given application, ABC will produce costs or other
results that are significantly different
from ones that could be generated with
more conventional or less costly methods. The ABC- generated costs may or
may not be "better" or more accurate,
but they are different in amount. The
second dimension of the model seeks
to establish that, given that cost information generated by ABC is indeed different, management will use it for significant decisions. Managers must
regard ABC information as superior,
and the nature of the organization and
its competitive, legal, and social environments must allow managers to use
the information freely.
The factors involved in the first dimension include the number and diversity of products or services produced, the diversity and differential
40

degree of support services used for different products, the extent to which
common or joint processes are used,
the effectiveness of current cost allocation methods, and the rate of growth of
period costs. The factors involved in
the second dimension are management's freedom to set prices, the ratio
of period costs to total costs, strategic
considerations, the climate and culture
of cost reduction in the company, and
the frequency of analysis that is desirable or necessary.

A CONTINGENCY APPROACH
TO IMPLEMENTING ABC
his methodology is based on a
company's analysis of itself. It
consists of weighting and combining the weights of the above factors
and dimensions in order to evaluate
the likelihood of success of implementing ABC. The combined weighted
scores are plotted as a point on one of
the four quadrants of a graph. Meanings are attached to the quadrant and
the location of the final score in that
quadrant. The methodology is not designed to produce a ratio -scale number
indicating the relative benefits of ABC
but to structure a systematic analysis
by which the managers of a company
can discuss the common factors that
support or reject implementation.
To start, management must analyze
the nature of the company in light of
responses to two key questions:
1. For a given organization, is it likely
that ABC will produce costs that are
significantly different from those
that are generated with conventional accounting, and does it seem likely that those costs will be "better"?
2. If information that is considered
"better" is generated by the new

system, will the new information
change the dependent decisions
made by the management?

FINDING THE ANSWERS
en mediating factors can guide
management in determining the
answers. The first five address
the potential advantages of ABC versus
traditional costing methods, and the
second five deal with management's
need and ability to react to product
costing distortions.
Product diversity (PD).Product diversity refers to the quantity or range
of distinct products or the variety of
product families offered. Minor product variations should not be confused
with product diversity. For example, it
is unlikely that .20 cm. diameter ball
bearings are a different product offering from .21 cm, diameter ball bearings. Differences in the complexity of
various products also should be reflected in this analysis. Products that appear relatively homogeneous but that
vary greatly in complexity are indicative of high diversity (such as 64K
memory chips versus 1024K memory
chips). Color variations, if applicable,
need to be examined carefully. Does
changing the color materially change
the product? Is the function color dependent? (For example, contrast red
ink versus blue ink pens and red versus blue cars.)
There are numerous considerations
in evaluating the extent and degree of
product diversity:
■ Accounting product classifications.
Does the general ledger incorporate different product classifications? Are there internal reports
that attempt to split sales, margins,
or earnings by product lines?
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTiNG /APRIL 1994
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This completely revised sixth edition provides careful
organization of the material tested on the CMA exam
into 32 modules, which are arranged into 4 chapters
(one for each part of the exam). It is the most easy -touse and effective study method available.
If you are a CPA, you can earn CPE credit with your
state board of accountancy and the AICPA Division for
CPA Firms while you study for the CMA exam. For
details, call Gleim Publications, Inc., at:
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Over 200 essay questions and computational
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A discussion of a systematic method of
answering individual questions. This enhances
your ability to analyze and understand questions
and enables you to maximize your points,
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Standards, Statements on Management Accounting, SEC Financial Reporting Releases, FASB and
APB Pronouncements

Updated ICMA Unofficial Answers to reflect
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Up -to -date coverage, including the December
1993 CMA examination
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outlines of material
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Indepth analysis of the ICMA Board of Regents
exam grading procedures

Volume II: Problems & Solutions

Volume I: Outlines & Study Guides $25.95 each
$25.95 each

Volume I: Outlines & Study Guides $19.95 each
$19.95 each
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We guarantee you'll
pass the CMA Exam.
The MicroMash 100% Money -Back
Guarantee.'
Complete the MicroMash CMA REVIEW. Answer
every question correctly at least once. And you will pass
the CMA Exam or we'll refund your money.
That's our 100% money -back guarantee. No other
CMA review we know has one like it.
We believe our MicroMash CMA REVIEW is the
fastest, most effective, and most efficient CMA review
you can buy. And we back it up with cold, hard cash.
So you can review with books, audio tapes, video
tapes, or live lectures and hope you pass,
Or use the MieroMash CMA REVIEW. And definitely
pass — we guarantee it.
The Shortest Path To Passing Your Exam.
Most other reviews work, sooner or later. But there's a
big difference in how they do it. And how fast. How
much you know already, and how fast you learn doesn't
seem to make much difference.
Books, tapes and lectures expose everyone to everything
on the Exam, all at the same pace. And that pace can be
maddeningly slow.
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or Apple Macintosh, and our unique software.
Then our software pinpoints your strengths and weaknesses. Develops a customized plan of attack. Eliminates
questions as you master them. Tells you when you're right
or wrong — and why. Keeps track of your scores. Reports
on your progress. And evolves your study program based
on your changing strengths and weaknesses.
It even tells you when you're ready to pass the Exam.

Others don't.
We take the drudgery out of studying. We keep you
interested. We challenge you. We give you feedback
every step of the way so you always know how
you're doing.
We conquer boredom so you learn better and
pass faster.
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complete details.
` "Also available by part. Call for details and pricing.
'Does not include the money -back guarantee.
® 1994 M -Mash, Inc. Registered Trademarks: MicroMash. M -Mash. Inc: all other
trademarks are the property of their respective companies.
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IMA Chapter Programs
Earn points while you save. Easy to implement and monitor.
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in aTightening
Job Market

PASS The
ecker's CMA Review Course is a full, four part preparatory review. Candidates who
have already passed the CPA exam automatically receive credit for Part 2. The course
uses our experienced CPA /CMA Instructors,
and provides a "no- advance - preparation ",
structured environment, enabling students to
focus on what is tested on the CMA exam.
So even those out of college 10 to 20 years
or more can become very well prepared to
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June 1994 CMA Exam
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December 1994 CMA Exam_
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December 1994 CMA Exam
pass the CMA exam merely by coming to
class (without any advance preparation),

and doing homework similar to material
just worked in class. There is no wasted
time or effort struggling alone at home with
new, unfamiliar material. The Becker interactive method of teaching works. That's
why over 10,000 of our students pass the
CPA exam each year.
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GUARANTEED PASS
Videos with Workbooks
and

The Original CMA Cram Course
Live Seminars in 23 Cities Nationwide
INDIVIDUAL STUDY?
Guaranteed pass videos or live seminar.

GROUP STUDY?
Turnkey video programs or live in -house courses.

CMA ADVICE SINCE 1972!
Call Mike or Earl for help: 800 -365 -7545
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TWO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
my
Should
I become
a CMA?

CMA is a professional certification program for management accountants.
Why should you become a CMA? Here's why!
The CMA designation:
Marks you as a professional management accountant. Success on the CMA
exam demonstrates that you are prepared to succeed in today's competitive
business world.
Shows that you possess the specialized skills and professional expertise
necessary to be an influential member of a management team.
Demonstrates that you understand the entire range of business activities important to your company.
Li Confirms that your are able to meet increasing responsibilities and helps
you to achieve your career goals, making the CMA both personally and
professionally rewarding.
Can mean earning a higher salary than non4CMAs. A recent survey by the
Institute of Management Accountants reveals that, on average, CMAs earn
$9,500 more annually than those not holding a professional certification.
Is recognized by corporations across the country. These organizations
actively look for CMAs when hiring and encourage their employees to
become Certified Management Accountants.
Is the best certification for individuals who are serious about a career in
management accounting and financial management.TheCMA is the best
certification for you.

2

wwt

areas do
I need
to know
to pass
the CMA
exam?

The CMA examination is a comprehensive four -part exam that covers the topics important to success in the practices of management accounting and financial management. The subject headings of each part are:
Part1— Economics, Finance and Management
Part 2 — Financial Accounting and Reporting
Part 3 — Management Reporting, Analysis and Behavioral Issues
Part 4 — Decision Analysis and Information Systems
These headings establish the scope of accounting knowledge and the depth of
skills which management accountants and financial managers must possess.
Passage of the exam not only identifies your capacity for these specialized skills
and expertise but combined with the experience required for the CMA designation is the foundation for your future growth and professional development.
In order to improve your chances for passing the exam and completing that
important step in CMA certification it is sensible to develop a preparation strategy and timetable for completion. A formal CMA Review course should be
an important component of your preparation strategy. Most candidates find
that CMA Review courses are an important part of an individual's self -improvement process as well as a potential source of CPE credits.
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• Markets served. Are they broken into geographical or industrial groups
that purchase different types of
products? Is the manufacturing department organized sequentially or
in parallel? Sequential organization
suggests limited product differentiation; parallel organization can indicate product diversity.
• Stockrooms. Are different stockrooms handling the same inventory
classification (for example, raw material, finished goods) for different
products?
• Sales. Does the company sell both
OEM and manufactured items?
• Advertising. Does the company advertise only its name and /or one
product, or does its advertising reflect different products?
Support diversity (SD). Support diversity refers to the range or variation
of support overhead given to products.
Assumptions can't be based on size.
Even if the organization is only a cost
center or a production facility, if it has
more than one basic product or family
of products, diversity in product support requirements probably exists. In
this connection, reference to the manufacturing activities required is particularly useful. A superficial look at the
organization may indicate little diversity, but a closer examination may reveal
that actual activities vary greatly by
product.
To determine and evaluate the degree of support diversity, companies
should answer the following questions:

■ Do departmental titles contain product names, and /or are departmen-

tal activities driven by specific products? Are there engineering support
departments, and, if so, are their efforts skewed toward specific products?
■ Are different manufacturing locations included in the one costing
system?
■ Are the manufacturing products relatively complex? (As a rule of
thumb, complex products require
more support, so the likelihood of
diversity in support requirements
increases.)
■ Do different products use different
distribution channels, have separate advertising requirements, or
go to different markets?
■ Is research and development homogeneous or product oriented?
■ Is the company organized in (product- focused) modules, or do product task forces exist?
■ Do different products require different material handling processes?
Do different stockrooms exist?
■ Is the organization operating in or
moving toward a JIT environment?
■ Are there major differences in product volumes or lot sizes?
■ Is there a "new product introduction" organization?
■ Does the company sell both OEM
and manufactured items?
Common process (CP). Common
process refers to the degree of commonality of processes among the different product offerings. "Processes"
encompass all identifiable activities including manufacturing, engineering,
marketing, distribution, accounting,
material handling, quality control, re-

The more freedom a company has to set prices, the less important product costs become.
In the highly competitive food industry, market forces determine prices, so companies have
to look at costs and at where their products fit in the marketplace.
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search and development, and administration. If there is a high degree of commonality of processes or activities
among products, period costs required
by each product cannot be separated
using conventional management accounting. ABC, by its nature, may be
more effective.
Before assigning a common process value, companies should answer
the following questions:
• If the organization examines profitability by product, are many expenses captured directly, or are
they based on allocation or other arbitrary factors? Direct capture of
most expenses may indicate a high
degree of process segregation.
• Do different products require different production processes? Do production departments have more
than one product to which to charge
time?
• Are there distinct material handling
processes? Do various products use
different stockrooms? Is purchasing organized by product type or by
type of material purchased? What
degree of commonality exists between suppliers?
• Are engineering or shop support departments organized by product?
Do engineers or technicians frequently support different products?
Can they charge their time to different products?
• Is more than one distribution channel used?
• Is quality control organized by products?
• Do research and development personnel concentrate on specific products, or is the R&D more general in
nature? Are R &D costs captured by
product?
• Is administration organized by
product?
Period cost allocation (CA). Period
cost allocation refers to the existing
costing system's conceptual ability to
allocate period costs properly. In essence, period cost allocation is an analysis of the allocation methodology to
determine if it is capable of mimicking
the results of ABC. It is a premise of
ABC that, over time, so -called period
costs (indirect, variable, and fixed
costs) are attributable to the activities
required in making various products.
Thus, a major focus of ABC analysis is
on associating period costs with products. ABC also suggests that many
nonmanufacturing costs, such as marketing costs, also are a function of
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product activity and should be loaded
onto the products responsible for their
incurrence.
• Is the general ledger set up to capture support expenses by product
through the use of product- specific
departments, engineering time
sheets, indirect labor classifications, and the like?
• To what extent are indirect expenses not identified by product?
• How many concurrent bases of allocation are used?
• Are they consistent with the major
cost drivers?
• How many levels are in the allocation hierarchy? If multi- level, are the
allocations on a product - specific basis?
• Is the allocation hierarchy riddled
with estimates or arbitrary factors?
• How many cost centers exist, and
how product - specific are the cost
centers?
• If only one allocation basis is used,
can it distribute the costs by product accurately despite the probable
lack of correlation between output
and the consumption of resources?
Would the distribution of costs still
be accurate if there were significant
changes in the nature of the period
costs? (Assume that the more allocation bases are used, the more
readily changes can be reflected in
product costs.)
• Can the allocation bases reflect the
impact of product volume fluctuations accurately? (For instance, burden rates are established based upon anticipated product volumes.
Will the allocation bases recognize
the probable change in support requirements if the product mix
changes significantly ?)
Rate of growth of period costs (PG).

Rate of growth of period costs refers to
the growth in period costs as an indicator of the dynamism required by the
costing system. One of ABC's
strengths is its ability to capture Changes in the support requirements of products quickly through its direct measurement of activity levels. If period
costs, as a percentage, remain relatively stable over years, management can
to some extent adjust implicitly for the
distortions produced by a conventional
cost system. Also, given period cost
stability for several years, a traditional
costing system can be structured to
provide product costs similar or identical to those calculated by ABC (excluding below - the -line, cost of goods
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manufactured costs).

HOW DOES MANAGEMENT
USE COST INFORMATION IN
DECISIONS?
f management agrees that the nature of the products, the productive
processes, and the marketing of
the products are such that the costs
generated by ABC will be significantly
different from traditional management
accounting costs and that ABC costs
reflect true product costs more accurately, it still may not be able to, or may
not want to, use this better information. A number of factors will influence
management's desire for or ability to
use cost information in its deliberations. Among these factors are pricing
freedom, period expense ratio, strategic considerations, cost reduction efforts, and analysis frequency.
Pricing freedom (PF). Pricing freedom refers to the company's degree of
power and freedom to set prices and
therefore establish product profitability. The more freedom a company has,
the less important product costs become. Pricing will be set to maximize
profits and will depend on market elasticity. Where monopoly conditions apply and demand is inelastic, high prices will be set. Where there are pure
competition, many competitors, and
good substitute products available,
however, prices will be determined entirely by market forces.
Because the vast majority of organizations face situations somewhere between the two extremes, companies
should answer the following questions
as they evaluate this factor:
• Are all product prices regulated? If
so, are the prices based on costs and
subject to appeal and revision?
• How competitive is the market?
Are price surveys common or available? Does the profitability of the industry appear unusually high or
low? Are the competitive aspects
based on some factor other than
price?
• Are there high barriers to entry?
• Do the company's products occupy
a unique position within the market? Can premium prices be justified due to service?
• Where are the products within their
life cycle?
• Is the company a price leader or a
price follower?
• How dynamic are the products' prices? What are the causes of the
changes or lack thereof?

Period expense ratio (FE). Period
expense ratio addresses the possible
materiality of product cost distortions
directly. If possible distortions are so
minimal that no management actions
would result from their correction,
then the distortions become irrelevant.
Although the materiality of this factor
also should be evaluated from the perspective of percentage change in reported costs, the primary focus should
be on the impact upon product profitability. (For example, a reported cost
change of 5% may be immaterial to a
jeweler operating on 300% markup, but
it is extremely significant to a volume based grocery working with 2 % -4%
margins).
Although there is no specific formula for quantifying possible product cost
distortions and determining the materiality of those distortions, the following questions may help the appraisal
process. When answering these questions, companies should consider only
period costs that must be allocated;
variable costs that can be loaded directly onto products should be ignored.

■ What is /would be the plant average
or blanket burden rate? Is it a large
multiple of labor? How does it compare to various product or cost center rates?
■ Are period costs a "significant" proportion of the total cost structure
(including direct costs)? What
would be the impact upon total profitability if the percentage of period
costs increased 10%? 50%? 100 %?
■ Are cost reduction activities focused upon product costs (such as
reduction of supplier prices) or upon period costs? Is it managemenfs
belief that focusing upon direct
costs offers greater potential benefits? Is this belief appropriate?
Strategic considerations (SC). Strategic considerations refer to the constraints imposed upon management's
decisions by its explicit or implicit
strategies —in other words, the degree
to which strategies override costs in
the decision - making process. These
strategies are not limited to marketing
strategies; they also include secondary
strategies and objectives related to
technology, manufacturing, quality,
and the like.
■ Is a "market niche" strategy being
employed? Is the strategy dependent upon product profitability/costs?
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■ Are capital expenditures for new
products, manufacturing changes,
or capacity expansions frequently
justified explicitly on the basis of
"strategic reasons" instead of economic returns?
■ Are capital expenditures frequently
initiated implicitly and driven by
strategic considerations, with the financial benefits of the project being
used merely to obtain project approval?
■ What type of analysis and justification is necessary for approval of
R&D expenditures? Is the true rationale more strategic in nature?
■ Does the organization establish customer prices based upon costs or
market? If the company sells to re-

lated entities using prices based upon costs, would changes in the
transfer pricing result in changes in
volume or in the receiving location's
decisions?
■ Are make - versus -buy comparisons
performed frequently? Does the organization have this option, or do
technological or policy restrictions
constrain it?
■ Are changes in product design or
manufacturing processes driven
mainly by costs, or are other sources such as market or product requirements critical?
■ Are product discontinuation analyses performed regularly in an attempt to (indirectly) reduce costs or
for reasons such as fostering specific market perceptions?
Cost reduction XR). Cost reduction
involves the corporate culture as it affects the relationship between internal
cost - related decisions and the indirect
component of the total cost of products. It involves the nature of internal
cost - related decisions and the degree
to which the decisions depend upon accurate allocations of period costs. A
number of potential internal decisions
depend on accurate costs— manufacturing process changes, product design modifications, make-vs.-buy comparisons, product scrubbing, capacity
expansion evaluation, and so on. Analysis of these activities will indicate the
likelihood of management action resulting from changes in reported product costs due to the elimination of distortions in the period cost allocation.
■ How extensive are cost reduction
activities within the organization?
Do any engineering groups focus
exclusively upon cost reduction? Is
there an emp loyee suggestio n plan?
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Are there numerous or frequent
cost - oriented task forces? Are cost
reduction metrics tracked internally? Are there frequent changes in
head count unrelated to load?
■ Are the above cost reduction activities general in nature and not related to specific products? Are cost reduction targets established in total
only, or by function /activity, or by
product?
■ Do the cost reduction activities
focus upon nonperiod targets? Are
there material or labor variance
targets?

■ Are make - versus -buy comparisons
applicable? If so, how frequent are
the analyses? How close are the decisions?
■ Are product scrubbing decisions
both frequent and dependent upon
costs? Are period costs a major factor in the decision?
■ Are process modifications focused
upon the manufacturing organization? Are period costs relevant?
■ Are capacity changes dependent upon costs? Are allocated period costs
incorporated into —or even relevant
to—the decisions?
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Analysis frequency (AF). Analysis
frequency refers to the frequency, either routine or special, of product cost
analyses and incorporates both the
current and the desired frequencies. A
measure of dynamism, it also embodies the other management action factors. A discrepancy between the existing and desired frequencies of analysis
indicates dissatisfaction with the existing costing system.
• Are product profitability reports issued routinely from the existing
costing system? Are they believed,
or are "adjustments" made? If believed, are they used fruitfully?
• How frequently are special studies
or ad hoc analyses of product costs
performed or requested? Is there a
lack of credibility in the existing data, or are the existing data insufficient? If studies /analyses are infrequent, why? Is it due to a low
requirement or to the difficulty of
obtaining "accurate" data.
• What prompts special cost study requests, volume fluctuations, pricing
requests, and the like? Do these
changes occur often?
• Would management like more frequent or more detailed product cost
analyses? For what purpose?

single score on that characteristic. It is
necessary to weigh each of the five factors in both classifications to recognize that differences exist in the relative importance of each factor in a
given company.
Each of the five factors on each dimension of the grid can be assigned a
score depending on management's
analysis of its situation. The weighting
process begins with the presumption
of equal ranking (i.e., weighting of
20%). Then managers examine each
factor to determine if the weighting
should be changed. This end can be
achieved in a "Delphi" process where
managers from all pertinent areas submit scores and their reasoning for all
factors by mail. Then they receive the
high, low, and average scores with rationales and revise their estimates.
The first rounds of this process can be
on an area -by -area basis (such as ac-

counting or production), and the last
rounds of this process can be done
with broadly representative members
of management meeting to determine
the scores.
The examination is based on three
main criteria:
1. If this factor had the extreme value
of + or -5, to what extent is the main
characteristic impacted? For example, without product diversity,
will product cost distortions occur? Without material pricing freedom, w i ll management actions
occur?
2. If this factor has the extreme value
of + or -5, what is the impact upon
the other factors?
3. Is this factor extremely subjective
or difficult to measure, and should
weighting be structured to ameliorate its impact?

FIGURE1/THE CONTINGENCY GRID
Potential for ABC Due to Product Cost Distortions
+5

PLOTTING THE ANSWERS
ow let's assign values to the
factors listed above and plot
them on a chart to provide a focus for a discussion among managers
and give them a mechanism for highlighting their differences in order to
reach a consensus in a more effective
manner.
Figure 1 shows a grid that may be
used to plot the situational factors in an
evaluation of the potential of ABC for
a particular situation. Each of the 10
factors is scored on a -5 to +5 scale, and
the scores of each of the two sets of five
factors are weighted and combined into the two scores, which are plotted on
the grid. A weighted aggregate score
of the five factors affecting "product
cost distortion," which indicates the
potential benefits of ABC for the company, is plotted on the "Y' axis of the
grid. A weighted composite score of all
the factors affecting management's
need and ability to act on better cost information in making decisions is plotted on the "X" axis.
In order to show the scores from
the two sets of factors on the two -dimensional contingency grid, we must
combine the scores of each set into a
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INTERPRETING THE RESULTS
uadrant 1. Results that are plotted in Quadrant I (both "X" and
"Y" are positive) initially suggest at because product cost distortions are likely and management is free
to act upon corrected product costs, an
ABC system should be implemented.
It is possible, and even likely, however,
that the source of the cost distortions
is included in the category of "below the -line" (selling and administrative)
expenses and that the current traditional allocation technique is providing
adequate overhead cost information.
Because recommendations differ depending on the source of the distortions (traditional "overhead" or the
"below - the -line" category), managers
must perform the "potential for ABC
due to product cost distortions" section of the analysis again, omitting any
consideration of nonoverhead, organizations, activities, or similar expenses.
If the revised composite score remains Quadrant 1, it is an indication
that the source of the distortions is
within the category defined as traditional overhead. In this case, companies should consider implementing a
full ABC system or a costing system
that incorporates ABC concepts. Product cost distortions probably are occurring, and because those costs are being used extensively within the
organization, it is likely that less than
optimal decisions are being made.
If the revised composite score shifts
to Quadrant II, the source of the distortions is within the category known
as "below-the -line" (selling and marketing, administration, and research
and development). In this case, implementation of a full ABC system is not
warranted —the existing traditional allocation technique is providing adequate cost information for the overhead component of the product costs,
and there is no reason to incur the implementation and maintenance costs of
a full -blown ABC system. If "below-theline" expenses for total product cost
purposes are th e m ain cu lp rits in reporting incorrect p rod ucts costs, ho w-

ever, managers should scrutinize the
allocation methodology of those analyses for possible errors. A standalone
system using ABC concepts and addressing only "below - the -line" costs
may be appropriate.
Quadrant II. If the results of the
analysis are plotted in this quadrant, it
indicates that although management is
free to utilize product cost information,
it is unlikely that those costs contain
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material distortions. Because there are
no direct benefits, implementing ABC
at this time is not recommended. 'Me
situation should be monitored for
changes over time, however, particularly if the "Y" value is relatively small.
Quadrant 111. Results plotted in this
quadrant clearly indicate that ABC is
not recommended. It is unlikely that
material product cost distortions are
present, and management has limited
ability to utilize or react to modified
costs.
Quadrant IV. Results occurring in
this quadrant suggest that although
product cost distortions are likely,
management has little ability to modify
its decisions that are cost dependent.
Management should re- examine its
use of product cost information and its
freedom to react to changes, including
perfo rm in g the "m anagement action"

section of the model analysis again. Although man agemen t may b e co nstrained from acting on cost information in the short run, many valuable
long -term uses for this information
may appear. Only when management
is satisfied that it would not use corrected product cost information should it
reject possible implementation of an
ABC system.

THE FINAL DECISION
fter reading about ABC, attending ABC seminars, or being approached by ABC consultants,
many managers still may be in a quandary as to whether the implementation
of this technique will improve the competitiveness of their particular companies. These executives need some
method of evaluating whether the potential claimed benefits of ABC will
outweigh the certain and substantial
costs of its implementation. Our contingency analysis model should help
them by matching the characteristics
of their company, its products, and the
costing system used with the factors
that make ABC most effective.
The factors we presented are neither mutually exclusive nor collectively exhaustive. While the scoring system is subjective, it is grounded on
factors cited in the ABC literature as
being causal in determining the superiority of ABC over traditional costing.
Most important, it presents a structure
for managers to use in their deliberations and encourages them to arrive at
some consensus with regard to the degree to which the factors are present
in their company and ultimately to convince themselves as to either the use-

lessness, the desirability, or the critical
necessity for the implementation of
ABC.
■
T.L. Estrin, CMA, Ph.D., is an associate
Professor of business administration at
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Despite its nuances and subtleties,
an ABC system is still essentially an
"historic cost" system. In certain circumstances, its usefulness is doubtful,
especially if future cost considerations
are of greater importance. As with all
historic cost information, we should
regard it as a starting point rather than
as a direct input into the decision-making process.
Far from eliminating arbitrary allocations of overhead costs, an ABC
system actually may increase the number of such allocations. Thus, we must
determine decision rules of the pooling of common overheads into
separate cost pools and common cost
drivers into separate activities. Once
these items have been identified,
there is the danger of trying to employ
a single cost driver that may not be entirely representative to explain the
cost behavior of a whole cost pool. It
is likely that a combination of cost
drivers, appropriately integrated, often will provide a better means of explaining cost behavior.
An often neglected problem of ABC systems relates to
data collection. Those inputting data must be able to measure the nonfinancial activities as cost drivers and appreciate the importance of accuracy and reliability to the credibility of the whole system. Similar problems exist with
financial measures in traditional cost systems.
Another flaw in the use of ABC information for decision
making is that insufficient emphasis is given to key cost
drivers associated with commitments to product design and
plant layout. Instead, more emphasis is placed on cost incurrence. Also ignored are those activities for which data are
unavailable or unreliable, such as marketing, distribution,
or customer service.
While ABC cannot solve all problems, it does force us to
look at alternatives and to recognize deficiencies in the
areas of performance measurement and management reporting.

Don't let ABC distract you from making
critical business decisions.
BYMALCOLMSMITH, FCPA
f we are to believe everything we read, then activitybased costing (ABC) is either a revolutionary tool that
will solve all our problemsifwe abandon our traditional
and misguided ways, or it is a repackaged version of
absorption costing. I believe it is neither. Rather, ABC should
be considered part of an overall activity-based management
accounting system to achieve higher -quality products and
services at lower costs.
Basically, an ABC system identifies the causal relationship between the incurrence of cost and activities, determines the underlying "driver" of the activities, establishes
cost pools related to individual "drivers," develops costing
rates, and applies cost to product on the basis of resources
consumed (drivers).
Some of the benefits to companies implementing an ABC
system include the following:
• Multiproduct organizations may see a completely different ranking of their products' costs. This new ranking reflects a correction of the benefits previously accruing to
low - volume products.
• An improved awareness of the activities driving overhead
costs may improve the control exercised over the incurrence of such costs. It might generate an information base
to facilitate the implementation of a total quality management process to overcome problems limiting current performance.
• The use of nonfinancial indicators to measure cost drivers
provides measures of performance in addition to a means
of costing production. Such measures are essential to
eliminating waste and nonvalue -added activities.
• The analysis of cost drivers provides a new perspective for
the examination of cost behavior and the subsequent analysis required in planning and budgeting.
• ABC increases the credibility and usefulness of costing
information in the decision - making process and makes it
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IMPROVING ABC
s companies strive to achieve lower cost, higher quality, faster response times, and greater innovation,
here's how activity-based management can support
their efforts.
Costs. Traditional fixed costs should be reappraised.
Costs might be classified as product or process sustaining,
which allows increased tracing of cost to product. White -collar service areas traditionally consigned to the "too-hard"
basket should no longer be ignored.
Quality. The cost of quality has been identified as a potentially important component of management accounting
systems that may facilitate the implementation of total quality management. Figure 1 shows how quality costs can be
classified in accordance with the drivers of quality.
Prevention costs referred to in Figure 1 include the costs
of plant, production, and process planning; preventive maintenance; training; and the implementation of statistical proMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

11 COST of
Prevention Costs
COST OF
DUALITY

Appraisal Costs
Failure Costs

Internal
External

cess control systems. Appraisal costs include the costs of inspection and testing of both incoming and outgoing materials and the cost of maintaining and administering appraisal
systems and equipment. Failure costs include, at the internal level, costs of scrap, rework, redesign, and safety stocks
necessary to provide a buffer against such failure. At the external level, they include the cost of repairs, customer goodwill, and reputation. Analysis of the costs of external failure
increasingly is becoming the focus of attention in this area
and reflects the renewed customer orientation of management accounting.
7Yme. The 1990 International Manufacturing Futures Survey of manufacturing executives of 500 large successful
companies in Europe, the United States,
and Japan together ranked three time based characteristics among their top
five competitive priorities: dependable
delivery, fast delivery, and rapid design
changes.
A time -based focus has these positive implications for improved management information systems.
• Ensures that decision making is
linked to an appropriate time horizon
by the matching of short- run /longrun costs with decisions with corresponding time implications;
• Reduces new product development
time by halving planning and engineering lead times for manufacturing
operations. The amount of process
time is less than 10% of total manufacturing lead time for most organizaMalcolm Smith
tions, with 90% associated with the
addition of costs but not value;
• Focuses on product cycle time and use throughput time
as a measure of performance;
• Focuses on bottlenecks in the production /service process and places a more appropriate emphasis on activities
that improve bottlenecks;
• Monitors customer feedback regarding the reliability of
delivery. Develops new indicators to measure delivery
and distribution performance.
Innovation. To ensure long -term survival and maintain
market share, companies must not neglect research and development activities, cost reduction techniques, and operational and process development. The uncertainty associated
with innovation, however, may make traditional management accounting systems inappropriate.
For example, a focus on short-term financial performance
will have an adverse effect on products or processes at the
early stages of their life cycle. Measurement indicators suitable for mature products and processes may emphasize cost
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

minimization to an unsuitable extent. The judgment of managers' performance on the basis of success in implementing
cost reduction strategies may have deleterious consequences on their creativity and innovation.
I recommend that nonfinancial measures be used to reflect the special requirements of innovation. These measures might include the ability to introduce new products
and the flexibility to accommodate change (new processes
implemented, process modifications introduced). The reputation for "leading - edge" operation (external assessment of
levels of competence or competitive advantage) also should
be recognized.
MANAGEMENT TOOLS
BC has forced management accountants to reappraise their costing systems and identify improvement opportunities. While there are benefits, there
have been no conclusive studies to suggest that ABC generates bottom -line improvements in profitability. There have
been too few documented instances of success that embrace
both the problems of implementation
and the wider implications of an ABM
environment.
Understandably, management accountants are concerned that ABM
makes considerable demands on the
time of those involved in its implementation. This necessitates widespread cooperation and total organizational involvement.
The commitment to change must
come from the top, especially if a nonreceptive corporate culture must be overcome in the process. Awareness that improvements are possible in the way in
which we operate is a good starting
point.
Suitable documentation and data
likely will not exist, so key drivers and
nonfinancial indicators need to be determined and measured. The problem to
be solved must be important, practical,
and manageable. It should be small
enough to be solved within a definite
time horizon and have an immediate
economic impact. The cause and effect
must be identified carefully, with an eye to any potentially
damaging organizational and behavioral consequences of
action. Finally, speedy implementation should be followed
by recognition of the participants and trumpeting of the
success.
A "bite -sized chunk" approach to the solution of a large
problem can yield progress through a series of successful
implementations in which the enthusiasm of the participants is maintained and real improvement is generated. In
this way, ABC and ABM are not just buzzwords but are positive management tools.
■
Malcolm Smith, Ph.D., FCPA, is senior lecturer in accounting,
school of economics, Murdoch University, Western Australia.
He can be reached at (09) (619) 360 -6028.
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COSTVARIANCES
FORJ
Ditch Witch a rooted out its quality failures
to improve its operations.
BY MICHAEL F. THOMAS AND
JAMES T.MACKEY, CMA
kinking of a just -in -time inventory system to solve quality control problems and reduce work -in- process inventories? All you may really need is a new
cost management system (CMS) like
the one developed for Ditch Witch's
JIT conversion.
Charles Machine Works, Inc., manufactures more than 20 product lines of
Ditch Witch underground trenching
equipment and is recognized as the
quality leader in this industry.
An increasing scrap rate and lack of
information on its cost drove management's interest in JIT and a new CMS.
Ditch Witch management did not want
to redesign the entire plant, though.
JIT was viewed as an "experiment" and
used for the conversion of just the cylinder assembly line. There were four
goals for this project:

ing the shop floor.' One of the STSA
outputs, the Variance Matrix, also allowed us to create production cell activity-based cost variances for ABM
and TQM.

OVERVIEW OF MA
TSA provides a systematic approach to identifying what controls are needed, where, and who
should perform them. STSA explicitly
links "people" needs with technology
changes so it was particularly appealing to the company because of previous failures at team building. Equal
emphasis is given to identifying production problem causes and effects,

training, motivation, coordination, and
information needed to "get the job
done right the first time." At Ditch
Witch, shop floor participation
throughout the redesign process promoted learning and innovation. This
practice helped focus workers without
creating antagonism, leading to a
teamwork mentality.
An STSA- designed CMS can calculate the cost and pinpoint the source of
internal quality failures across departments (for traditional assembly lines)
and within JIT cells. We used STSA to
create standard costs for production
activities and cost variance reports
based on production problems. STSA
is particularly useful where problems
in one department can create problems
"down the line." For both quality and
cost control, these interdepartmental
causes and effects need to be identified. STSA procedures and accounting
reports are especially appropriate at
Ditch Witch because most subassemblies and final products are manufactured within the same plant.
IMPLEMENTING SI'SA
he Socio- Technical Systems
Analysis is conducted in four
phases: the Scan, Technical System Analysis, Social System Analysis,
and Recommendations for System
Changes. The SI SA process should be
performed by the people within the
system and staff personnel critical to
the successful operation of that system
(Quality Control, HRM, EDP, and accounting staff directly involved with it).
While the procedures could be perInc
. `r

• Better control over shop floor inventories,
• Reduction of scrap and rework,
• Better product cost information,
and
• Increased productivity.
The cost management system applies activity-based costing concepts to
the production activities within the JIT
cell. We used Socio-Technical Systems
Analysis (STSA) to identify the resources consumed within each production activity and to trace problem
cause - effect chains. STSA is an industrial engineering approach to redesignMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994
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Ditch Witch employees with underground construction equipment
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formed by Ditch Witch management
or outside consultants, the more the
workers do this analysis, the greater
their understanding of goals, interdependencies between tasks and departments, and the need for quality control
at the source. It is especially important
that they perform the STSA if the accounting system is redesigned. They
must feel that the new cost management system is just one part of their operational control system. Thus, STSA
as a team- building technique plays a
pivotal role.

Next, an organizational analysis
team examines each system goal in
turn and lists the internal and external
factors that can influence it This step
is followed by a product analysis identifying desired quality and design attributes. Then the inputs and production activities are determined. Finally
the key roles (and people) are identified. These people become the redesign team.

THE TECHNICAL SYSTEM
ANALYSIS
he team first creates an input /output model of the production process. The activities required to make the product are listed
and grouped into "unit operations,"
which often become departments, cost
centers within departments, or machine tasks in a JIT cell. Each of the
barrel and rod cells has four unit operations, while the cylinder assembly cell
has two.
The team then lists the production
variances (problems) within each operation. This is one of the most difficult

THE SCAN

T

he first step is the process of formulating and reformulating
goals and policies. This step can
be very difficult. Having workers and
line managers actually create a goal list
became quite an enlightening task. At
Ditch Witch, managers had different
goals, and workers also had goals that
differed from management. Thus, the
process must be repeated until there is
common understanding and agreement.

steps and can easily cause friction and
inhibit truthful communication. Ditch
Witch handled this problem by having
each team member privately prepare a
list. These lists were then printed and
given to the team for discussion, modification, and agreement.
From this list, a Variance Matrix is
developed to identify cause - effect
chains, such as Figure 1 for the original barrel assembly process. An "X" indicates that a variance interacts with
others "down the line." The aim is to
help line workers understand which
failures and controls are important. By
building the matrix prior to the JIT conversion, using the traditional departments, workers soon realize the effects
on final assembly from problems
caused within their departments.
Next, the Key Variance Control Table provides the control and information linkages between causes and effects for the most important variances.
The table shows the extent each key
variance is presently controlled and
notes where control points should be.
For example, Table 1 explains variances 7c and 10b. Both are caused in

M
D
2a Incorrect barrel length
5a Incorrect thread length

M
D
2

I5b Threads damaged
X I

I

I 7a Barrel drilled to wrong depth
7c Interior surface burrs present inside barrel

W
1

X

10a Fittings incorrectly located
10b Fittings' weld too hot
13a Barrel end not aligned

W
2

X
X

X
X

X

13b Barrel end weld not complete (gaps)

X

X

22b Piston, rod & gland don't fit within barrel
X

22c Head doesn't screw on completely

X
S
Y

X

22d 0 -ring cut/broken

X

X
X

I

I

LX . I L

X

X

23a Cylinder & rod don't slide fully to barrel end

X

23b Cylinder & rod don't slide freely (binding)
23c Cylinder leaks hydraulic fluid
23d Fittings leak hydraulic fluid
Other-

Key to unit operations:
'Note:
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MD1 = Machinery Department #1
MD2 = Machinery Department #2

W1 = Welding Department
W2 = Welding Department

ASSY = Cylinder Assembly Department

Cylinder cannot be mounted on trencher arm frames.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNCING /APRIL 1994

Cylinder
Process
Variance
#7c:
Interior
barrel
surface
burrs

Name of Unit Operation
Where
Occurs
Step #7:
Drill
Station

Where
Observed
Step #23:
Assembly
Testing
(O -ring cut
causing

Where Controlled
Department

Role

Step #7:
Machinery
Department

Drill
Operator

Activities
Required
q
to Control

Information
Needed
for Control

Test
barrel
surface
w /insert
tool.

Visual
inspection
insert &
rotate.

hydraulic
fluid leak)
#10b:
Fitting

Step
#10:

Step #23:
Assembly

Step #10:
Weld

weld too
hot

Welding

Testing
(Fitting

fittings
on barrel

leaks
hydraulic
fluid)

one department but wreak havoc in another. These problems existed in part
because of the use of traditional cost
variances reported separately for each
department. Even though interior barrel surface burrs were caused in welding (step 7 in the old barrel process),
they were not discovered until cylinders were assembled and tested (step
23). Thus, cost variances from reworking or scrapping cylinders were
charged to the Assembly Department.
Consider the assembly worker's
motivation. When testing a particular
cylinder, he finds that it leaks hydraulic fluid where the gland fits between
the barrel and the rod.2 To mi ni mi z e
his labor usage variance, he scraps the
barrel. After sufficient bad barrels accumulate, Liaison Engineering is notified. Someone is assigned to investigate (test the cylinder himself and
track do wn t he so urce an d cau se
through discussions with other workers). Consequently, the additional labor time and cost are charged to other
departments!
Complicating matters, the accounting system separately reported materials, labor, and overhead usage variances within each department.
Because it was not designed to allow
these variances to be combined together according to common underlying
causes and across departments, the
real cost of this problem could not be
determined.
Also consider the effects on the drill
worker's motivation to control this
problem. He is supposed to insert and
rotate a specially made test tool. Instead his attitude becomes: "If I waste
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

Welder

Suggestions
for Job or
System
Redesign
g

Suggestions
for Changes
in the
Technology

Change
standard
quantity -labor
time,
Machinist

Design
attachment for
drill machine
that slides
through &

assembles &
tests cylinder,

debuts
after drill.

Screw in
threaded

Visual
inspection

Change
standard

Automate
spot

sample
fitting

cap should
completely

quantitylabor time.

cap.

screw
down.

Rotate welder
into Assembly
& Testing,

welding
process.

time testing for burrs, and if I find one
(which requires re- deburring and retesting), IT be held responsible for not
meeting my quota and for the unfavorable labor variance. If there is a burr,
it won't be discovered for a long time,

and there's plenty of barrel parts inventory on -hand so assembly won't be
hurt. By not testing for burrs, I can beat
my quota and the standard time allowed." As a result, the Assembly Department is caught in a classic "Catch-

Pass without pain.
Pass the very next time, guaranteed, with the
MicroMash CMA REVIEW.
• Co mplete computerized review for the CMA Exam .

• Available for IBM PC (and compatibles) and Apple Macintosh.
• 100% money -back guarantee you'll pass the next time.
• From the m akers of the legendary MicroMash CPA REVIEW!

Don't wait! Call now! 1-800- 272 -PASS, Ext. 2210!
Get the FREE DEMO disk. Try it for yourself!
The call and the DEMO are absolutely FREE!
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MicroMash
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22" situation. Regardless of what they
do, they are going to look bad while the
drill station workers look great.

term development of knowledge,
skills, and motivation to cope with future problems Q.
At Ditch Witch, isolated departments and cost variance reports
helped to promote a "pounds- in -thebarrel" mentality. Primary interest was
in beating quotas without sufficient regard for quality control. When problems were discovered down the line,
welders didn't want to hear about it and
assemblers didn't want to "make trouble." The most critical problem faced
by Ditch Witch in redesigning the process was to create a feeling that the
new cell workers were part of a team.
Team - building activities became a
prime social system objective. Their interest in STSA was based on its premise that the technology and social system must be designed jointly with
equal emphasis given to both.
The result of this group effort is the
Social Systems Grid. Table 2 illustrates
the grid for variance 10b. In completing the grid, the team should describe
existing behaviors (or their absence)
in each of the cells. The grid also per-

THE SOCIAL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
he purpose of the social system
analysis phase is to analyze the
roles, people, and their needs
that are necessary for process control.
This is called the social system, and it
should perform four basic (GAIL) functions:
• Goal Attainment,
• Adaptation,
• Integration,
• Long Term Development.
Every organization exists in order
to meet the short-term goal of producing its product (G). However, in doing
so it must not adversely impact its capacity to survive. Thus, it must adapt
to short -term environmental changes
(A). It also must manage internal conflict and promote smooth interactions
(I). Finally, it must ensure the long-

LE3 / TNE

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SYSTEM CHANGES
ach of the primary STSA outputs should be reviewed by the
team in preparing its recommendation. STSA can be used simply
for a "fresh look" at an existing system,
as a formal set of procedures in a redesign project or operational audit, or
to design a new process. At Ditch
Witch, the purpose of the STSA was to
analyze an existing process as a prelude to redesign and to recommend a
new cost management system for the
JIT.
Many specific techniques are available for integrating process and people
changes. For example, the Ditch
Witch team used the SMED method
( "Single Minute Exchange of Die ").
This method, it was hoped, would accomplish two goals: reduced setup
times and team building.

SiENt GWD

Basic Organizational
ial
Relationships:
tem Functions:
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mits description of behaviors that are
not occurring, but could be, as noted
in Cells A-2 and I -1.

Vertical
Relationships
(1)

Horizontal
Relationships
(2)

Cross -Group
Relationships
(3)

Goal Attainment
(G)

Variance #10b (Fitting leaks
hydraulic fluid): to meet quota,
it is often easier to just get a
new barrel and scrap the old
one. Manager not notified until
stockpile of leaking barrels is
accumulated.

Variance #10b: No communicalion between workers in assembly
needed if barrel scrapped. Often
complaining between workers
results. Assembly manager
required to contact Welding manager and/or Liaison Engineering.

Variance #10b: Assembly work ers could go and discuss problems with Welding worker. but this
can cause frictions and keep both
from hitting their quotas. Their
feelings are, "Let the manager
take care of this."

Adaptation
(A)

Variance #10b: Currently, the
assembly manager must notify
Liaison Engineering if he wants
the problem investigated. Then
it's their responsibility to contact
Welding and hope that Welding
will test barrels.

Variance #10b: The workers
could talk to each other as problems develop, but they're not motivated to do this with cost variance -based rewards. Managers
could work together to change the
labor standard quantities.

Variance #10b: Having stockpiles
of barrels and using Liaison
Engineering to investigate interdepartmental problems do not facilitale the development of working
relationships between workers or
managers.

Integration
(f)

Variance #10b: Assembly workers
might notify manager of problem,
or attempt to fix it, if the standard
labor time is changed to allow for
this. As is, why risk not meeting
quota and being thought of as
the "troublemaker."

Variance #10b: Assembly workers will often let each other know
when one has discovered a leaky
barrel. This is usually interpreted
more as a warning, though. than
as an attempt to work together to
solve the problem.

Variance #10b: As is, assemblers
and welders are in different
departments which are physically
far apart, and there is not much
opportunity for formal or informal
contact during working hours.

Long -Term
Development
(L)

Variance #10b: Welders have the
tools to test for problems that
could produce leaks during
assembly testing. They also have
the knowledge. The problem is a
lack of motivation due to current
rewards and departments.

Variance #10b: The problem is an
interdepartmental one, not one
that can be solved through longterm development within the
assembly department.

Variance #10b: Welders need to
be motivated to test fittings, and
they should be able to understand
assembly workers' frustrations.
Job rotation should be considered. Redesign into one cledicated, JIT production cell.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

'1'i UI/ PA i'IAL STANDW CIM Cif FOR 4"
Part # / Step #

Description

Standard Price

Standard Quantity

Standard Cost

Barrel stock

$59 /20'rod

.01695 rod

$ 1.00

01

Delivery from Raw Materials

$14.75/20'

02

NT II Machine cost

$1.00 /min,

3 minutes

3.00

02

NT II Power cost

$.025 /KWhr

20 KWhrs

.50

02

Direct labor (operating time)

$10.65 /hr

1.14 mins.

.20

02

Direct labor (inspection)

$10.65 /hr

1.14 mins.

.20

03

Direct labor (move barrel)

$10.65/hr

.57 mins.

.10

Unit Operation #1: Cut Barrel Stock on NT 11
151- 018 -1010

Subtotal:

.01695

.25

$ 5.25

Unit Operation #1 Standard Cost

- - (Other Unit Operations)
Subtotal:

Standard Variable Cost/Barrel
$ 3.00

Direct materials
Direct labor

3.25

Machinery

14.75
$21.00

Barrel's Incremental Standard Cost
First, team members videotaped
the changeover process for setting up
the NT II lathe and identified more
than 20 steps. Each person identified
potential changes that could be made
in the process. This exercise was carried out anonymously so that no one
knew who was suggesting a specific
change. Management felt that some
might immediately reject a potentially
good idea simply because of who suggested it. Or, it if were known that a
suggestion came from a manager, then
some might feel compelled to support
it even though it was a bad idea.
The suggestions were collected,
printed, and then discussed until a consensus resulted about specific changes. Finally, there was a management
commitment to support implementation of the changes agreed to. In retrospect, Ditch Witch management believed that this last step especially
contributed to building up worker confidence and acceptance of others as
part of the team.
This method not only served as a
team- building activity, but it also accomplished its technical system goal.
Setup time was reduced 92%. This procedure also was used to analyze setup
times for the mill, drill, and welding operations. Here the workers suggested,
and then built, one machine to do these
tasks. This action reduced setup time
to under 10 minutes.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

THE NEW ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM
ach production activity was budgeted separately and included
the direct material, direct labor,
and "direct technology" involved in it
Table 3 illustrates the partial standard
cost card for "Unit Operation #1: Receiving and Cutting Barrel Stock. "This
activity uses three resources (in ABC
terminology): receiving barrel stock,
the machine (its depreciation and power costs per barrel), and three direct labor operations. The standard costs for
these resources sum to $5.25 per barrel. The other operations were budgeted in a similar manner. Combining the
four activities within the barrel cell results in an incremental standard cost to
produce a completed barrel of $21.00.3
This system uses these standard
costs to measure internal failure costs
as seen in Table 4. During the week of
June 24th, 251 barrels were produced
in the barrel cell and four production
variances occurred. On Monday, the
Drill and Weld machine broke down,
requiring one hour to repair and $5.00
of factory supplies. On Wednesday,
one barrel had to be re- skived. On
Thursday, one barrel was scrapped after it had been completed. On Friday,
one partially completed barrel had to
be scrapped after it came off the NT H
machine (Unit Operation #1).

In measuring the costs of the last
three production problems, we used
the activity-based standard costs. Only
any significant unexplained variances

" irlllll

accounmIg

dynamic asset management
• Rapidly calculate depreciation using
any method for unlimited asset
plus:
• Automatically post all transactions to
proper General Ledger accounts
• Fully account for leased assets and all
physical asset activity
• Provide key data for Activity Based
Costing and for minimizing taxes
For the full story on this completely open,
100% ORACLE based answer to your fixed
asset needs, call Axtell today:

1- 800 - 678 -6535
Axtell Development Corporation
360 N. Hayden Road, Scottsdale. AZ 85257

Tel. (602) 255 -0508
Fax (602) 970 -6355

Circle No. 22
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remaining need to be investigated. For
that week, the only unexplained variance was $1.47 of direct labor.

DESIGN THE CMS FIRST
e believe that the cost management system can provide
data for.
• Activity-based management and operational control through costing internal quality failures,
• Outsourcing opportunities, and
• Target costing.
Its standard costs also support continuous improvement strategies because the standards are reached
through a consensus among team
members. Consequently, they do not
erect barriers to improvement and are
trusted as legitimate measures of performance.
Most important, we believe that
linking cost variances back to their
sources and causes is critical for costing quality problems. With this information, internal failures can be prioritized through measuring their costs.

Management now can justify and explain TQM projects by focusing on activities that give the "best return for the
dollar." This step is important because
Americans have a long tradition of
management by the numbers.
Obviously, many other issues had
to be addressed. The most interesting
one was that if S I'SA is used to analyze
a system, before any commitment is
made to JIT, simply designing an activity-based cost variance reporting system might solve the production problems without a more costly shop floor
conversion. In other words, design the
CMS first, then consider whether a JI T
system is needed.
In summary, if you are considering
redesigning your production processes, STSA provides a systematic approach which is especially useful if you
cannot completely rebuild the factory.
In using STSA just to redesign the cost
accounting system, the source -cause
(activity- based) cost variances may
provide the shop floor with information
■
"they really want to know."4
Michael F. Thomas, Ph.D., is an assis-

tant professor at the University of Neva-

da, Reno. He is a member of the Reno
Chapter, through which he submitted
this article. He can be contacted at
(702) 784 -6699. James T. Mackey,
Ph. D., CMA, CPA, is a professor at California State University, Sacramento,
and a member of the Sacramento Chapter. He can be contacted at (916) 2787122.
'For further information on STSA, see Bostrom and
Heinen, "MIS Problems and Failures: A Socio-Tecbnical Perspective," MIS Quarterly,September 1977,
pp. 17.32; or Davis and Taylor,The Design ofJobs (2nd
ed.), Goodyear Publishing Co.. Santa Monica, Calif.,
1979; or Mike Thomas, "An Application of SocioTechnical Systems Analysis to Accounting Variance
ControlTheory, "Journal of Management Accounting
Research,Fall 1989, pp. 149.156.
2
he gland capsoff the cylinder, seals the rod within the barrel, and guides the rod within the barrel. An O-ring is used to
hold the gland in place. A burr on the interior wall of the barrel
can cut the 0 -ring causing the leak.
nables 3 and 4 amo unts are illustrative only.
4As

Sharon McIGnnon and Bill Bruns noted ("What
Production Managers Really Want to Know..."MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING0, January 1993, pp. 29.35),
historically we have not designed cost accounting
systems for daily operations control. This CMS does,
though, through its input coding requirements.
Is this article of interest
to you? If so, circle
appropriate number on
Reader Service Card.

Yes
92

No
93

Direct
Materials

Factory
Supplies

Direct
Labor

Machinery

Total
Costs

$753.00

$30.12

$835.83

$3.702.25

$5,321.20

Actual Output (251 barrels):
(A) Standard cost allowed for 251 barrels:

21.20

$

Per unit (direct cell costs only)

Drill

&

Cost Variances:
Weld breakdown

5.00

10.65

Reskive barrel

15.65

30

1.00

1.30

1.25

.50

3.50

5.25

(B) TOTAL CVs

4.25

14.70

19.25

43.20

of standard costs

0.6%

5.00
16.6%

1.8%

0.5%

0.8%
0.17

$

Per unit
(C) Actual Costs Incurred:
%

$

Scrapped partial barrel after NT II operation

$

21.00

$

14.75

$

3.25

$

3.00

%

Scrapped one barrel

(757.25)

(35.12)

(852.00)

(5,365.87)

(3,721.50)

of standard costs

100.8%
$

Per unit

21.38

%

-

=

+

of standard costs

0.00

($

1.47)
(0.2 %)

$

0.00

$

(D A B C)

$

(D) Unexplained Cost Variances Remaining:'
0.00

($

1.47)
0.03%

'(negative amount is unfavorable)
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It Doesn't Work
All the Time
The ABC system focused on the capabilities ofthe accounting
system —not its users.
BYDIANE D. PATTISON AND
CARRIEGAVANARENDT
anagement accountants
at a southern California
aero sp ace company
learned that activity based costing does not work at every
company. When the company faced
tough competition and the need to cut
costs continually, the solution was not
as easy as ABC.
A large percentage of the company's business is in defense contracting.
Not only was the traditional cost system in compliance with all government
regulations, but it was typical of the entire aerospace industry. Management
was convinced, however, that it did not
yield adequate product cost information and could lead to misallocation of
investment resources.
While reviewing the cost data for a
major proposal, senior management
became concerned when they discovered that the procurement cost was allocated to tasks requiring very little
procurement support. They were certain that the product was receiving an
inequitable share of the cost of procurement.
After further review of the current
accounting system, management recognized that direct labor dollars had little, if any, correlation to procuring materials. Material dollars seemed to be
more related to the cost of procurement, yet were used as the allocation
base for indirect costs only. Further,
procurement processing time was the
same whether purchase orders were
for higher quantities and more expensive parts or for single parts and low dollar parts. Higher burden was put on
more expensive parts.
MANAGEMENTACCOU"NG /APRIL 1994

A modified ABC system made one aerospace company soar.

Management concurred that this
was a classic case against traditional
cost systems. Although the division
staff was skeptical that the benefits of
changing to an ABC accounting system could outweigh the cost of its implementation, an ABC system was designed and implemented.

TRADITIONAL
ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEM
he company has three major
product lines. Product A is a
government contract that has
been in production for many years, and
the majority of its components are purchased from suppliers and then assembled in- house. Labor is a small percentage of total product cost.
Product B is in the early stages of
production and has been partially offloaded to subcontractors. Detail fabrication and assembly, however, is per-

T

formed in- house, making up about half
the product cost. Both products A
and B require design and systems integration.
Product C is a mature commercial
subcontract that is built to print inhouse. Clearly the division is made up
of three products with quite different
cost element mixes and support requirements.
The division's procurement department was organized by both product
lines and material type (Figure 1, Traditional System). The procurement
process encompasses the cost of procuring material and related costs, including direct labor, fringe benefits,
occupancy, computer services, travel,
supplies, and depreciation.
The traditional system segregated
the cost of procurement into two types
of allocation — direct distribution for
program - specific buyers and indirect
for general buyers and other cost ele55
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each program buyer's labor, overtime
at 1%, fringe benefits at 25%, support
overhead at 15%, and general and administrative (G&.A) at 45% (Table 1).
This equals the total 86% mark -on also
shown in Table 1. Travel and per diem
is an additional 29%. This total pool is
then allocated using direct labor dollars. The direct distributed rates for
products A, B, and C are 22.511%,
15.533%, and 8.144% of direct labor dollars, respectively.
The calculation of the material overhead rate also is demonstrated in Table
1. This pool is made up of all the buyers
that purchase parts that are not pro-

ments that cannot be aligned directly
to the programs. The costs of procuring program - specific, high - dollar
specification items are classified as direct distributed and allocated over
product-line direct labor dollars. These
costs are assigned to the programs and
allocated based on program direct labor dollars. The costs of procuring
standard commodities and other costs
that cannot be identified directly to the
programs are classified as indirect and
allocated over material dollars. Procurement uses the purchase order to
authorize supplier contracts.
Direct costs are demonstrated to be

gram- unique, as well as other costs
that cannot be identified to programs,
such as occupancy, supplies, depreciation, and computer services.
The procurement management also
is included in this pool. All of these
costs are classified as indirect The allocation base for this rate is made up
of the material dollars paid to suppliers
on all the purchase orders generated in
the division. The indirect overhead allocation rate is 2.956% of direct material dollars. The total costs allocated to
products A, B, and C under the traditional system are shown in detail in
Table 1.

TABLE

&

@

Mark-On 86% of Direct Labor
Travel Per Diem
Total
Product Base:
Direct Labor Dollars
Rate Calculations:
Rate

Product C

38
76,000
1,387,000
1,192,820
450,000
3,029,820

35
70,000
1,277,500
1,098,650
390,000
2,766,150

20
40,000
730,000
627,800
210,000
1,567,800

$

Product B

$

&

Head
Hours
Dollars

Product A

$

Product Pools:
Product - Unique Buyers Salaries Wages:

$13,459,000

$17,808,000

$19,250,000

22.511%

15.533%

8.144%

Indirect (Material Overhead) Rate Calculations
Hours

Dollars

144

262,000

144

262,000

5,256,000
52,560
1,314,000
2,365,200
25,000
225,000
1,525,000
3,500,000
14,262,760

$

&

@

@

$

Heads

&

Pool:
Salaries Wages:
Allocated Cost: Overtime Premium 1% of Direct Labor
Fringe Benefits 25% of Direct Labor
Occupancy (Based on Square Footage)
Nonlabor Cost: Supplies
Depreciation of Equipment
Travel Per Diem
Computer Services
Total
Base:
Material Dollars:
Product A
Product B
Product C
Rate Calculations:

Total

$243,480.000
194,416,000
44,624,000
$482,520,000

Rate

2.956%

Cost Allocation ($ in Thousands)

Product A
Product B
Product C
Total

Rate

$243,480
194,416
44,624

2.956%
2.956
2.956

$482,520

DL
Base

Rate

$7,197
5,747
1,319

$13,459
17,808
19,250

22.51%
15.53
8.14

$14,263

$50,517

Material
Burden

DL
Burden

Total
Burden

$3.030
2,766
1,567

$10,227
8,513
2,886

$7,363

$21,626

$

Material
Base

-

Note: Based on current year d ata
total year; applied as a d ivisio n wide rate.
Because c ost d ata are considered company private info rmation, all cost data are for illustration purposes only.
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Product A is burdened with the largest share of cost and has a relatively
large number of buyers (38) identified
directly with the program. Yet, it still
receives a large portion of the general
procurement burden because of its
large material base. Because the majority of the procurement support is
aligned with the program, it should not
be burdened again based upon the dollar value of the material.
Product B is similar. Product C,
however, has only 20 buyers aligned to
its program and a relatively low material cost. This program buys a large
number of relatively inexpensive parts
and raw materials that are used to fabricate parts in- house. As a result, it has
a lower material base and receives only
14% of the burden. This allocation system attaches relatively more cost to A
and B and less to C, which was counter
intuitive.

THE NEW ABC SYSTEM
he managers began their design
of the new ABC system by interviewing a statistically significant
sample of the procurement organization. Not only did they gain a better understanding of the procurement process, but they were able to identify
appropriate cost drivers.
The survey results indicated that
the procurement process was driven
by request for quotations, purchase
agreements, purchase orders, purchase order changes, and the number
of suppliers. The goal of the new ABC
system was to use drivers that would
provide a better linkage to the causal beneficial relationship. It also had to be
measurable and accessible in the existing systems in order to keep the cost
of the project down.
Procurement personnel had indicated that 80% of their time was spent on
the purchase order line items (POLO,
which were easily accessible through
the company's MRP system and easy
to measure. It was concluded that POUs were the best available cost driver.
The current organization was realigned according to the eight direct
activities and one indirect overhead
pool. The eight direct activities include: product A, product B, product C,
raw material, engineering material,
electrical components, offload material, and fabrication. The indirect overhead pool consists of procurement support and facilities buyers.
Financial systems were modified to
accept bases external to the cost ledger and created some new reports for
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analyzing base data. Because all overheads were applied as they had been
in the previous system, no major
changes to the financial system were
required.
Historical data were pulled from the
MRP system, and a forecast of POLIs
by activity for the current year was developed. These data are presented in
Table 2. The raw material, engineering
material, standard hardware /electrical
components, offload materials, and
fabrication /subcontract buyers were
reclassified from indirect to direct distributed as displayed in Figure 1. The
product specific buyers' labor will be
allocated based on product specific
POLIs. For example, product A has
4,065 POLls. The pool data also were
identified to each of the eight direct activities, and rates per POLI were calculated for each activity. The new rate calculations are displayed in Table 2.
Procurement overhead contained
all remaining indirect costs, including
the remaining managers, secretaries,
keypunchers, price analysts, material
contracts analysts, and subcontract
managers. These costs were allocated
on the basis of direct labor cost. For example, the 8,615 POLI base for procurement is the sum of product A
(4,065), raw material (580), engineering material (352), standard hardware
(1,243), fabrication (2,350), and offload
(25). These rate calculations also are
demonstrated in Table 2.
A cost impact study was performed
to compare the new system's cost distribution to that of the traditional system. The results are displayed in Table
4. Costs were shifted away from products A and B and more cost was absorbed by product C. This system reflected management's belief that
product C had been subsidized in the
past and now had to bear a larger proportion of procurement cost. The costs
associated with these buyers are allocated over total division POLIs.
NEGATIVE REACTION
verall, the company's reaction
to the ABC system was quite
negative, and the organization
resisted making a change in the accounting system. Because of other
company concerns, individuals involved did not have the time required
to make a new system successful.
Many believed that benefits to the
system did not outweigh the cost of its
implementation and use. Individual departmental reactions to the ABC system are summarized below.

0

Accounting. The accounting organization believed ABC to be the way of
the future. The staff was proud of being
on the cutting edge of cost accounting
practice.
The director of accounting had
championed the change and supported
the extra effort required for implementation. The accounting systems required modification, but, once designed, the systems virtually ran
themselves. Accounting was not responsible for maintaining the database, changing its charging procedures, or using the system to predict
future costs. Thus, implementation
and system maintenance were quite
simple. The accountants were responsible for the system —not its contents.
Finance & Estimation was responsible for providing data, and its reaction
was negative. The new system was perceived to require more work.
Finance & Estimation was now required to predict a new cost element,
POLIs, as well as eight new direct allocation rates in the ABC system as
compared to only one direct labor rate
in the traditional system. The new
rates had to be forecasted, negotiated,
negotiated with the government, and
measured against actual performance.
Workloads were increased significantly, and staffers were not sure how best
to handle this new cost element called
POLL. They were responsible for maintaining integrity of the total cost for the
division and they were held accountable for the detail developed, but they
were uncertain of the impact of this
change. No benefits were recognizable
immediately —only costs.
Procurement also was responsible
for providing data. The procurement
department was excited about the
change initially. But as the staff members began to understand the implications of the change, they had some
misgivings. The change had exposed a
cost per line item that seemed expensive. Thus, budget reductions seemed
imminent. Also, they were told, if the
number of POLIs declined, manpower
would have to be reduced proportionally. Furthermore, procurement was
instructed to "clean up" its system and
"close" all the old purchase orders that
remained open "in error." Finally, the
department had to develop and implement a new procedure to close purchase orders in a timely manner.
A further complication for the procurement department was the alignment to activities. The new system
aligned the POLI to the appropriate activity according to the buyer's code inMANAGEMENTACCOMING /APRIL 1994
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$

$

745.3432
3,029,820

$

$

745.3432
0

730,000 Base (POLI)
627,800
Rate ($ /POLI)
210,000 Burden ($)
1,567,800

0

0

1,039

1,039

$1,528.2002
0

$1,528.2002
0

$1,528.2002
1,567,800

$1,528.2002
1,567,800

580

1,033

6.636

8,249

76.1086
44,143

76.1086
78,620

76.1086
505,057

76.1086
627,820

$
$
$

$
$
$

$

$
$

250

1,140

481.7812
120,445

481.7812
549,230

$

$

538
481.7812
259,198

$

352
481.7812
169,587

$

$

$

74,000 Rate ($ /POLI)
549,230 Burden ($)

$

@

-

$

255,500
219,730 Base (POLI)

$

$

$

84,700 Rate ($ /POLI)
627,820 Burden ($)

$

$

292,000
251,120 Base (POLI)

$

2,766
$1,000.0542
2,766,150

$

0
$1,000.0542
0

$

2,766

&

Std. Hdwr. Elect.
Direct Labor 15 Heads
Mark -On
86% of DL$

745.3432
0

$1,000.0542
2,766,150

&

Travel Per Diem
Total

745.3432
3,029,820

0

@

Engineering Material
Direct Labor 7 Heads
Mark -On
86% of DL$

4,065

$1,000.0542
0

&

Travel Per Diem
Total

0

390,000 Rate ($ /POLI)
2,766,150 Burden ($)

-

Raw Material
Direct Labor 8 Heads
Mark -On 86% of DL$

$

&

Travel Per Diem
Total

Total

0

$

$
$

@

-

Product C Unique
Direct Labor 20 Heads
Mark -On
86% of DL$

Product C

4,065

$

@

&

Travel Per Diem
Total

Product B

$

$
$

1,277,500
1,098,650 Base (POLI)

-

Product B Unique
Direct Labor 35 Heads
Mark -On
86% of DL$

$

$

@

450,000 Rate ($ /POLI)
3,029,820 Burden ($)

&

Travel Per Diem
Total

Product A

1,387,000
1,192,820 Base (POLI)

-

Product A Unique
Direct Labor 38 Heads
Mark -On
86% of DL$

Allocation:

$

Pool

$

TABLE 2 / ABC SYSTEM

159.8142
589,577

159.8142
1,177,350

$

$

$

$

159.8142
409,124

$

159.8142
198.649

$

7,367

1,826

1,896

248.5970
6,215

248.5970
11,187

248.5970
453,938

248.5970
471,340

$

$

45
$

25
$

$

3,564

$

$

2,560

10,228

153.4806
360,680

153.4806
443,559

153.4806
765,561

153.4806
1,569,800

$

$

$

4,988
$

2,890
$

2,350

$

$
$

730.000 Base (POLI)
627,800
Rate ($ /POLI)
212,000
Burden ($)
1,569,800

37,034
351.5856
$13,020,621

$10,417,449

$24,779,931

6,838,004

7.524,478

$

$

$

18,303
351.5856
6,435,071

$

10,116
351.5856
3,556,640

$

8,615
351.5856
3,028,910

$

Total Allocation By Product ($)

$

$

7,046,300 Rate ($ /POLI)
$13,020,620 Burden ($)

$

Nonlabor Costs
Total

3,212,000
2,762,320 Base (POLI)

$

@

-

&

Procurement Support
Facilities Buyers
Direct Labor 88 Heads
Mark -On 86% of DL$

$

&

@

-

$

&

Fab. Subcontract
Direct Labor 20 Heads
Mark -On 86% of DL$
Travel Per Diem
Total

$

@

64,000 Rate ($ /POLI)
471,340 Burden ($)

&

Travel Per Diem
Total

1,243

$

$
$

219,000
188,340 Base (POLI)

-

Offload Material
Direct Labor 6 Heads
Mark -On
86% of DL$

$

159,000 Rate ($ /POLI)
1,177,350 Burden ($)

&

Travel Per Diem
Total

$

@

-

$

547,500
470,850 Base (POLI)

Note: Because co st data are considered company private information, all cost d ata are for illustratio n only.
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cluded on each purchase order. The
first two digits identified the activity,
such as raw material. In order for the
new system to be successful, it was important that the buyer's codes match
the activity he was working on. In the
past, buyer codes were used only for
internal purposes, and no procedure
for ensuring accuracy existed. There
were times when a raw material buyer
was loaned to the fabrication group,
but the buyer code did not change.
Thus, there were cost distortions within the new system. The procurement
organization was being forced to
change its internal operating procedure in order to implement the accounting change successfully.
Product Managerswere quick to understand the correlation of POLIs to
procurement cost. They began pressuring procurement to reduce POLIs
on their products in expectation of
shifting costs to the other products.
This seemed like an appropriate strat-

egy, but it forced the procurement department to reduce POLls without reducing its workload. Project managers
had no intention of allowing the reduction in the number of procurement personnel dedicated to their programs.
They were attempting to reduce their
product costs by manipulating the
ABC system.
Government. The government contracting agency was unfamiliar with
the new system. It found the number
of allocation pools to be quite overwhelming. This skepticism resulted in
more documentation requirements.
As we have noted, many elements
of the ABC system were unacceptable
to users of the system. The personnel
responsible for using and operating
the system were not committed to the
change. Implementation focused on
the capabilities of the accounting system rather than on the users of the
accounting system.
The impact upon the procurement

organization, proposal pricing, and
cost forecasting were addressed only
briefly upon the implementation
phase. Procurement, finance & estimation, product managers, and the customer are the primary system users,
and this implementation failed to analyze their needs appropriately.
The first ABC system was too complicated. Breaking procurement into
eight direct activities created a charging difficulty for the procurement department. It also was more difficult for
forecasting and estimating. The number of line items in each activity determined the amount of cost allocated. As
a result, the way the activity was defined made it important to predict the
number of line items each year as well
as segregate them into eight categories. The accounting system required
this information, but it was overwhelming to the practical users.
The ABC system was modified. No
one wanted to return to the traditional

Calculation and Cost Distribution
Pool Calculations:

Product A

Product B

Product C

61

66

94

16

237

122,000

132,000

188,000

32,000

474,000

2,226,500

2,409,000

3,431,000

584,000

8,650,500

Total

Indi rect

$

22,265

24,090

34,310

5,840

86,505

556,625

602,250

857,750

146,000

2,162,625

General & Admin. @ 45% of DL$

1,001,925

1,084,050

1,543,950

Procurement Overhead @ 58% of DL$

1,300,884

1,407,514

2,004,641

Fringe Benefits @ 25% of DL$

3,629,925
-

Overtime Premium @ 1% of DL$

$

Total Salary & Wages

$

Total Hours

$

Total Headcount

$

Salaries & Wages:

-

Occupancy (Based on Square Footage)

0

2,365,200

2,365,200

2,000

22,000

20,000

25,000

25,000

170,000

240,000

Travel & Per Diem

675,000

715,000

410,000

1,275,000

3,075,000

Computer Services

600,000

625,000

825,000

165,000

2,215,000

6,409,199

6,898,904

9,138,651

0

22,446,755

Total Procurement Cost Pool
Material $ Base
Product Allocation Rates

$

Depreciation of Equipment

$243,480,000
2.63%

$194,416,000
3.55%

$44,624,000

$

7,000

$

7,000

$

6,000

$

Supplies

(4,713,040)

$482,520,000

20.48%
58.43%

Procurement Overhead Rate:
Procurement Overhead Pool

$1,300,884

$1,407,514

$2,004,641

$4,713,040

Procurement Direct Labor $ Base

$2,226,500

$2,409,000

$3,431,000

$8,066,500

Note: Cost data are for illustration only.
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Product B

8,513

7,525

(1,112)

Product

2,886

10,417

(1,200)

Total

$21,626

$24,780

($3,154)

Material
Burden

Redist'

6,409

($263)

5,996

-41%

6,413

-25%

6,899

(287)

9,217

219%

9,139

(271)

$22,447

($821)

$21,626

Percent
Change?

Total
$

($ 842)

Percent
Change'
$

6,838

Total
$

$10,227

$

Product A

Redist'

$

POU
Burden

Modified ABC System

$

ABC System

$

Traditional System

$

$

In Thousands

6,146

-40%

6,612

-22%

8,868

207%

$21,626

General and administrative (G &A) and support overhead costs are now applied to procurement labor. However, these pools have not changed.
As a result, other division departments in the base will receive less burden.
Comparison to or
tstem.
,

system because the ABC system had
been successful in educating the division as to the equitability of new cost
allocations.
First, the six activities including raw
materials, engineering, standard hardware, fabrications, offload, and procurement were traced to products A, B,
and C by headcounts. Then, the indirect procurement administration and
subcontract management areas were
aligned to products A, B, and C, respectively, by personnel headcounts. This
shift is shown in Figure 1, "Modified
ABC System."
Direct costs were redistributed
based upon revised headcounts of 61,
66, and 94, respectively. Recalling the
causal - beneficial relationship in previous years, the direct costs of products
A, B, and C were allocated to product
based upon material dollars.
The company had undergone many
organizational changes that made
alignment by program more feasible
than it had been a year and a half earlier. Those costs that could not be identified to programs were included in
procurement overhead. Indirect procurement costs were allocated to products A,B,and C based upon procurement direct labor dollars because the
labor cost represented the management time necessary to oversee the
purchasing activity. The more project
specific buyers there were, the more
time required in management. All information is shown in Table 3.
The implementation of this system
eliminated the need for forecasting and
estimating POLIs, as well as the need
to use the buyer code to identify the
type of material purchased. The modified ABC system is compared with the
original traditional system, as well as
the ABC system, in Table 4.
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LESSONS LEARNED
he modified ABC system increased the company's understanding of the cost of the procurement division. It focused the
division on the cost of procurement in
terms of cost per line item.
The company also learned that personnel affected by the change must be
committed to its success. Commitment
can be gained by making all users part
of the system design. Procedures and
system specifications cannot be decided by senior management and filtered
down to the users successfully. It is vital that the users be included in the design and decision - making process.
An allocation system should be simple and easy to understand. More detail may appear to lead to more accurate cost information. But even if the
information is "ideal," when it is not understood and /or not obtainable easily
it will not be used in practice.
The first ABC system would have
had a much better chance of acceptance if there had been fewer allocation
pools initially and perhaps evolved into
greater complexity. Thus, individuals
would have learned gradually, and
greater acceptance would have resulted. The reallocations from the ABC
system to the modified ABC system
are very similar. The modified ABC
system is an aggregate system that reasonably approximates the original
ABC system.
A cost accounting system is not successful if it is used only for cost accounting. It must be designed to measure performance and meet the needs
of the users. The procurement department would have had more incentive
to make the system work if they were
measured by the number of POLIs and

T

the cost per line item. There would
have been consistency between what
was measured and evaluation of the department's performance.
The system also must create the desired incentives. This system created
the desire for procurement to increase
line items in order to keep or increase
its manpower level. At the same time,
product managers were attempting to
minimize their cost by reducing line
items. Their strategy did not reduce
the procurement department's work load—it only shifted costs to other programs. Procurement personnel were
preoccupied with job security and,
therefore, attempted to subvert the
system at every turn.
In total, the modified ABC system
moved the company into a better cost
estimation procedure. Performance
evaluation was consistent with that
system. The majority of individuals
were committed to the modified ABC
system's success. The results since its
implementation indicate that this system will be in place for many years to
come.
■
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SOFTWAREFORABC
Among the software packages available
for doing activity -based costing and activity -based cost management are the
ones listed below. They are all intended
for use ona personal computeror network rather than a mainframe com-

puter.
ABCost- Manager.1 Coopers & Lybrand, 203 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60601; (312) 701 -5783
ABCost- Manager is a proprietary
software tool developed by Coopers &
Lybrand and used by its professionals
to assist clients with activity-based
costing. It is designed to support continuous improvement efforts as well as
activity-based product /service costing
and budgeting. This software tool can
support a broad range of objectives
from activity analysis to designing a
working prototype of a production cost
management system. It uses a relational database and operates on 386 and
486 IBM -compatible microcomputers
with a minimum of 640K of main memory. It is network compatible and can
import or export any data. The software includes some 100 predefined reports, and additional user - defined ad
hoc reporting is available. A client may
obtain the right to use ABCost Manag
er following an engagement by executing a license agreement.
Circle No. 43
ACI'IVA. Price Waterhouse,1 Boatmen's Plaza, St. Louis, MO 63101;
(314) 425-0500
ACTNA can be used as a standalone analytical tool or as a design tool
in the development of an activity-based
cost management system. Using Paradox®, a relational database platform,
ACTIVA lets users perform detailed
cost analyses across multiple dimensions. It makes visible the relationship
among product costs, process costs,
and organizational costs.
ACTIVA comprises eight modules:
Master File Development, Interdepartmental Redistribution, Activity -Based
Rate Development, Product Costing,
Cost Analysis, Reporting, Diagnostics,
and Utilities. The software is menu
driven and includes a bill of resources
generator, graph generator, and report
generator. The system methodology
Gl.

provides the underlying framework
but allows users to design the entire
data structure and the bases of analysis
to fit their company's needs. A typical
ACTNA model begins with a download of general ledger department, account, and cost information from the
mainframe computer. Files can be freely imported from or exported to ASCII,
Lotus, Quattro, dBase, PFS, DIF, and
Reflex formats. The data limits for the
software are 250 activities per cost center for each department and two billion
records per file.
Circle No. 44
Activity Analyzer. Lead Software,
Inc., 158 Greenfield Drive, Bloomingdale, IL 60108; (708) 351 -5155
Activity Analyzer is a complete activity-based system for 286/386/486
IBM- compatible PCs. With it you can
identify activities, cost drivers, bills of
activity, and attributes for multi -dimen sional activity cost analysis. It does single and multi-level product costing
with full bill of material cost roll -up capability. It has easy - to-use import and
export utilities and comes in single -user and network versions.
Circle No. 45
ALPHA COST.VanDeMark Products, 1307 West Main Street B2 -2,
Medford, OR 97501; (503) 779 -8700
ALPHA COST is an accounting adjunct that provides accurate unit costs
based on ABC methods. As labor alone
does not represent real -life manufacturing processing, ALPHA COST includes three direct costs: labor, material, and equipment —the direct cost
elements required for every job. A separate, precise overhead rate for each
direct cost is calculated, plus a rate for
General & Administrative. The software uses these overhead rates with
your established operation sheets and
material fists to provide unit costs for
all parts, subassemblies, and sales
products. These unit costs (factory and
Wes) truly represent the results of
your company processing from raw
material to shipment. Use ALPHA
COST for ABC cost results with a minimal investment in time and money for
system installation and operation.
Circle No. 46

CASSO (Cost Accounting System for
Service Organizations). Automation
Consulting, 11500 Hyne Rd., Brighton,
MI 48116; (313) 229 -2099
CASSO is a PC -based management
accounting system that consists of
three modules. The base module performs cost accounting functions in a
modified ABC approach. The profitability module allocates revenues and
computes profitability for each product
and work group. The general ledger interface module automates the transfer
of budget and actual dollars from the
G/L system directly into CASSO without additional data entry and with a
complete audit trail. CASSO is a very
flexible system designed to handle the
needs of any service (nonmanufacturing) organization.
Major features include easy -to-use
menus, pleasing graphic displays,
adaptability to specific user requirements, and multiple security levels.
The software tracks expected (forecast /budget) volumes and dollars
(fixed and variable), tracks actuals
used to report variances, performs
thorough data consistency checks, and
identifies potential problems. You can
select 61 report formats by year, company, consecutive monthly periods,
and costing type (direct, overhead, indirect, and combined).
Circle No. 47
CMS-PC'. ICMS Software, Inc., 2261
Brookhollow Plaza Drive, Suite 308,
Arlington, TX 76006; (800) 955 -2233;
(817) 633 -2873
CMS-PC software, since its introduction in 1989, has been used by hundreds of organizations to self- implement activity-based management.
CMS-PC version 3.0 is three systems
in one: (1) Activity Accounting system
based on the TQM input /output model; (2) ABC Bill of Activity product cost
system; and (3) Cost Management system with more than 50 built -in reports
for process analysis, benchmarking,
and value analysis. CMS-PC is available in both single -user and network
versions. All purchases come with a
manual, one day of training, a tutorial,
and access to ICMS's support staff.
Call for a free demo disk.
Circle No. 48
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ComMit -ABC. ComMTT Systems, 98
Yorkview Drive, Willowdale, Ontario
M21? 1J8, Canada; (416) 733 -0004
The ComMit-ABC system monitors, tracks, controls, reports, and analyzes the true costs associated with all
manufacturing activities. The user can
compare product unit cost based on
production cycles and other variables
to determine the most effective production process. The user defines any
sets of activities that need to be monitored, and the system automatically
builds or modifies its databases based
on the definitions. Report, query, and
analysis tools are included. The system
can operate standalone or with ComMIT System's other manufacturing
management and production scheduling m odu les.
Circ le No . 4 9

ea System. Polaris Systems, 1800 Augusta, Suite 216, Houston, TX 77059;
(713) 977 -3270
The e3System is an enterprise wide, client / server accounting and operations system for manufacturing and
distribution companies that provides
fully integrated activity-based costing.
Because the system is on -line and processes all transactions within the ABC
model, it can provide relevant and reliable cost information on a current basis in high-volume, dynamic environments. The system is of interest to
companies that have committed to
ABC as their costing model and have
found off -line analysis inadequate due
to transaction volumes and constantly
changing product, customer, vendor,
and process mixes as well as changing
product comp onen ts. The system p rovides a hybrid of ABC and traditional
costing ap pealin g to co mpanies that
are moving to client/ server accoun ting

and operating systems but that are unsure about their future cost model. Polaris also provides training to MIS /ac-

an unlimited number of levels, create
reports from a variety of flexible templates, and more.
In addition, EasyABC Plus provides
unlimited model capacity as well as an
import capability for extracting data either incrementally or in batch mode
from mainframes and from microcomputer-based databases and spreadsheets. EasyABC Quick models can
contain up to 250 objects (accounts, activities, and cost objects in any combination). It is an ideal training platform
for any company and can serve as a fully functional system for smaller companies.
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NetProphet U. Sapling Software Aided Planning Corporation , One Bridge
Plaza, Suite 400, Fort Lee, NJ 07024;
(800) 335 -5050; (201) 592 -5012
NetProphet combines activitybased costing /management, process view an alysis, menu pricing, capacity

planning, and constraint checking all
in one integrated package. It provides
quick and flexible "what if" analysis
and lets multiple users access the Net

Easy ABC Plus, Easy ABCQuick.
ABC Technologies Inc., 5075 SW Griffith Drive, Beaverton , OR 97005; (503)
6264895
EasyABC software products provide powerful capabilities behind an intuitive graphical user interface. With
this software, users can export data to
mainframes and other microcomputer based software applications, create
nested component lists, calculate activity-unit cost per period, assign costs on
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

Power ABC. Genesis Consulting
Group, Inc., 111 Shore Acres Drive,
Box 085486, Racine, WI 53408 -5486;
(414) 639.1084
Power ABC can help almost any
company with multiple products or
processes to gain a better idea of its
true cost of doing business. Businesses can evaluate how they assign and
use their resources across organizational boundaries because Power ABC
uses a truly relational database. The relational database makes the software a
full- featured product that doesn't re-

ManageYour Profitability
• FlexibleActivityBasedCostingsystemdesignedtomodelentirebusinessoperationsoronly
theportionsrelevanttoyourneeds.
• Maintainupto60months ofbudgetandactualdatawithvariancecalculations.Rollmodels
forwardoverlimetosupportacontinuousplanningenvironment.
• Supportsdynamiccostallocation,andmanagesthe
rapacity and cost of individual activities.
• Easilyconstruct what it scenariosandexaminethe
impact ofchangesinyouroperations.
• Flexiblereporting ofcost and variable information.
Produce rolling graphs in a variety of formats.
t
Import data from existing accounting systems
B
spreadsheet
toolforfurther
and spreadsheets.
Exportanal
dataysitos.yourfavorite

counting person nel co vering the

design and development of on -line
ABC systems.
Circle No. 50

Prophet model simultaneously without
affecting the integrity of the master
model. NetProphet includes an integrated report writer; you can produce
custom reports with the information,
range, and look you choose. Data and
results from NetProphet can be moved
easily into other applications. Sapling
Corporation offers a full range of training classes and a network of value -added consultants, as well as six months
of unlimited technical support and free
enhancements and upgrades.
Circle No. 52
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• DOS based to speed manipulation, calculation
anddisplay.

The most cast and use effective solution an
the market. TheCost Blueprint is designed to
assist in making better pricing, marketing,
manufacturing and other strategic decisions.
Introductory price $150 plus S &H. Recommended. environment:
386Processororbetter.VGA,4MBRAM,DOS5.0+,Mouse.

e
,mBProAct!

P.O.Box1309,Huntersvile,NorthCarolina28078-1309

1 -800- 892 -4158
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quire add-on modules or enhancements to perform advanced ABC
analysis.
Circle No. 53
Profile ABC.Applied Computer Services, Inc., P.O. Box 2193, Norwalk, CT
06852; (203) 849 -9557
Profile ABC offers a paperless alternative to traditional manual reporting
systems. It is designed for use by mobile work forces, sales representatives,
marketing staff, and support departments such as customer service, accounting, purchasing, and planning in
any industrial or service organization.
It integrates Windows software and a
Psion Series 3A pocket computer and
uses classic self - sampling techniques
to allocate administrative and support
costs to specific products and services.
When Profile ABC is supplied with the
total cost associated with a group's activities, the system instantly allocates
this cost to the individual products and
services the group delivers. Statistically accurate results are achieved by randomly prompting a small number of individuals for their activity details.

CMA
EXAMINATION
REVIEW
by
Irvin N. Glelm 6 Dale L. Flesher

• Sixth Edition
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$25.95
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Galnesvllle, FL 32604
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Sam -7pm M -F, gam -2pm Sat. Eastern Time
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• 31 SEPARATE COURSES
• 94 CPE HOURS
• $125 (Includes Volumes I do II
of CMA Examination Review)
IMA Approved
Review Course Materials
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Profile ABC includes a powerful report
generator that allows an unlimited array of reports and graphs to be produced from recorded data. Each entry
is time stamped.
Circle No. 54
Profit Manager. KPMG Peat Marwick, Suite 1200,150 West Jefferson,
Detroit, MI 48226; (800) 537 -0047 in
the United States; (313) 983 -0225 outside the United States
The Profit Manager series of software products is developed by Strategic Cost Systems, and KPMG Peat
Marwick provides implementation assistance and training. Profit Manager
products are used as a tool in activitybased cost management (ABCM) and
reengineering initiatives that span a
variety of manufacturing, service, financial, and government organizations.
The series consists of five different
products developed in FoxPro that run
on an IBM or compatible computer.
They are Plus, Core, BEST (`what if"),
Total Profitability, and Junior. The new
release of Profit Manager 4.0 leverages
five years of ABCM model experience
and incorporates new features such as
capacity planning, budgeting, the ability to perform extensive activity and
driver analysis, and a sophisticated report generator.
Circle No. 55
QUOTE-A- PROFTL Manufacturing
Management Systems, Inc., P.O. Box
686,355 Hyder Drive, Madison, OH
44057; (216) 428 -4068
QUOTE -A- PROFIT (QAP) is designed for manufacturing companies
that want to cost and price special or
standard products on personal computers. In the hands of people who
make strategic pricing decisions, it can
be a valuable cost and profitability analysis tool for improving the bottom line
in a competitive market. QAP incorporates a dual costing and pricing capability permitting separate costs and
prices to be calculated, displayed, and
reported for the same product, using
either activity-based costing or traditional costing methodology.
QAP is patterned around a product
cost model that incorporates bills of
material, multi-site routings, and bills
of support costs by plant site, activity
center, and activity driver. All names
and descriptions used to build a hierarchy of ABC activity levels, functions,
centers, and drivers within QAP are
custom defined by each user company.
A software bridge has been developed

to bring a selected group of product
bills of material and routings from a
mainframe production database into
QUOTE-A PROFIT, where activitybased costing and pricing can be
applied.
Circle No. 56
The Cost Blueprint. ProAct Corporation, P.O. Box 1309, Huntersville, NC
28078 -1309; (800) 8924158
The Cost Blueprint, a DOS -based
system, implements a flexible ABC
methodology applicable to any industry. It can model entire business operations or only relevant portions and
can support ABC, traditional cost accounting methods, or any combination.
The system can be used for analyzing cost and operations, identifying areas for process improvement, developing accurate pricing information,
planning inventory, managing scarce
resources, and measuring actual results against a company's plan. The user can define an unlimited number of
cost and object variables and the relationships between them. Models can
maintain up to 60 months of budget
and actual data per variable, with a
starting date that may be rolled forward or backward in time. Budget data
may be calculated by the system, entered, or imported from external sources. The Cost Blueprint provides a variety of reports and can produce rolling
graphics in a number of different formats to assist in analyzing trends and
changes in the cost structure.
Circle No. 57
TR/ACM. Deloitte & Touche,125
Summer Street, Boston, MA 02110;
(617) 261 -8505 (Ken Parekh); (617)
261 -8623 (Jeffrey Bowman)
TR/ACM® is an easy - to-use, PCbased, menu - driven software tool. It
was developed to support the Deloitte
& Touche Strategic Cost Management
methodology for creating and sustaining activity-based management in any
organization. The software uses a relational database to store and organize
information and to create reports and
other analysis tools. TR/ACM provides the ability to perform product,
customer, and channel activity -based
costing. It also performs business process costing to identify and facilitate reengineering initiatives.
For more information about Deloitte & Touche's Strategic Cost Management methodology, please contact
either of the persons listed above.
Circle No. 58
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TQM:ARECOST
ACCOUNTANTSMEETING
THECHALLENGE?
Number crunching is out satisfying the customer is in.
BY JOHN E SHEA AND I[ENE K
KLEINSORGE
ompanies using Total Quality
Management (TQM) principles seem to be the most committed to making their manufacturing operations more competitive
in world markets. To find out if cost accounting ise supportive in companies
using TQM, we interviewed six cost accountants at corporate divisions located in Oregon, four accounting managers at corporate headquarters within
the United States, and one manager of
a small business in Oregon. The business categories and sizes of the participating organizations are shown in
Table 1.
Our interviews with these manage-

ment accountants focused on how they
are responding to the challenges of
TQM, the extent their roles have
changed, and what skills are most valuable.

QUALITYPROGRAMS
}le quality management program
at each of the 10 firms is company- wide. While all of the cost accountants are using TQM, there are
differences. In some firms, the TQM
conversion was a division or companywide effort and the cost accounting organization was a participant from the
beginning.
In other companies, adoption of
TQM began in specific departments,
such as manufacturing, and the cost ac-

The new cost accountant is able to communicate accounting concepts to nonfinancial
managers.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

countants were drawn into the process. One division had adopted a less
formal approach to applying the TQM
principles because they were experiencing a rapid rate of growth.
The average age of each TQM program is seven years, with a range between two and 12 years. Three of the
manufacturing operations have obtained IS09000 certification within the
last year. IS09000 is a series of five international standards for quality systems. Certification is required in order
to do business in some foreign countries and is used as a marketing tool
throughout the world.
The methods used and the resulting changes brought about through
the use of TQM are very similar to published case histories from many firms.
They include a commitment to satisfy
the customers, a more formal planning
and goal- setting process, increased
employee skills and responsibility, and
an ongoing objective to improve continually the performance of the organization.
One manager describes the idea of
continuous improvement as fostering a
greater "sense of urgency" and a "more
intense focus on attacking and improving performance." Most of the cost accountants feel they have incorporated
the basic TQM principles into all work
activities. "TQM is the way we do business and involve our customers."
At the operational level, the manufacturing departments have adopted
techniques such as just -in -time (JIT).
Some companies are doing more outsourcing of manufacturing operations,
which, for some, involve direct shipments to external customers. Several
operations are consolidating manufacturing responsibility into one location,
while another is expanding worldwide
65

SATISFYINGTHEINTERNAL
CUSTOMER
asic TQM tools used by the cost
accountants in our study include
flowcharts, fishbone diagrams,
and a multiple step problem- solving
process. The reporting segment of the
job is identified as being process -oriented, thus lending itself well to TQM
analysis and documentation in order to
both simplify and improve the process.
Process documentation is identified
as being helpful to train new employees and solidify improvement gains.

Only a few groups have developed performance measures, with many stating
that it has been difficult to develop a
workable set of key indicators. Measures for process- oriented activities
are relatively easy to establish (for example, the time to complete the end -ofthe -month financial closing), but performance on development and analysis
projects is much harder to quantify.
Because the resolution of many customer issues requires participation
from multiple departments, cost accountants are spending more time
working on cross - functional teams.
During our interviews, many examples
were provided of how cross - functional,
problem - solving teams are a key component in projects to qualify new vendors, solve yield and quality problems,
and cost new products.
"Eye opening," is how the cost accountants describe the results from
surveys of their internal customers.
According to one corporate accounting
manager, "what we thought was important (to our customers) really wasn't."
For example, customers told these
cost accountants that reports were not
used at all, were not providing necessary information, or were too late to be
useful. Our respondents, therefore,
had to examine what they were doing,
who they were doing it for, and how it
was getting done.
In addition, these cost accountants
were told to "simplify, simplify, simplify." For example, one company is implementing a system to make the process of assigning value to
work -in- process easier. The project is
sponsored by corporate accounting,
and the new system is expected to reduce the end -of- -the -month closing
time by four hours.
Computer systems, improved software, and automatic data collection
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production rapidly.
All of the companies are under
heavy pressure to reduce product
costs while improving quality and other critical performance measures. The
cost accountants have to respond to
the combination of simplified internal
work flows and increased complexity
due to new technologies, growth, and
subcontracting.
Seven of the 10 firms use full -absorption standard cost systems, two
have actual cost systems, and one division at one company is using an activity -based costing system. Although
the systems have been in place for
some time (one dating back to 1964)
many incremental improvements have
been made.
Most respondents believe their current cost accounting system is meeting
management's needs and providing
the necessary financial accounting data. The responses are less positive concerning the usefulness of the standard
cost system to the manufacturing operation. Two significant advantages,
commented many respondents, is the
simplicity of the standard cost system
and the users' familiarity with the system's content and meaning.
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were mentioned frequently as significant factors in reducing the time spent
on the routine components of the cost
accounting function's responsibilities.
What used to take 90% of one department's time has been reduced to less
than half, and that percentage continues to decline. Another group uses the
cost accounting database to produce
customized reports based on cost allocation formulas specified by contract.
Our respondents made it clear that efficiency gains have occurred in the
cost accounting function.
We also asked about the increasing
use of real -time, nonfinancial performance measures (for example, yield,
scrap rate, cycle time) by the production department. Some groups have
developed an understanding of the correlation between the operational measures and the financial results from the
cost accounting system.
One example is in- process material
that was scrapped. Rapid reporting by
production personnel allows failure
analysis to begin immediately while
the quantity and estimated cost of the
lost material is included on the daily
status report. Thus, end -of -the -month
scrap variance data only confirm what
is known already.
The shift to real-time performance
measures has had two effects on the
cost accountants' role. First, their role
of monitoring the production department's results has been reduced because production personnel have assumed this responsibility. Second,
production managements' emphasis
on continually improving the performance of their operations results in the
cost accountants being asked to analyze the cost effects of various options
and better identify cost reduction opportunities.
In response to the new requirements, many have considered changing their cost accounting system. The
most frequently considered option is
activity-based costing (ABC). Two
companies are developing an ABC system, and one division currently uses
that approach. All three organizations
believe ABC complements the quality
improvements being made.
Companies not switching to ABC
cite the expected high cost of conversion and the adequacy of the current
system to meet users' needs. For example, financial reports as a tool to
manage operational activities are less
important because of evidence that the
accounting function's responsibility to
monitor the production department is
decreasing. In addition, the existing
MANAGE MENT ACCOU NTING/APRIL 1994

2 2 / CHARACTERISTICSOF
NEWCOSTACCOUNTANT
■ Uses sound cost accounting
techniques.
■ Knows a wide variety of
computer applications.
■ Is a team player.
■ Is knowledgeable about
manufacturing operations.
Desires to participate in strategic
decision making.
Communicates accounting

cost accounting database provides the
necessary data for cost analysis.
ABC concepts and ideas, however,
are being applied extensively. The
most powerful application discussed is
the use of an activity-based analysis
approach at the strategic level.
These cost accountants have discovered that more supportable product cost numbers result in a decision making process based more on facts
and less on corporate politics. Decisions regarding strategic planning and
resource allocation within the company have been improved. In addition,
product marketing groups that historically have selected the lowest -cost internal supplier have begun to consider
such factors as scheduling, capacity,
and the impact of the decision on other products.

COPINGWITHCHANGE
ccording to the cost accountants we interviewed, their accounting departments are very
good at improving and simplifying
cost accounting processes and meeting traditional objectives of accuracy
and timeliness. They also feel good
about their improved customer focus
and identification of critical issues.
While some groups have made the
switch successfully from reactive to
proactive, others are still learning.
Cost accountants in our survey rate
themselves lower on responsiveness
in the development of cost accounting
solutions to changes in the production
operation. These changes include new
production facilities, consolidation of
operations and products, introduction
of new products and technologies, and
new, frequently international, subcontractors.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL1994

It was apparent from our discussions that cost accountants are learning how to work with change and to
provide quicker and better solutions.
But three factors were identified that
affected the pace at which this was occurring.
The first factor is workload. Everyone we interviewed is extremely busy
and has limited time to make improvements.
Second, firms in markets that have
been dynamic and price competitive
over the last 10 years appear to be farther along the learning curve. Part of
the change process was described as
"learning how to respond to a new rate
of change." Several corporate accountants feel that it is particularly hard for
a large company because accounting
systems and management practices
have been in place for an extended period of time.
Third, the cost accountant's job is
evolving from being experts at running systems and numbers crunching
to understanding what the numbers
mean and using that knowledge to improve the performance of the company. One manager believes that "cost
accounting as a task" has contributed
to a "loss of desire to probe and innovate." As a result, new expectations
need to be defined, and employees
need assistance adapting to the changes. Some organizations, however,
have found that they are able to attract
and keep talented personnel only if the
job is challenging and dynamic.

THENEWCOSTACCOUNTANT
hat are the skills cost accountants need to meet the TQM
challenge? Our respondents
provided us with the following profile
of the ideal cost accountant (Table 2).
A minimum requirement for the job
is the ability to use sound cost accounting techniques. Knowledge of a
wide variety of computer applications
is the most desired technical skill. Basic spreadsheet knowledge is not sufficient.
Cost accountants need to be team
players. This requires a multiplicity of
skills outside cost accounting. For example, to communicate better with
team members and management, cost
accountants must translate cost accounting language to customer language. To better understand issues
and shape solutions, cost accountants
must be knowledgeable about the
manufacturing operation and other aspects of their businesses. The desire

Become a

CMA
(800) 87 -GLEIM

and confidence to participate in strategic decision making also are important. One division requires new cost
accountants to have an MBA degree.
Several of those interviewed discussed
the desire for cost accountants to have
had training or experience in other areas.
What does this mean to the training
of new cost accountants? At Oregon
State University, an increasing number of business students are taking
courses in other departments such as
industrial engineering. Also the business college is teaching TQM and requiring students to work in teams. The
same trends are occurring in the engineering college.

MEETINGTHECHALLENGE
bile the cost accountants we
interviewed work in different
types of operations, each has
developed a customer focus. It is clear
that their accounting functions are responding to issues important to the
company's success. We believe they
are meeting the challenge to integrate
cost accounting with continuous improvement.
■
Authors'Note: We want to thank the people who took time from a busy day to participate inourstudy. Their help isgreatly
appreciated.
John E. Shea is a doctoral student in the
Department of Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering at Oregon State University in Corvallis, Ore. He can be
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HARDWARE /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIREBARTH,EDITOR

ACTIVITY ANALYZER
ctivity Analyzer is an activitybased costing (ABC) software
tool from Lead Software, Inc. It
is a PC -based system that provides full
functionality and flexible reporting.
At PHH Fantus, we always are looking for easy -to-use tools both for our
own use and to introduce to our clients
in our strategic cost management consulting practice. Activity Analyzer is a
fully integrated tool that effectively
combines front -end activity analysis
with activity-based costing methodology. It has many features we weren't
able to find in other packages. While
we didn't do any actual time studies, we
did find Activity Analyzer extremely
fast. This speed combined with the fully integrated analysis capabilities enabled us to provide actionable results
for our clients in significantly less time
than it would have taken using some of
the other competitive products.
Activity Analyzer follows the basic
ABC philosophy —that activities consume resources and products consume activities. Activity Analyzer lets
you build resource files, one for employees and one for expenses, and then
assign (or "drive" depending on the
terminology you prefer to use) the resources to activities. Employees can be
assigned individually or in groups, and
expenses are assigned by general ledger account. Activity Analyzer then will
calculate the cost of performing each
activity. It also will calculate the number of full -time equivalent employees
assigned to each activity, which we
find helpful when trying to examine
the fragmentation of work within an activity center or department.
Activities are the foundation of the
system. Each activity can be assigned
a value -added designation from 1 to 9
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(although we have never used more
than four designations on any one project). These designations recognize
that there are varying degrees of non value -added work. User - definable attributes can be assigned to each activity, and each attribute can have more
than 20,000 values. Attributes essentially serve as sort fields to help identify
and report activity costs cross functionally.
Activities are assigned to cost objects through a bill of activity—a list of
activities whose cost should be assigned to a cost object or group of cost
objects. Attaching activities to a bill of
activity and then assigning the bill of
activity to cost objects significantly reduces data entry time. For example, to
assign 50 activities to 100 cost objects
individually requires 5,000 assignments. With Activity Analyzer, you first
attach the 50 activities to a bill of activity and then assign the bill of activity
to the 100 cost objects. This process requires only 150 assignments so data
entry time is reduced significantly.
Product costing can be done in single -level or multi-level formats. Each
costing format has its own files and
programs. In single -level costing, the
cost object contains all user - definable
fields. The user can customize the cost
object to represent a product, service,
market segment, distribution channel,
order, customer —an endless list of
possibilities. Activity Analyzer assigns
activity costs to single -level cost objects based on the activities and cost
rates in a bill of activity and the cost
drivers attached to the cost object.
In multi-level costing, the cost object is an item master record. Typical
item master data (make /buy code,
item class, average run size, commodity code, purchase price) are predefined, and there are nine user - definable
fields as well. Activity Analyzer assigns

activity costs to items based on the activities and cost rates contained in a bill
of activity and the cost drivers attached
to the item. Activity costs assigned to
an item are converted automatically into the unit of measure of the item being
costed. Multi-level costing supports a
full bill of material and cost roll-up procedure. Activity Analyzer enables the
user to import item master and bill of
material files directly into the model
because it is structured like most manufacturing systems.
The software provides a great deal
of reporting flexibility. Because no
ABC system will have all the reports
you need, in the format you want, flexibility is critical. Activity Analyzer provides it in two ways. First, the software
lets you modify any of the more than
60 reports that come with the system,
and, second, you can create custom reports with any FoxPro compatible report writer. This feature eliminates the
need to export data into spreadsheets
and write custom reports from there
(although you still have that option).
Being able to bring data in from other systems is important, if not essential. After all, no one should key data
into a model more than once. Activity
Analyzer's import/export feature is
outstanding. It lets you import data
from your own format into a temporary
template file where it can be edited and
reformatted until it matches Activity
Analyzer's files. The import/export
function works with all ASCII formats,
Lotus, Symphony, and Excel spreadsheets, and dBase, FoxPro, and Paradox database files.
Activity Analyzer can be licensed as
a single -user system or for a network.
In our offices we are running Activity
Analyzer on a network so consultants
can work together on a project. Also,
through Activity Analyzer's security
utility we can limit users to just the
function they need.
Activity Analyzer has separate MSDOS and Windows versions that provide the same features and use the
same database. You can choose which
environment you want to run in. The
DOS version requires an IBM-compatible microcomputer with at least an
80386 processor, 2MB of RAM, and
LOMB of available disk space. The Windows version requires an 80486 processor, 4MB of RAM, and 20MB of
available disk space. The amount of
disk space needed depends on the size
of the model built.
The documentation is excellent and
thoroughly covers all features and
functions of the system. A tutorial and
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case study are included with the user
manual. A two -day training class can be
brought to your company.
Hotline support is provided free for
90 days. After the initial 90 days, various levels of support are available
through support packages. A $25
demo diskette can be ordered from
Lead Software, Inc., at 158 Greenfield
Drive, Bloomingdale, IL 60108; (708)
351 -5155.
Thomas R. Duch
Principal, PHHFantus Consulting
One Prudential Plaza
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 540-5416
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BUSINESS INSIGHT
u say that the Business Insight
program is thorough and not easy
reading is an understatement.
The program is not your run -of- the-mill
user -style program, but it is well worth
the effort. It makes you think about
your business and analyze your intentions for that business. Business plan
software is limited. This particular software is for people who need an analysis
of their whole business and not just a
business plan.
When I used this program it reminded me of a personality analysis
test. I once took such a test to determine my management style. I had to
answer a series of questions and add
up my score to find out what my management style is. This test pointed out

The list of questions is very long.
First a data input section must be answered for the analysis to begin. It is
an outline covering all the major areas
of importance to your business —for
example, the environment, history of
your enterprise, characteristics, human resources, personnel skills, product description, suppliers, packaging,
buyer characteristics, marketing,
sales, competition, and so on. In each
of these categories you will find a
group of related questions helping you
define each part of the outline. You
must quantify each of these items on
a scale of 1 to 10 or pick a statement
that clearly defines that aspect of your
business. The program gives examples to help clarify the questions so
you can pick the best statement or rating. If a question does not pertain to
you r b usiness you just skip that item

by picking "ignore," and it will not affect the analysis. There are also a
spreadsheet and templates to help in
the financial analysis portion, or you
can import data you already have
created from other spreadsheet
pro grams.
This program will point out incon-

my weaknesses and strong points. It al-

so pointed out how I probably would interact with co-workers and customers.
Business Insight approaches its
analysis of your company in exactly the
same way. It provides a personality test
or "business insight" of your company.
After you answer a series of questions,
the program provides an analysis of
the company's strengths and weaknesses. It helps you target areas where
improvement is needed. It should not
be thought of as just another program
to help you write a company business
plan. This program enables you to
quantify and target areas in your company for improvement, visualize
trends, and strengthen your strategy to
improve the company's position.
Business Insight has two sections:
a data collection section with analysis
and an extensive knowledge base
loosely patterned after competitive industry relationships. At the moment
two knowledge bases are available,
one for retail and one for service.
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sistencies in your business strategy. I
answered the questions, and to my surprise the program then pointed out
that some areas in my business were
in conflict with other areas. I thought
our business was consistent in every
aspect of what we are doing and planning. Business Insight showed me a
number of places that had to be analyzed and improved. This program
helps everyone to get on the same
wavelength.
We found we could not fully review
this program in a day or two. If you purchase Business Insight, be prepared to
spend a few months analyzing your
business. After this process is complete, you will find that you realize a
large dividend on your investment for
the program .

For more information about Business Insight, contact Business Resource Software, Inc., 2013 Wells
Branch Parkway, #3035, Austin, n
78728; (714) 476.3770.
Larisa G. Slezak, CPA
Ronald R. McCallister, CNE
Small Business Solutions, Inc.
Tacoma, Wash.
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Computerized controls are heavily relied
upon, but are far from fool - proof. Duplicate
payments are slipping through the best of
systems. Our statistics show:
LARGEST DUPLICATE: $85,000
OLDEST RECOVERED: 5 years
ERROR RATE: .002 TO.0001
Our accounts payable reviews validate the effectiveness of
your controls, identify and recover specific overpayments
and provide recommendations. Software can be licensed.
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OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY
CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

SOFTWARE
Jensen-Jones, Inc. has introduced
Commence release 2.1, an upgrade
version of the personal information
management software for Windows
workgroups. Commence 2.1 gives users an easy way to store, organize,
view, and share information and includes more than 15 new features. The
program's functions include address
book, appointment calendar, notes,
task automation, contact management,
travel expenses, to-dos, and tasks.
Among the new features are electronic
mail enabling, direct report formatting,
multimedia playback, new agent event
triggers, and support for Microsoft
Word 6.0 and WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows. Commence 2.1 lets workgroup
members automate tasks, coordinate
schedules, and share information, databases, and applications.
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Computer Language Research, Inc.
has begun distributing InSource"", a
fully integrated tax accounting system
for corporate tax departments. InSource automates all phases of the tax
process and gives simultaneous multiuser access to all tax data. It begins
with a company's financial accounting
data and automates all required adjustments, including tax, AMT, ACE, E&P,
and audit. Separate company eliminations can be entered for consolidation.
InSource performs this process for federal, state, and international jurisdictions. An option allows the user to reclassify federal account balances
automatically without having to make
individual state and international adjustments. To document proper tax
treatment, current -year activity can be
analyzed within an account by taxing
authority. The software's common database includes not only multiple juris70

dictions but also multiple tax functions
across multiple years. InSource runs
under Windows (3.1 or higher) or Windows NT operating systems.
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Axtell® Development Corporation
has released Axtell Fixed Assets 3. 1,
software that calculates depreciation
expense daily for an unlimited number
of assets and automatically posts and
reconciles transactions to proper general ledger accounts. The software
flexibly manages changes, including
two years' open books; fully accounts
for leased assets, including complete
FASB 13 reporting; tracks physical asset activity; and supports computerized physical inventorying. In addition
it provides key data for activity -based
costing and minimizing taxes and can
interface with other accounting and operations software. Users of Axtell
Fixed Assets receive regular tax updates. Written in industry standard
structured query language (SQL), Axtell Fixed Assets operates on virtually
all major hardware and operating system platforms with a minimum of 8MB
RAM and at least 15MB of disk space,
running the Oracle Corporation relational database.
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Systems Union Inc. has unveiled a
powerful new Windows graphical user
interface (GUI). It includes user- definable macro button capabilities that will
enable users to instantaneously link
and execute macro tasks such as currency revaluations and enterprise -wide
consolidations in multilingual formats.
Buttons are definable at two levels:
across the enterprise and for individual
users. Users can determine how macro
buttons appear on screens and can employ a mouse or keyboard to navigate
the system. The new GUI upgrade will

be integrated into Systems Union's
current product offerings.
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BUSINESSSERVICES
Worldscope /Disclosure Partners,a
joint venture of Disclosure, Inc., a provider of public company information,
and Wright Investors' Service, an international investment manager, has introduced a new source of emerging
market financial data and news. World scope's Emerging Markets database
provides fundamental data for more
than 1,100 companies in 21 countries
and in 24 industries. More than 1,000
fundamental data items provide general corporate information; detailed financial information such as summary
of sales, net income, earnings per
share, and income statement; explanatory footnotes; and country and industry averages. Fundamental financial
data are supplemented by news headlines compiled from more than 35 global newspapers. The database provides
from one to three years of historical data, compiled by multilingual financial
analysts from annual reports, regulatory filings, and other sources. The database is available in a variety of formats, ranging from online services to
CD -ROM, magnetic tape, diskette, cartridge, and fax delivery.
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Archer Management Services
(AMS), a national outsourcing company, offers The Total Records Management Solution, which handles records
from their initial creation to their final
disposition. Systems design and integration, implementation and controls,
equipment, supplies, and software are
all included up front from a single
source. AMS establishes controls to
ensure compliance with internal and
government record - keeping requirements, so records needed for audits or
litigation are maintained or destroyed
as legally mandated. The program provides professional personnel to staff a
records operation, off -site storage, and
disaster recovery systems. It features
a unique software and bar coding system for file tracking.
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LedgerPlus, a franchise that provides
accounting, tax preparation, and consulting services to small businesses,
was established in 1988 and began
franchising in 1991. It is projected to
reach 400 locations by 1995. LedgerMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/APRIL 1994

Padgett Business Services is an accounting franchise that caters to the financial and accounting needs of small
businesses, particularly those with
fewer than 20 employees. Established
in 1966, Padgett Business Services has
more than 250 locations throughout
the United States and Canada. The
Padgett system provides its franchisees with uniform proprietary software
and computer systems, training on -site
in all aspects of business operation,
and continuing education.
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EQUIPMENT
Toshiba America InformationSystems, Inc. is shipping a new full -featured, fully integrated 33MHz i486
notebook computer to complement its
Satellite Series. The Satellite T1910
models offer a choice of color or monochrome display; system memory of 4MB RAM standard, expandable to 20MB using
user - installable memory
cards; a minimum of 120MB
hard disk drive capacity; a full
keyboard; a floppy disk drive;
a BallPoint Mouse 2.0 with
Quick Port for greater control
and accuracy; and a 14.5mm
PCMCIA expansion slot. This
expansion slot accepts the industry standard Type I, II, III,
and larger cards including
modems with R1 -11 jacks, networking cards, hard disk
drives, and other options. MSDOS 6.2, Windows 3. 1, and UltraFont are preinstalled on the
hard disk. The 6.5 -pound
T1910 measures 11.7 x 2 x 8.4
inches.
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image does not have to be converted
to a printer page description language,
the WinWriter 600 prints exactly what
the user sees on the screen. A graphical user interface and bi- directional
communications provide complete setup and control of the printer and print
job from the desktop. The WinWriter
600 prints 600 -dots- per -inch (dpi) documents at eight pages per minute
(ppm) and 300 dpi documents at 10
ppm. It has 2MB of memory and ships
with a 200 -sheet input tray and a 100sheet output tray. Also included are the
Microsoft Font Pack for Windows with
44 TrueType fonts, and six PCL fonts
for occasional DOS -based applications.
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Coverbind Corporation is introducing a high- speed, easy -to-use document binder, the Coverbind 201 DFS
(Document Finishing System). The
machine binds documents from one
page to 120 sheets simultaneously and
can bind up to 1,800 documents per
hour. Documents of different thicknesses are bound at the same time
without affecting output speed. The
201 DFS solves the problem of how to
thermally bind multiple documents,
given the time required to soften the
adhesive. The new technology uses an

path. The 201 automatically jogs and
binds the pages and delivers bound
documents to the output tray. An electronic control panel gives simple continuous instructions.
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Pentax Technologies Corporation
has available a color upgrade option
that can add three -pass, 24-bit color to
the Pentax DS10 document scanner.
The 11 -ppm throughput of the Pentax
DS10 makes it an ideal choice for a department with document imaging applications such as document management, fax, and OCR With the color
upgrade option, available from Pentax
Customer Support, only customers
who need color have to pay for it.
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PUBLICATIONS
Baseline Software has published the
1994 edition of its policy construction
kit, Information Security Policies Made
Easy. Containing more than 600 already written information security policies, the package consists of a 262 page printed reference manual
accompanied by floppy disk files that
allow organizations to do key word
searches and rapidly tailor
A
ese policies to their own
needs. The 1994 update has
been expanded more than
100% since the last edition.
Each of the policies now is accompanied by commentary,
and several new sections dealing with such topics as electronic mail and telephone systems have been added. The
policies cover a broad range of
topics: network security, contingency planning, computer
viruses, software development, intellectual property
rights, password management, and more.
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Plus serves businesses with annual
gross revenues under $500,000 and
fewer than 10 employees. It uses proprietary computer software that frees
the accountant to spend consulting
time with the client. The franchises are
marketed strictly to accountants.
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ABC Technologies has released a new educational video, Understanding Activity Based Management. This
The Coverbind binding is done in one closed continuous proLexinark International,
video outlines the methodolocess. The document thickness is measured digitally and a mesInc. has introduced the Lexsage for the correct binder thickness is given. (B) The docugies of applying activity-based
mark WinWriter 600 laser
ment is placed in special binders without having to be jogged.
management in product cost(C) The binder is inserted into the feeder. (D) The finished bindprinter, designed specifically
ing, continuous improvement,
ers are fed out after a few moments, ready to be distributed.
to meet the printing needs of
and total quality efforts. It pousers of the Microsoft Winsitions ABM as a commondows operating system. It is the first
internal conveyor belt that moves the
sense approach to understanding an
device based on Microsoft At Work
documents continuously, first heating
organization's true activities and costs.
printing software. Because the screen
then cooling the documents along the
Circle No. 78
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INTERNATIONALDOINGS
lowly, but surely, movement toward international harmonization
of accounting standards is taking
place. At a recent annual conference of
the International Organization of Securities Commissions (TOSCO), IOSCO
took two steps toward adopting common accounting standards for companies involved in cross border offerings
and other foreign listings:
■ IOSCO President's Committee endorsed International Accounting
Standard 7, "Cash Flow Statements;" and
■ Working Party 1 of the Technical
Committee developed a list of the
core international standards that
should be included in the necessary
components of a reasonably complete set of accounting standards.
Shortly afterward, the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission proposed a series of actions intended to
facilitate participation by foreign companies in U.S. markets. These initiatives include:
• Making short-term prospectuses
and shelf registration available to
more foreign companies;
• Accepting from foreign companies,
without modification, cash flow
statements prepared in accordance
with IAS 7; and
• Easing the requirements for reconciling foreign financial information
to U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP).
72

IASCREEXPOSES"FINANCIAL
INSTRUMENTS'
he International Accounting Standards Committee issued E48, "Financial Instruments," an Exposure Draft resulting from a
reconsideration of an earlier Exposure
Draft, E40, in light of the extensive
comments that E40 had generated.
Both Exposure Drafts are products of
a joint IASC project with the Accounting Standards Board of The Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants.
IASC's tentative conclusions regarding the comments received on
E40 were published in a special issue
of IASC Insight, the organization's
newsletter. Commentators on the
points made in the newsletter, including IMA's MAP Committee, emphasized the importance of reexposure.
Significant changes in the current
Exposure Draft from E40 include:
■ Revision of the criteria for discontinuing recognition of a financial asset or liability to permit recognition
of a sale when substantially all the
associated risks and rewards have
been transferred to others and the
fair value of any risks and rewards
retained can be measured reliably;
• Requiring measurement of certain
impaired financial assets at the discounted amount of the expected future cash flows;
• Permitting hedge accounting for
price risk exposures relating to expected future positions that are
highly likely to materialize; and
• Expanding the scope of application
of the hedging principles to include
foreign exchange risk except with
respect to a hedge of a net investment in a foreign entity.

AICPAISSUESSOPON
ADVERTISINGCOSTS
he American Institute of CPAs
has published Statement of Position 93 -7, "Reporting on Advertising Costs," which provides guidance
on financial reporting of advertising
costs in annual financial statements.
SON represent positions taken by at
least two thirds of AICPA's Accounting
Standards Executive Committee. In
terms of the hierarchy relati ve to
GAAP, SOPS fall into category b, the
second highest level of GAAP (below
FASB Statements and Interpretations,
APB Opinions, and Accounting Research Bulletins) .

In summary, the SOP requires:
• Reporting the costs of all advertising as expenses in the periods in
which those costs are incurred, or
the first time the advertising takes
place — except for direct response
advertising in certain circumstances;
• Reporting as assets the costs of direct response advertising that
meets the appropriate criteria; and
• Amortizing the amounts of direct
response advertising reported as
assets on a cost pool by cost pool
basis over the estimated period of
the benefits.
The SOP also requires disclosure of
certain information.

GASBPROPOSES
ACCOUNTINGFORGRANTS
he Governmental Accounting
Standards Board issued a proposed Statement titled "Accounting and Financial Reporting for Certain Grants and Other Financial
Assistance." If adopted, the Statement
would establish accounting and financial reporting standards for pass through grants, food stamps, and onbehalf payments for fringe benefits
and salaries. Pass - through grants are
those grants received by a recipient
government to transfer to or spend on
behalf of a subrecipient, governmental
or otherwise. On- behalf payments for
fringe benefits and salaries are direct
payments made by one entity (the paying entity) to a third party recipient for
the employees of another, legally separate entity (the employer entity).

Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Management Accounting Practices.

RESEARCH
JULIAN M. FREEDMAN, CPA

TARGETCOSTING
nterest in the target costing process is on the rise. Following are
some key points from a presentation on target costing by John J. Dutton of The Boeing Company, delivered
at a recent CAM -I /CMS session in
Phoenix, Arizona.
Target costing will be a key to competitive advantage in the future. The efMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

CAM-I'S 'PUSHING THE
ENVELOPE' MEETING
he 1994 first quarter meeting of
the Cost Management Section of
the Consortium for Advanced
Manufacturing - International (CAM-1)
was held in Clearwater Beach, Florida,
March 1 -2, 1994. Speakers developed
innovative approaches to managing
change. Referencing chapters from his
book, Vital Signs (New York, AMA COM, (212) 586.8100), Steven M. Hronec, worldwide manufacturing industry director for Arthur Andersen &
Co., focused on quantum performance
measures relating value and service to
cost, quality, and time. How strategy is
articulated and understanding customer (stakeholder) wants are keys to
competitive advantage. Using the right
performance measures effectively creates a powerful link among a company's strategies, resources, and processes and helps in identifying
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRR.1994

PRICEWATERHOUSE
GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTING
In an age of burgeoning budget deficits, doing
business with the federal government isn't getting easier. With the government scrutinizing
every charge, understanding the complex cost
recovery and accounting rules is essential.
And as budget pressures mount, you need to
be prepared should your project be scaled
back, redirected, or canceled altogether.
Learning to propose and negotiate effectively
can make all the difference between continuing success and constant frustration.
ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDOE, ESSENTIAL SKILLS

—

To give you the skills you need to maintain a
productive and profitable relationship with your
most important and challenging customer, the Price Waterhouse Government
Contractor Consulting Service has developed
a comprehensive set of seminars covering topics like: initial contract pricing; contract termination; changes and claims; optimizing cash flow;
pensions and compensation; optimizing profit;
downsizing and consolidation; IR &D and B&P;
and negotiation strategies and tactics.
—

fective application of the process requires a sound competitive business
strategy, broad cultural changes, and a
deep understanding of customers and
competitors. It requires fundamental
shifts in focus and business processes.
Foremost among these changes are
acquiring quality customer and competitive information to drive simultaneous product and process design and
applying a robust multifunctional profit and cost planning process. Equally
important, because they are essential
to profit and cost planning, are new
methods and data used to predict cost.
The target costing process is more
than merely setting new cost targets.
It also includes the means necessary to
achieve cost and quality goals. It is a
multifunctional business management
process that can be applied throughout the product life cycle. Excellence
in application will require changes to
methods and processes throughout
the firm. For some practitioners, supporting tools and methods include
quality function deployment, cost -up
and cost -down analysis, value engineering, conjoint analysis, functional
analysis, benchmarking, multidimensional cost tables, product and process
cost analysis, and regression analysis.
Many firms already may be practicing elements of target costing. The
quest is to understand and implement
best practices in this process. Implementing the process requires improvements in cooperation, planning, and
coordination throughout the firm.

Oun FAcuLTY: KNOWLEDGE WITH
EXPERIENCE

Many of our instructors have served as highlevel officials at government agencies such as
the Defense Contract Audit Agency. Others
have worked as corporate executives responsible for proposals, negotiation, accounting, or
contract administration. All are now actively
involved as consultants, helping companies do
better business with the government. Our faculty's varied experience means you learn government contracting from the dual perspective
of business people and government officials. It
means the issues come to life with vivid illustrations from the real world.

1.
F

An Introduction to
Contracting with the
Federal Government
May 4 -6,1994
San Francisco
September 28- 30,1994
Washington, DC
Cost Accounting
Standards
April 6- 8,1994
Washington, DC
June 20- 22,1994
Chicago
October 26- 28,1994
San Francisco
Multiple Award Schedule
Contracting under the
Federal Supply Schedule
Program
June 15-17, 1994
San Francisco
October
1994
Washingttonon,,D
DC
Proposal Preparation:
Pricing Pre -Award and
Post -Award Proposals
September 14- 16,1994
Dallas

STANDARDSEMINARSORCUSTOM-MADE
To sign up for our regularly scheduled seminars or have us create a customized in -house
program to fit your exact needs, please call
Betsy Stedman at (800) 879 -4306.

Price Waterhouse
Circle No. 27

0

Government Contractor Consulting Service
6500 Rock Sprang Drive - Bethesda. Maryland 20817

problems before they occur.
New product development was explored by Carey C. Curtis (Southern
Connecticut State University) and
Lynn W. Ellis (University of New Haven). A survey developed by Professor
Curtis, asking about the use of cycle
time measurements, identified the existence of an "acceleration trap." Companies may be pursuing a cycle -shortening strategy that will not enhance financial performance or may impair it
and that involves ineffective shortening approaches. Three models (decreased idea to customer time, decreased time through R &D, and increased earnings before interest and
taxes) were developed to explain variations in cycle time.
CAM -I is sponsoring further research to validate by replication the existence of the acceleration trap and to
add other new product development related variables. They are reward systems in R &D; quality/timeliness practices; benchmarking; and management accounting practices such as
R&D project selection criteria.
Tony Spirito of Digital Equipment
Corporation spoke about the change
confronting the computer industry as
a result of rapid technological shifts
and unprecedented levels of competition. In such an environment the reengineering of cost systems is inevitable.
The challenge for finance is to focus on
providing information to help set strategy. The speaker told how finance at
Digital is implementing activity-based
management for all elements of the
supply chain, engaging in benchmarking, setting competitive target costs for
manufacturing and logistics processes, and measuring business performance in nontraditional ways.
Jay Collins of AT &T Paradyne gave
an overview of how his company is using activity data to help manage life
cyle cost. By developing and implementing an ABC system internally,
AT &T Paradyne has minimized both
costs and transition time.

ENVIRONMENTALLY
RESPONSIBLECORPORATIONS
rofessor Marc Epstein of the Harvard Business School (HBS) is
conducting research for IMA on
how environmental costs and strategies
affect decision making in Fortune 500
firms. He has written a brief overview.

With the celebration of its first
Earth Day in 1970, the United States
began to concern itself with the issues
94

surrounding environmental degradation. Corporations began to focus on issues of corporate social responsibility;
researchers began to investigate corporate social accounting. But social accounting did not survive the 1970s in
good health. It had been used too extensively as a public relations tool and
not extensively enough as a methodology for implementing fundamental
changes in corporate culture.
A decade ago corporate environmental expenditures were significantly
less, and companies had little interest
in applying available measurement
techniques to environmental problems. But with current annual environmentally related operating expenses
and capital expenditures totalling in
the hundreds of millions of dollars for
many large U.S. corporations, the importance of having an adequate environmental measurement and reporting system is critical. Even so, most
companies still have not applied the
same rigorous analysis and approaches to environmental decision making
as they have to other types of corporate
decisions.
Now, however, environmental concerns have prompted a new focus on
developing approaches for managing
social and environmental impacts. The
focus this time is on improving environmental management in industry
and only secondarily on external reporting. Companies must develop systems to identify, measure, report, and
monitor environmental impacts. They
must integrate environmental concerns into product design, product
costing, product pricing, capital investment, and performance evaluation decisions. Polaroid, for example, has implemented an environmental accounting and reporting system as part of a
toxic use and waste reduction program
aimed at reducing the use of toxic
chemicals in the manufacturing process, thus reducing the need for pollution control programs. (To order HBS
Case #N9- 194-052 about Polaroid, call
(617) 495 -6117.)
Many companies are beginning to
examine the notion that they ultimately will be responsible for the costs of
recycling and final disposition of their
products, a responsibility variously labeled life -cycle assessment, take -back
principle, or cradle -to -grave responsibility. The related notion of full cost accounting requires companies to gather
all of the costs related to a product, including the environmental costs, and
apply them to both products and divisions. Some companies argue that it is

unfair to burden current products with
environmental expenditures related to
past sins. But we certainly must include current environmental costs related to current sins and some estimate
of future costs related to these sins.
Whenever possible these costs should
be taken out of overhead accounts and
assigned to products. Companies did
not anticipate 20 years ago that they
would have significant environmental
expenditures related to their products
and thus undercosted (and maybe underpriced) those products. We need to
ensure that 20 years from now we don't
look back at our production in 1994 and
determine that it did not include the
full product costs.
Corporate environmental costs
have risen significantly. To manage
these costs better, companies must develop an appropriate environmental
strategy, implement that strategy, and
gauge its success using easily measurable goals. Such a program is essential
to provide information to various stakeholders and decision makers. Who are
these decision makers?
Financial analysts need better information to project future profitability
and liquidity of corporations they follow. Without adequate recognition of
the environmental liabilities, companies are misstating these financial conditions, and analysts are misled.
Shareholders and other stakeholders need information for evaluating the
quality of corporate governance, stewardship, and social and environmental
responsibility.
Most important, modern corporate
managers need an increased quality
and quantity of environmental information to manage corporate affairs.
The increased costs related to environmental impacts are forcing the recognition that if the corporate mission
statements and tone at the top set by
the CEOs are to believed and implemented in organizations, performance
evaluation systems need to be adjusted
to incorporate these environmental impacts into employee pay. Corporations
cannot reduce their environmental
cost without the help of the entire
workforce.
Some companies have made
progress. Most have not. They must
now apply the approaches and techniques that have been developed and
used for other processes to the rapidly
increasing environmental costs. Doing
otherwise would be negligent.
Julian M. Freedman, CPA, CPIM, is
director, IMA research.
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THE MISSING LINK IN
ETHICAL TRAINING
PROGRAMS
BY CINDY D. EDMONDS
ost companies have established programs for the promotion of ethical conduct.
These programs tend to focus on the
external factors associated with the
prevention of unethical or illegal activities. They concentrate on subjects
such as internal controls, surveillance
equipment, hiring practices (for example, reference checks on new employees) corporate codes of conduct, and
so on.
Many ethical promotion programs
miss the opportunity to develop personal deterrents of unethical behavior.
Research findings indicate that, unlike
the unconscionable street criminal
whose actions are premeditated and
repetitive, the occupational offender
frequently stumbles into unethical or
illegal activities inadvertently.
The predominant scenario is a onetime offender who is remorseful of his
or her behavior and puzzled as to how
he /she became involved. Typical is the
testimony of Doug Adams (MANAGE MENT ACCOUNTING ®,June 1990),
who says, "I always feel sick when I
look back at my criminal actions and
try to figure out why. How could I
knowingly come to violate my personal
moral beliefs, convictions I had believed in through my childhood and
most of my adult life ?"
Ethics literature suggests that there
are red flags that point to the likelihood
of a breach in personal integrity. The
five most frequently cited warning signals are discussed below. Managers
should not ignore these red flags in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /APRIL 1994

The number -one personal factor
that motivates occupational crime is
living beyond one's means. Those
individuals wishing to avoid the
temptations of unethical illegal behavior should maintain a conservative debt service to income ratio.'
Avoid nonshare problems. People
try to hide gambling debts or the expenses of promiscuous activities.
They also feel compelled to hide illnesses, business failures, or the
pressures of educational expenditures that motivate disastrous shortcuts the attainment of financial
security. If you can't talk about your
problems to trusted friends or relatives, seek professional help. On the
road to personal integrity, an accountant should engage in no activity that cannot be discussed openly
with other trustworthy individuals?
Minor infractions can grow into major frauds. Individuals seeking to
avoid major crime should begin by
vowing to eliminate insignificant violations of trust from their lives.3
People who associate with those
who tolerate ethics violations (or at
least are indifferent to them) are
more likely themselves to be violators— or birds of a feather flock together. If you want to be a person
of integrity, then seek the company
of those who practice ethical conduct in their careers and personal
fives.4
Don't play games with yourself. Research suggests that occupational
criminals develop precrime rationalizations that permit them to justify criminal behaviors. Very few
people engage in activities they truly believe to be morally wrong. Instead they trick themselves into believing they are acting
appropriately.'
m

ETHICS

their own lives nor in employee educational programs.

Awareness is only half the battle.
Personal deterrence requires action in
addition to knowledge. Individuals of
strong moral character direct their behavior on the basis of values rather
than feelings. They have established a
foundation that permits them to resist
temptations as they arise in unforeseen
circumstances and situations. Contemporary psychologists suggest three
prime characteristics of value -based
personalities. Employers who seek to
foster the development of ethical conduct in their employees should include
coverage of these characteristics in

their professional training programs:
Personal integrity requires the acceptance of personal responsibility.
Do not blame your parents, spouse,
coworkers, or other individuals for
your problems.
Have a clear understanding of your
destination. M. Scott Peck suggests
the formation of a psychological
"map with which to negotiate the
terrain of life."
People who are principle centered
have the ability to delay gratification. E.M. Gray notes, 'Me successful person has the habit of doing the things failures don't like to
do. They don't like doing them either necessarily. But their disliking
is subordinated to the strength of
their purpose."
Employers who desire a strong ethical climate in the workplace should
help their employees to develop the
characteristics that lead to personal integrity. In addition to the efforts to detect and punish wrongdoers, they
should strive to develop the personal
capacities of their employees to resist
temptation.
Scientific research suggests that
moral development is not limited to the
early influences of the church and family. Instead it is the result of a lifelong
process that is the function of inputs
from numerous social institutions and
personal experiences.
Accordingly, business can play an
important part in the development of
personal integrity. This capacity often
is overlooked in the development of
programs that are designed to promote
ethical conduct. I encourage employers to fill in the missing link in ethics
training by adding topics on the development of personal integrity.
■
Cindy D. Edmonds isan assistant pro-

fessor of accounting at the University of

Alabama in Birmingham.
Edward J, McCracken is chair of
IMA's Committee on Ethics.

WS.Albrecht, K.R. Howe, and M.B. Romney, Deter
ring Fraud: The Internal Auditor's Perspective,The
Institute of Internal Auditors Research Foundation,
Altamonte Springs, Fla., 1984.
2
D.R. Cressey, Other People's Money,Patterson
Smith, Montclair, N.J., 1973.
sE. Sutherland, White Collar Crime, Holt. Rinehart,
and Winston, New York, N.Y., 1961.
4(bid
5S. Wheeler, K Mann, and A. Sarat, Sitting imJxgqnment. The Sentencing of Occupational Criminals,
Yale University Press, New Haven. Conn., 1988,
p. 89.
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RALPHL. BENKE, JR,, CMA, AND
ROGERH. HERMANSON, EDITORS

SECURED
PROFESSIONAL
EXAMS: PROS & CONS
BYROBERT GRUBER,CMA,AND
KENNETH MACUR,CPA
he accounting profession remains one of the few professions that still follows an unsecured examination policy by publishing questions and unofficial answers
used on professional exams.
There are several advantages associated with the continued publication
of professional exams:
1. Quick feedback for candidates because they currently are allowed to
have their exams mailed to them
shortly after the examination.
2. Quality- control feedback because
other interested parties (accounting instructors) may check the answers for technical accuracy.
3. Increased public confidence implied by the "nothing to hide" attitude of publishing the exam questions and unofficial answers.
4. More effective and efficient candidate preparation because they will
be better able to match the expectations of the exam with their level
of knowledge, skills, and abilities.
5. Lower administrative costs related
to maintaining security of exams.
The disadvantages include:
1. Because pretesting is not possible
with public exams, several important measures such as validity and
item difficulty cannot be predicted
reliably.
2. Emerging technical advances in the
field of testing and measurement
cannot be used. Test construction
improvements also cannot be used
without pretesting.
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Published exams can be misused by
candidates, educators, review
course instructors, and administrators who fail to recognize the difference between the goals of certification and the goals of education.
Outside pressures are increasing
for required pretesting of professional exam items (New York and
California).
Each exam must be completely rewritten, which means higher costs.
Important benefits can be achieved
by refining and reusing prior questions. There are several strategies,
however, for an organization to provide
practice exams —such as releasing an
actual exam every third year or preparing a practice exam with selected questions from prior exams.
A more serious issue is the effect of
unsecured exams on the efficiency of
the candidate's preparation. Andrew
Bondy investigated the effects of reviewing test items on test scores containing identical items and test scores
containing items rewritten from the
original (reviewed) test items.
Two groups of students were given
a multiple- choice test. One group reviewed the specific items missed,
while the other group reviewed the underlying principles of the items that
were missed. A second test was given
one week later containing some of the
exact questions missed on the first test
and some questions worded similarly
to those missed on the first test. The
group that reviewed the exact items
missed performed significantly better
on the questions that were the same on
both tests, but they did not perform
any better than the second group on
the revised questions. Bondy concluded that studying test items did not
translate into better performance
when the questions were changed
slightly between the two tests.'
Another study found that studying
for the exam not only motivates students to study but also increases the
retention and understanding of the
learned material. One group of students was instructed to study the material as if a test were going to be given.
A second group was instructed to
study to learn and did not expect a test.
As expected, the first group scored
significantly better on a subsequent exam. Interestingly, the effect was greater on short-answer and essay questions than on multiple- choice
questions. The effect of studying for an
exam resulted in a deeper understanding and a higher retention rate?

These results indicate some positive effects on the learning process of
publishing exams. However, they assume that the behaviors being learned
were the appropriate behaviors, and
they used norm- referenced exams instead of criterion- referenced exams.
On a norm- referenced exam, the average score and its standard deviation
are used to determine the different levels of acceptable performance. On a
criterion- referenced exam, performance standards are established before the exam is given.
These studies also were limited to
a single administration of the exams
being studied. The effects of published
exams and repetitive testing across
several populations of candidates have
not been investigated.
The nature (certification) and optimal grading format (criterion- referenced) for professional exams supports the use of secured examination
questions and answers. Secured examinations have significant effects on
increasing the validity, reliability, and
comparability of the examination process. For example, secure exam items
can be pretested and, if necessary, revised or discarded before the exam is
administered.
The use of pretested items also
makes it possible to "equate" the difficulty of successive exams, which increases the validity of each exam because they are more consistent across
time. Unfortunately, the limited empirical support for publishing exams to
improve exam performance cannot be
extended to the CMA or other unsecured professional exams.
While secure exams are not perfect,
we believe the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages.
■
Robert Gruber, CMA, Ph.D., CPA, is an
associate professor, and Kenneth M. Macur, CPA, Ph.D., is an associate professor at the UniversityofWisconsin- Wtiitewater, Whitewater, Wis.
Ralph L. Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph.D., is
the ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & YoungAlumni Professor and
Regent's Professor at Georgia State
University.
'Andrew S. Bondy, "Effects of Reviewing Multiple Choice Tests on Specific versus General Learning,"
Teaching ofPsychology,October 1978, pp. 144.46.
2G. Halpin and G. Halpin, "Experimental Investigations of the Effects of Study and Testing on Student
Learning. Retention, and Ratings of Instruction,"
Journal ofEducational Psychology, 1982, pp. 32 -38.
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demonstrate conclusively that synergism can be achieved.
If you are ready to empower your
employees and begin to create an organization based upon the principles of
TQM, read this book.
Dale N. Davis

Associate Professor of Marketing
Eastern New Mexico University

OFFICEPOWERWITH
PERSONALCOMPUTERS

SHAHS N. SANENTZ, EDITOR

OUT OFTHECRISIS
20th printing, W. Edwards Deming,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, MA 02139, 1986, 507

pp. —With the recent passing of Mr.
Deming, it is most appropriate to review this book, although it is far from
new. Any book in its 20th printing within a dozen years deserves wide recognition. Mr. Deming, as the true "father" of the quality movement, brings
us an important message. "Transformation of American management requires a whole new structure, from
foundation upward, and must take
place with directed effort. The aim of
this book is to supply the direction."
This goal is met admirably. Readers
will come away with renewed faith in
the ability of American industry to improve. This book, however, is more a
series of notes, anecdotes, and persuasive arguments for change rather than
a how- to -do -it or do- it- yourself blueprint. If anything, readers will believe
that it requires professional outside assistance—as Deming supplied the Japanese— combined with motivated
management to bring about needed
transformation.
This is the type of book that can be
opened anywhere and read with both
pleasure and profit. The only trouble is
that an individual far down in an organization may get frustrated. Seeing
what has to be done, knowing that it
can be done, and then receiving no encouragement from management is a
prescription for frustration. If enough
management accountants start to express their frustration, however, and
encourage their bosses to read this
book, progress will come.
Afred M. King, CMA

THEWISDOMOFTEAMS
Jon Katzenbach and Douglas Smith,

Harvard Business School Press, Boston,
MA, 1993, 291 pp.T he thrust of the
authors' observations can be summed
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up in one quote: "Teams usually do outperform other groups and individuals."
As McKinsey consultants, the authors
bring to bear real -life examples from
dozens of organizations. Given the
popularity of setting up teams, and the
difficult task of evaluating performance
(individual vs. the team), many management accountants are finding themselves team members.
IMA is developing a Statement on
Management Accounting on this very
subject, so the timing is excellent. My
only criticism —and it really is the
work's strength —is the authors' top
management focus. This book is not
about accountants and accounting;
rather, it is about a very effective way
to get things done in an organization.
Isn't that what work is all about?
Alfred M. King, CMA

HOWTOACHIEVE
ZERO-DEFECTMARKETING
Allan J. Magrath, AMACOM, American ManagementAssociation,135 West
50th Street, New York, NY 10020,1993,

174 pp.— Despite its title, this is not a
"how to" book. I would call it a "what
needs to be done" book, and it is a good
one. Magrath uses terminology different from what been popular in describing the various marketing functions,
and perhaps that is all to the good. His
terminology is that used when working
with total quality management.
Regardless, he insists from the first
page and reinforces throughout that
the whole effort is a process and has
to be treated as such. If the reader gets
nothing else from the material, the
book is worth the price.
Marketing is a multifaceted function. As such, those who labor under
its broad tent are particularly susceptible to the disease, suboptimization— unable and /or unwilling to see
the forest for the trees. By his excellent
choice of examples Magrath shows it
need not always be so. His examples

Bernie Browne, Byte Masters International, P.O. Box 1132, Indian Rocks
Beach, FL 34635, 1993, variously pag-

inated— Despite its rather amateurish
cover, this book is a handy reference
for integrating applications using Windows 3. 1, WordPerfect 5. 1, Lotus 1 -2 -3,
and DOS 5.0. The succinct instructions
on integrating material from Windows
into the DOS version of WordPerfect
5.1 illustrate just how helpful this guide
really is. Divided into eight sections
and a glossary, this paperback features
"smart indexes" to help save time by
referring you directly to the page
where a subject or command is discussed. Computer users who have
these software programs will find this
guide very useful.

MANAGING THE
PROFESSIONALSERVICEFIRM
David H. Maister, The Free Press, 866
7hirdAve., New York, NY10022,1993,

376pp.— Organization, compensation,
personnel development, growth, and
marketing are covered in a highly readable fashion. This is not a book on
building your practice. No single "silver bullet" is offered as a one -shot cure all. What the author has done is to cover every aspect of professional service
management with real -life examples of
what works and what doesn't. Even
more valuable, he explains why. This
book is not an inside expose. It is not
a do- it- yourself step -by -step guide. It is
a thought - provoking analysis of the
unique aspects involved in professional service organizations.
Reading this book may be the most
profitable investment of your time this
year— certainly for the audience to
which it is addressed.
Alfred M. King, CMA
Members may borrow materials reviewed in this section by calling Shahi
Sanentz, manager of library services, at
(201) 573 -6235.
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6.

7.

What are your career goals?
(Check all that apply)

❑
❑
❑

Under 50

❑

51 -100

❑

101 -200

❑

201 -500

Manager

❑

Vice President

❑

501 -1,000

❑

Senior level position

❑

1,000- 10,000

❑

Other

❑

Over 10,000

What is your current attitude
about your ability to succeed in
the workplace?
(Check one that applies)

14. Revenues for most
recent fiscal year:
(Check one that applies)

❑

The sky's the limit.

Depressed.

$11 -50 million

i]

Other

$51 -100 million

❑

2. If no, how long have you been
unemployed?
8.

Why do you have this attitude?
❑
❑

Staff reduction or downsizing.
9.

Associate Degree

❑

Career change.

Education
(Check one that applies)

Outsource accounting
responsibilities.

15. Name

(optional

Company

(optional)

Ph. D.

❑

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

80

Hire more management
accountants.

Keep the same number of
accountants.

Over $1 billion

This Fax Survey may be photocopied.

10.

5. In 1994, your organization will:
(Check all that apply)

Downsize the accounting
function.

$501 -999.9 million

Master's Degree

Other

4. If yes, how long have you
been in your current
position?

$101 -500 million

Bachelor's Degree

❑

Started own business.

❑

❑

❑

❑

❑

3. Reason for unemployment:
(Check all that apply)

Work didn't measure up to
employer's expectations.

$5 10 million

❑

❑

1J No

Under $5 million
-

Reasonably optimistic.
Yes

Other

❑

❑

❑

Certification

❑

❑

1. Are you currently employed?

Networking

13. Number of employees in your
organization or company:
(Check one that applies)

❑

Management accountants have experienced one of the most volatile job
markets
in
recent
his tory.
Downsizing, rightsizing, technology,
recession, and mergers & acquisitions have made even the most qualified and capable professionals insecure about the future. Now that economic reports are more positive, are
you optimistic, or have your career
aspirations been downsized? Reader
respons es will be published in the
annual careers issue in June.

Continuing education

❑

FAXSURVEY:
YOUR
CAREER?

12. What steps are you taking
to achieve career success/
security? (Check all that apply)

11.

Certification
(Check all that apply)
❑

CMA

FAXT0:
(201) 573 -0639

❑

CPA

Or, mail to:

❑

CIA

❑

Other

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING

What special skills /expertise
are needed to succeed in the
workplace?

ATTN:FAXSURVEY
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645

PLEASERESPONDBY
APRIL 25, 1994
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It's time for a better solution

Commander",FDC
'

Tired of saying "Sorry 1 can't" because reports from a'70s accounting system can't keep
pace with your company in the'90s? You need Commander FDC (Financial Data Control),
the client /server solution for financial consolidation and reporting that simplifies the most
complicated (and most urgent) information requests. With FDC, reorganizations are as
simple as changing an on- screen organization chart and pressing the "Consolidate" button.

Mo r e t h a n 2 ,800
majo r c o rp o ra tio ns ,

worldwide, us e
Co ms har e 's bus i ne s s

in te llige nc e a p p lic a -

Commander FDC helps you collect, consolidate and analyze financial data with ease.
FDC's database keeps all your reports consistent whether you use a spreadsheet (via FDC's
built -in linking) or use FDC's own multidimensional analysis. So before you have to say
"Sorry" again, call Chris Kelly at 1 -800. 922.7979 to learn about a better solution:
Commander FDC.
�
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There's something special
about specialists...
they do a better job.
And that's what Robert Half and Accountemps is all about... qualified
permanent and temporary accounting, finance and information systems
professionals. Companies have relied on us for professional, prompt and
cost efficient service since 1948. We have 150 offices worldwide. Call your
local office today.
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